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INTRODUCTION
TO THE THIRD EDITION ;

EvalualSon is a new discipline tkiough an old practice. It is

not itist at science, though there is a point to talking about
scientific evaluation by contrast with unsystematic orsubjective'evaluation. Disciplined evaluation occurs in scholarly book reviews, the Soc?atic dialogs, social criticism and
in the opinions handed down by appellate courts. Its characteristics are the drive for a determination of merit, worth
or value; the control of bias; the emphasis on sound logic,
factuAl foundations and comprehensive coverage. That it
has become a substantial subject is attested to by the existence of several encyclopedias, two professiunal associa-

tions with over a thousand members each, half a dozen
journals, and scores of anthologies, texts, monographs, etc.

It is a subject in its own right, not to be dissipated in
sub-headings under education, health, law-enforcement
anti to on; One might as well argue that there is no subject of

statistics, only agricultural statistics, statistics in biology,

etc. Nor will it do to classify; evaluation under "Social
Sciences, Sundry" since evaluation far transcends the social'
sciences. The Library of Congress has recognized this in the
past year by allocating a special classification for general
works in eifaluation, paralleling the one for general works
on research. (The second edition of this book was the straw
that broke the backof many years' resistance.)
It has been common amongst sore workers to speak of
"evaluation research" rather than "evaruation," to convey
the distinction between casual and scientific evaluative in -'

vestigetions. The redundancy is something we should in
general now put behind us, leaving it to the context to make
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the distinction dear, as we do with terms like "mgclicine,"
"diagnosis" and "explanation."
Amore important distinction to watch for is that between 41
doing evaluations and developing or discussing the methods and models in evaluation,. Most evaluations of the expansionist period since the mid-40s have been merely applications of quantitative social science techniques to some
nal model of what an' evaluation should be e.g. a test of

hypothesis that the intended results $ere achieved:
What makes evaluation a legitimate autonomous discipline
is the realization that such a model is completely wrong, a_
realization springing out of the discussion of Models and
methods initiated. by the educati4nal evaluators, not those
coming from sociology, psy.chology, etc. The discussion of
evaluation methodology is the same selt-analytical practice

that led to making a science out of metallurgy after six
thousand years of smelting, casting, annealing, and forging

skills, and to great practical advances immediately. Research without reflection on the methods and rnodels is
only appropriate when the latter are bevy ond reproach and it
,will take evaluation a long time to live down the immature
orgies of the seventies.
This small work may serve as a kind of miniature text cum- reference -guide to the field.' It developed from a 1977
pamphlet with the dame title, and the dictionary definition

of tile term "thesaurus"rather than Roget's exemplar\
still applies to this much larger, more detailed, and massively rewritten work: "a book contdining a store of words
or information about a particolar field or set of concepts''
(Webster III); "a treasury or Arehouse of knowledge", (0x, ford English Dictionary). We already have encyclopedias in
sub-fields of evaluation (t ducational evaluation and, program Avaluation), and many texts provide brief glossa 'es.

But for most consumers, the texts and larger compenZia 0
contain more than they want tr) know or care to purchase
for they are indeed expensive. The glossaries, on the other
hand, are too brief. Here then is a smaller and cheaper guide
than the encyclopedias, yet one that is more colnprehensive
than the glossaries since it is not restricted simply Coeducational evaluation or to program evaluation. It also refers to
product and personnel and proposal evaluation, to quality'
control and the grading of work samples, and to many of the
ii
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other areas in which disciplined evaluation is practiced. It
tongs:' praCtical suggestions.and procedures, comments'

and criticisms, as well as definitions and distinctions.
Where it functions as a dictionary, it is in the tradition of

Sanitise' Johnson's English Dictionary rather than the
mighty OED; academic, presses would not have approved
his definition of oats ("A grain, which in England is generally given, to horses, but in Scotland supports the people 7).
Where this serves as a reference to good practice and,not
just good usage, it is of course briefer than the special texts
or encyclopedias, but it may provide a godd starting-point
for an instructor who wishes to focus on certain topics in

considerable detail and to provide tailored readings cs
those, while ensuring that students have some source for
untangling the rest of the complex conceptual net that covers this field. Students have even read it cover to cover as a
way to &view a semester's course in two days.
- Smaller than the other texts, yes; more judgmental be-

yond doubt. But also possibly more.open to change; we
print short runs at Edgepress so that updating doesn't have
to compete'
of invert
. S4.1.1 inyour-torrections or suggestions, and receive a fr e copy of the next
edition. The most substantial or nume us suggestions also
earn the choice of a handsome book on evaluation from our
stock of spires. .(At this writing, we have spares of both
encyclopedias and twenty other weighty volumes.)
The criteria for induSion of an entry were: (a) at least a few
participants in workshops or classes requested it; (b)-a short,
account was possible; (c) tIe account was found -useful,

orin a few cases(d) the author thought it should be

included for the edification or amusement of professionals
and/or amateurs. There is more current slang and jargon in
here than would usually be recognized by a respectable
scholarly publicationbut that's exactly what gives people
the most trouble. (And besides, though some of the slang is
unlovely, some of it embodies the poetry and imagina',ivenesslf a new field far better than Tore pedestrian{' and
technical prose.) There's not much on(the solid statistics and
'measurement ma teria I because Out's *ery well covered
elsewherebut there's a little,' because participants in
some inservice workshops for professionals have no statis-

tical backgrou.d and find these few definitions helpful.
lit

,

There's a go deal about the federalistate contract process
because that s the way inuch of evaluation is funded (and
because its-je'rgon is especially pervasive and mysterious).

Some references are providedbut only a few key nes,
because too many just leave the readers' problem of selection unanswered. The scholai will usually fintlionore references in the few given; that was one criterion for selection of
* them. Acronyms, besides a basic few, are in a supplement,
to reduce clutter. The list of entries has benefited from
comparison with the Encyclopedia of Educational Evaluation (edsAAnderson, Ball, Murphy et al., Jossey-Bass, 1976);
in
but there are over 120 substantive entries here that are
y
o
EEC. The third edition has revisions on every paged
them extensive, and a score of new entries. (and several
dozen fewer typographical errors). About five thousand
words have been added.
The University of San Francisco, through its support of
the Evaluation-Institute, deserves first place in a" listing of
indebtedness. In 1971-72 the U.S. Office of Education (embodied in John Egermeier) was kind enough to support me
in-developing andgivingairaining program in what I then
Veiled Qualitative Educational Evaluation at the University
of California at Berkeley, and there began the glossary from
which this work grew. Two contracts with Region IX of
HEW, to assist in building staff evaluation capability, led me
from giving workshops there to developing materials which
can be more widely distributed, more detailed, and used for
later reference more often than a student's seminar notes.
My students and contacts in those courses and workshops,
as others at Berkeley, Nova, USF, AERA, Capitol and on
many distant campuses have been a constant source of
improvement -=still needed-Lin formulating and covering
this exploding and explosive field; and my colleagues and
clients too. To all of these, many thanks, most especiiilly to
Jane Roth for her work-on the original Evaluation Thesaurus
which she co-authored in 1977, and to Howard Levine for
many valuable suggestions about the first edition. Thanks,
too, to Sienna S'Zell and Nola Lewis for handling the complexities of getting this into and out of our Mergenthaler
phototypesetters. They are not to blame for our minor efforts to reform punctuation e.g., by (usually) omitting the
commas around "e.g." since it provides its own pause in the
1

8,

it,

it

flow; and cutting down
use of single quotes, since the
U.S. and Britishoactices are reversed
This wolilcirone of a series to come out in 1981-82. A long
monmerph; only availa,ble in an inexpensive field edition
at (typeset but stapled and not indexed), The Logic of
Evalitation, is complete and becaffie available in eirly December. The Evaluation of Composition Instruction with -

Davis and Thomas, a project supported by the Carnegie
Corporation, came out in NoVember. An introduction to
evaluation, to'be called Principles and Practice of Evalyation, is scheduled for February "82.-Longer studiesipublished during this period include-one on product evalution
in New Technitptes for Evaluation (ed. Nick Smith, 'Sage,
1981); one on the evaluation of 'teaching and teachers is in
Handbook of Teacher Evaluation (ed. Jay Millman, Sage,
19B1); one on the evaluation of educational technology is in
The Future of Education, (ed. Kathryn Cirincione-Coles,
Sage, 1981); and a monograph "Overview ot, Evaluation"
(focussed on educational evaluation) in Proc. Nat. Acad. of
Education. Books are also projected for this period on personnel evaluation-and the evaluation-of-information technology.) We have also published several issues of a newsletter on methodologicalissues, evaluation notes. Where more
detail on a topic referenced in the thesaurus is provided in
the first of these monographs, the abbreviation LE (for Logic
of Evaluation) is used.
Reyes Ridge
Inverness
California
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Terms printed in bold type have their own entry; bit this
slightly distracting flag is not waved more than once in any

cntry.
ACCOUNTABILITY' Responsibility for the justification
of expenditures, decisions, or one's own efforts. Tditus prti-

gram managers and teathers slituld be, it is often said,
accountable for their costs and salaries and time, or accountable for pupils' achievement. The term is also usecrto refer
to a movement towards increased justification. Accountability thus requires some kind of cost - effectiveness evaluation;
it is not enough that one be able to explaity how one spent the
money ("fiscal accountability"), but it is also expected that
one be able to justify this in terms of the achieved results.
Teachers have sometimesbeen held wholly accountable for

their students' achievement scores, which is of course entirely inappropriate since their contribution to these scores
is only one of several factors (support from parents, from
peers, and from the rest of the school environment outside
the classroom are the most frequently cited other influences). On the other hand, a teacher can appropriately be
heldaccountable for the failure to produce the same kind of
learning gains in his or her pupils that other teachers of
essentially similar pupils achieve. A common fallacy associ-.
ated with accountability is to suppose that juktice requires
the formulation of precise goals and objectives if there is, to
be any accountability; but in fact one may be held account-,

able for what one does, within even the most general con-

ception -of professional work, e.g. for "teaching social
studies in the twelfth grade," where one might be picking a
fresh (unprescribed) topic every day, or every hour, in the
light of one's best judgment as to what contemporary social

events and the class capabilities make appropriate. Less
specificity makes the judgment more difficult, but not in' pos;

sible. Captains of vessels are held accountable for their
actions in wholly unforeseen circumstances. It is true, how-

ever, that any testing process has to be very carefully
selected and applied iLeducational accountability is to be
enforced in an equitable way; this does not mean that the
test must be matched to what is taught (because what is
taught may have'been wrongly chosen), built does mean
that the test must be very carefully justified e.g. by reference

to reasonable expectations as to what should have been (or
could justiffably have been) covered, given the-need and
ability of the students.

ACCREDITATION The award of credentials, in particular the award of membership in one of the regional associa-

tions of educational institutions or one of the professional
organizations which attempt to maintain certain quality
standards fok9embership. The "accreditation process" is
the process 'Whereby these organizations determine eligibil-

ity for membership and, encourage-self-improvement towards achieving or maintaining that status. The accreditation process has two phases; in the first, the institution
undertakes a self -study and self-evaluation exercise against
its own mission statement. In the second' Phase the regional
accrediting commission sends in a team of people familiar
with similar institutions, to examine the self-study and its

results, and to look at a very large number of

Lir

features of the institytion, using data to be supplied by he
institution together with a checklist (Evaluative, Criteri is
the best -known of these, published by The National Soc
for School Evaluation), which are then pulled together in ar.
informal synthesis process. At the elementary level, schools
are typically not visited (although there is one of the handful
of regional accrediting commissions that is an exception to

this); at the high school level a substantial team visit is
involved, and the same is true at the college level. Accredit-

ing of professional schools, particularly law schoolk and
medical khools, is also widespread and done by the relevant professional organizations; it operates in a similar way.
Accrediting of schools of education that aware credentials,
e.g. for teaching in elementary schools, is doni by the state;

there is also a private organization (NCA) which evaluates sich schools. There are grave problems with the accreditation process as currently practiced, in particillar its
,tendency towards the rejection of innovations simply because they are unfamiliar (naturally this is denied); its use of
teams unskilled in the now-accepted Standards for serious

program evaluation; its disinterest in looking at learning
achievements by. contrast with process indicators; the inconsistency between its practiceand the claim thatit accepts
the institution's own goals; the shared-bias probleni; the

brevity of the visits; the institutional veto and

dle-ofthe-road bias in selecting team members; the la of concern
with costs; and so on (LE). See InstitutionaltValuation.

*

ACHIEVEMENT vs. APTITUDE HE APTITUDE/
ACHIEVEMENT DISTINCTION) 's obvious enough
that there's a difference between t two; Mozart presumably had more early aptitude for the piano than you or I,
even if he'd never been shown one. But statistical testipg
methodology has always had a hard time`over the distiation because statistics isn't subtle enough to.cope with the
point of the distinction, just as it isn't subtle enough to cope
with the distinction between correlation and causation. For

no one has achievement who doesn't have aptitude, by
definition, so there's a one-way correlation.; and it's very
hard to show that someone has an aptitude without giying
them a test that actually measures (at least embryonic)
achievement. Temerarious testing types have thus sometimes been led to deny that there is any real distinction,
Whereas the fact is only that they lack the tools to detect it.
Distinctions only have to be conceptually clear, not statisfi-

cally simple; and the distinction between a capacity (an
aptitude) and a manifested performance (achievement) is
conceptually perfectly dear. Empirically; we may never find

good tests of aptitude that aren't mini-achievement tests.
(Ref. The Aptitude Achievement Distinction, ed. Green,
McGraw-fhli.;
ACTION RESEARCH A little-known sub-field in the
social sciences that can be seen as a precursor of evaluation.

ACTORS Social science (and now evaluation) jargon
term for those ptrticipating in an evaluation, typically evaluator, client and evaluee (if a person or his/her program is

being evaluated). May:also be used to refer to all active.
stakeholders.
.
.
ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION A species of persorrel evaluation which illustrates many of the problems of
teacher evaluation in that there is no demonstrably superior
administrative style (e.g. with respect to democratic versus

authoritarian leadership), when the criterion of merit is
effectiveness, rather than enjoyability. The three main cornponents of administrative evaluation should be: (a) anony-

,

3
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!nous-holistic rating or o6serveciperformance as an admin,istrator, with an opportunity to give reasons or examples,
by All those "significantly interactive" with the individuals

in question. Identifying this groupit never needsto
more than a dozenis done by a ,prehminary request for a

list from the administra' r to be evaluated, to which is
attached the comment that the search will also be instigated
from the groups at ,the oilier end of the interaction; (b)

study of- objective measures of effectiveness, e.g. turnaround time, on urgentlirequested materials, output indicators, staff turnover etc.; and (c) paper-and-pencil or interview or simulation tests of relevant knowledge and skills,
in particular of new knowledge and Inderstanding that has
.

become important since the time of the last review. This
kind of evaluation can easily be tied to in-service training, so

-

that it is a.producae and supportive experience. The usual
farce of administrator evaluation via performance or behavioral objectives is not wily a prime opportunity for the
con artist to exploit, is not only indefensible because of its
Lck of input from most offiihe people that have most of the
relevant evaluative knowledge, it is also highly destructive
of creative management because of the lack of rewards for

handling "torgets of opportunity"ind&d, there are usually de facto punishments for trying to introduce them as
new `objectives. (It-also has the other weaknesses of any
goal-hued evaluation.) It's acceptable as a fourth component with the same weight as the three above, if carefully
managed._ Administrators are ofteonervous about the kind
of approach listed as preferable here, because they rightly
understand that most of the people with whom they interact have a pretty poor grasp of the ad ministgator's extensive responsibilities and burdens. The questionnaire must
of course rather carefully delimit the requesraFresponse to
rating (holistically) he observed behaviors, and the rest -of___
the objection is taken care of by the comprehensive nature

of the group responding (peers, superiors, and subordinates), supplemented by the objective measures.
ADVOCATE-ADVEASARr EVALUATION, (THE AD,
VERSARY APPROACH) A type of evaluation in which,
,during the process and/or in the final report, presen Lions
are made by individuals or teams whose goal is tQ provide
the strongest passible case for or against a particular view or

13
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evaluation of the program (etc.). There may or nity not be
an attempt at providing a synthesis, perhaps by means of a
judge or a jury or bot h. The techniques were developed very
extensively in the early seventies, from the initial example

in which Stake and Denny were the advocate and the adversary (the TCITY evaluation), through Bob Wolf, Murray

Levine, Torn Owens and others. There are still' great difficulties in answering the question, "When does this give a
better picture and when doesit tend to falsify the picture of
a program?" The search for justicewhere we rely on the

adversary approachis not the same as the search for
truth; nevertheless, there are great advantages about stating and attempting to legitimate radically different appraisals e.g. the competitive element. One of the most interesting reactive phenomena in evaluation was the effect of the
original advocate-adversary 'valuation; many members of
the "audience" were extre: ely upset by the fact that the
highly critical adversary report had been printed part of
the evaluation. They were unable to temper this reaction by
recognition of the equal legitimacy accorded to the advocate
position. The significance of this phenomenon is partly that

it reveals the enormous pressures towards bland evaluation, whether they are explicit or beloW the surface. In
"purely logical" terms, one might think there wasn't much
difference between giving two contradictory viewpoints
equal status, and giving a merely neutral presentation. But
the effect on the audience shows that this is not the case;
and indeed, a more practically oriented logic suggests that
important information is conveyed by the former method of
presentation that is absent from the latter, namely the range
of (reasonably) defensible interpretation:,. See also Relativ-

ismjudicial Model.
AM./ (*ATE TEAMS APPROACH (Stufflebeam) Not
sed with the advocate/adversary approach to
evalua n. A procedure for developing in detail the leading
options for a decision maker, as a preliminary to an evaluation of them. Part of the input phase in the CIPP model of
evaluation. See also Critical Competitors.

to be c

;

AESTHETIC EVALUATION Often thought of e.g. by
social scientists as essentially the articulation of prejudice, it
can involve a substantial objective component. See Archi5

1I

(

techiral Evaluation, Literary Criticisn3,,

AFFECTED POPULATION A program, product etc.
impacts the true consumers and its own staff: In program
evaluation both effects must be considered _bough' they

have quite different ethical standings. At one stage,

it

looked as if the Headstart.program amid be justified (only)
because of its benefits those it employed.

d

AFFECTIVE (Bloom) Original sense; pertaining to the
domain of affect..Often taken to be the same as the domailP
of feelings or attitudes. Since theseare sometimes confused
with beliefs, it should be remembered that affect should also
be .distinguished from the cognitive aod psychomotor domains. For example, self-esteem and locus .otcontrol are
often said to be.affective variables, but many items or interview questions which are said to measure these actually
call for estimate of self-worth and appraisals or judgments
of locus of control, which are straight propositional claims
and hence cognitive. Errors such as this often spring from
the idea that the realm of valuing is not proposif nal,-but
merely attitudinal, a typical fallacy of the value-free ideology in social science, While some personal values are evidentin attitudes and hence may be considered affect, some

valuations whether or not they cause certain attitudes
are scientifically testable assertions. Note the difference between "I feel perfectly capable of managing my own life,

selecting an appropriate career and mate, etc." and I am
perfectly capable, etc." (Or "1 feel this program is real!!
valuable' for me" vs. "This program is really valuable for
me.") Clainr about feelings are autobiographical and the
error sources are lying and lack *elf-knowledge. Claims
about merit are external world claims and verified or falsified by evaluations. The use of affective measures, beyond
the simplest expressions of pleasure, is currently extremely

dubious because of (a), these conceptual confusions between affect and cognition, (b) deliberate falsification of
responses, (c) unconscious misrepresentation, (d) dubious
assumptions macle by the interpreter, e.g. that increases in
self-esteem are desirable (obviously false beyond a certain
(unknown) point), (e) invasion of privacy, (f) lack of even
basic validation, (g) high lability of much affect, (h) high
stability of other affect. NOt long ago, I heard an expert,sav

15
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that :he only known-valid measure of affect relates to locus
of control and that is fixed by the age of two. He may have
been optimistiC.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION *Often incorrectly seen as an
achninisfrative imposition upon "proper" or " scientific"
evaluation, or as an ethical requirement (equally separate
frpm the real-process of evaluation). This "add-on" perception is one reason why women/Minorities are still de facto
discriminated 4gainst even by those with the best intentions. The gross excesses of 'many affirmative action pro=

grams should not be allowedto obscure the unde4ing
scientific (as well as ethical) rationale for special procedures
that equalize treatment of candidates from groups against
which there has been sustained discrimination in the past.
Avoiding disbarment of candidates for reasons of remote
nepotism and avoiding irrelevant job-requirements are
two examples of about ten that are required in order that the
best candidate be selected. (Opponents of affirmative action
think it necessarily represents a reduction of commitment to

the principle of selection ant merit.) See also Personnel
Eialuation, and-evaluation gates, Nov. 1981.

ANALYTICAL (evcluition) By contrast with holistic
evaluation which might be called macrocrLaluation (by
analogy with macro-economics) analytical evaluation is
micro-evaluation. There are fwo main varieties: component
evaluation and dimensional evaluation. It is often thought
that causal analysis or remedial suggestions are part of
analytic (typically formative) evaluation, but they are not in
fact part of evaluation at all, strictly speaking (LE).

ANCHORING (ANCHOR POINTS) Rating scales
that use numbers (e.g. 1-6, 1-10) or letters (A-F) should
normally provide some translation of the labeled points-on------the scale, or at least the end-points and mid-point. It is
common, in providing these anchors, to confuse grading
language with ranking language e.g. by defining A-F as
"Excellent ... Average"... Poor" which has two absolute
and one relative descriptors, hence is useless if most of the
evaluands are or may be excellent (or poor). Some, probably
most, anchors for letter grades create an asymmetrical dis-

tribution of merit e.g. because the range of performances
which D (potentially) describes is narrower than the
7.

range; this, invalidates (though possibly not seriously) the
numerical conversion of letter-grades to grade points (LE).
It may be a virtue, if conversion is not eskntial. In another
but related sense of anchoring, itlAeans cross-calibration of
e.g. several reading tests, so as to identify (more or less)
equivalent scores.

ANONYMITY Th6 preservation of the anonymity of
respondents sometimes requires very great ingenuity. Although even bulletproof systems do not aihie've honest
responses from everyone in personnel evaluation, because
of secret contract bias, leaky systems get honesty from
almost no one. The new legal requirements for open files
have further endangered this crucial source of evaluation
input; but not without adequate ethical basis, The use of a
"filter" (a pervn who removes identifying information,
in charge of the evaluation) is usually
usually the per
essential; a suggestion box, a phone with a recorder On it to
which respondents can talk (disguising their voice), checklists that avoid thenecessity for ('recognizable) hafidwriting,

i4

forms that an be photocopied to avoid watermark identifiers, money instead of .tamps or reply:paid envelopes,
(which can be invisibly coded) are all possibilities. Typical
further problems: What if you want to provide an incentive
for respondinghow can you tell who to reward? What if,
like a vasectomy, you wish to be able to reverse the anonymyzing process (e.g. to get help to a respondent in great
distress)? There are complex answers, and the questions
illustrate the extent to which thisissue in evaluation design
takes us beyond standard survey tech niq tes.

APPLES & ORANGES ("Comparing apples &
oranges") Certain evaluation problems evoke the complaint, particularly from individuals trained in' the traditional social sciences, that any solution would be "likeomparing apples and oranges." Careful study shows that any
true evaluation problem (as opposed to a unidimensional
measurement problem) involves the comparison of unlike
quantities, with the intent of achieving a synthesis. It is the

nature of the beast. On the other hand, far from being
impossible, the simile itself suggests the solution; we do of
course compare apples and oranges in the market, selecting
the one or the other on the basis of various considerations,

1i
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such as cost, quality relative to the appropriate standards
for each fruit, nutritional value, and the preferences of those
for whom we are purchasing. Indeed, we commonly con-

skier two or more of these factors and rationally amalgamate the results into an appropriate purchase. While there
are occasions on which the considerations just mentioned
do not point to a single winner, and the choice may be made
arbitrarily, this is typically not the case. Complaining about
the apples and oranges difficulty is a pretty good sign that
the complainer has not thought very hard about the nature
of evaluation

APPORTIONMENT (ALLOCATION, DISTRIBUTION

The process or result of dividing a given quantity of resources between a set of competing demands e.g. dividing a
budget between program-, this is in fact the defining problem of the science of econu.aics, but one that is usually not
addressed directly or not in practical terms within the economic literature, presunv.1-.1). because any solution requires

making assumptions about the so-called "interpersonal
comparison of utility " i.e. the relative worth of providing
goods to different individuals. Thus the value-free concep.

tion of the social science

lakes it taboo to provide practices

solutions to the apportionment problem. (Air exception is
the Zero-Based Budgeting approachone can hardly call it
'a literature, and it rarely gets referenced in 'an economics
text.) Apportionment is a separate evaluation predicate,
distinct-from grading and `ranking and scoring although all
of those are involved in it; it islike them -r-one very practical way of showing one's estimate of relative 'worth, and of
all the evaluation predicates it is probably the closest to the

decision makers' modal evaluation process. VariouS
patently inappropriate
'ons are quite fretiuently
e.g. the "across-the-board cu "
not only rewards the
padding ig of budgets, and hence automatically leads to increased padding the following year, but it also results in
some funding at below th0 "critical mass" level, a complete
waste of money. Another inappropriate solution involves
asking program managers to make certain levels of cut; this

of course,results in the blackmail strategy of setting the
critical mass levels too high, in order to get more than is
absolutely necessary. The only appropriate kind of solution
444
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involves sofhe evaluation by a person external to the pro-,
gam, typically in conjunction with the program Tanager;

and the first task of such a review must be to eliminate
anything that looks like fat in the budget. Later steps in the
process involve segmentation of each program, identification of alternative articulations of the segments, grading of
the cost-effectiveness of the progressively larger systeriis in
each sequence of add-ons, and consideration of interactions
between program components that may redtice the cost of

each lat certain Points. Given an estimate of the "return
value" of the mone*the good it would do if not used for
this set of programs), and the ethical (or democratic) commitment to prima facie equality of interpersonal worth, one
then has an effective algorithm for spending the available
budget in the most effective way. It will typically I:+e the case

that somfunding of each of the programs will occur (unless

the minimum critical mass is too large), because of the
declining marginal utility of the services to each of the
(semi-overlapping) impacted populations, the long-term
.advisability of retaining capability in each area, and the
political considerations involved in reaching larger numbers. The process just described, although independently
developed, is similar to the procedure for zero-based budgeting, an innovation of which the Carter Administration
made a good deal in the first years of his presidency; but
serious discussion of the methodology for it neveriseemed
to emerge, and the practice was naturally well behind that

(See Evaluation News, Dec. 1978). At the nformal but
highly practical level, apportionment reminds us of 9ne of
the most brilliant examples of bias control methodology in
all eva anon: the solution to the problem of dividing, an
irregula sha?ed portion of food or land into two fair
sharesYo dividr, Ind I'll choose. This is a micro-version
of the "veil f ignofance" or antecedent probability approach to t justification of justice and ethics in Rawls, A
Justice (Harvard, 1971), and Scriven, Primary
Theory
MI6 phy (McGraw-Hill, 1966). is not surprising that

ethics and evaluation share a corimon border hen since
justice is often analyzed as a distributional concept. Apportionment may be logically reducible to a very complex combination of grading and ranking, on multiple scales; but the
reverse is also as likely. In any case, it may be better to use
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one possibly redundant predicate in setting up the logical
foundations of evaluation, as we do in mathematics or symbolic logic.

ARCHITECTURAL EVALUATkON Like the evaluation of detective stories and many n els (see literary criticism); this field involves a framew rk of logic and a skirl of
aesthetics; it is frequently tree
as if only one of these
components is important. The solution to the problems of
traffic flow arid energy conservation, the use of durable
fixtures that are not overpriced, the provision of adequate
floor-space end storage, meeting the requirements. of ex=
pension, budget, safety and tht law; these are the logical

A
-..

constraints. The aesthetic are no less important and no
easier to achieve. Unfortunately architecture has a poor

.

record of learning by expelence, i.e., Poor evaluation commitment! every new schoolobuilding incorporates errors ?if
the simplest kind (e.g. classroom entries. at the front of the
room) and colleges of architecture when designed by their
faculty not only make these errors but are oftearid Widely
thought torte the ugliest buildings on '---- campus. (Cf.
evaluators' who write reports readable only by evaluators.)
It is significant that the Ford Foundation's brilliant conception of a center for school architecture has, after several
years' operation, sunk without a trace.

ARCHIVES Repository, of records in which e.g. minutes of key meetings, old budgets, prior evaluations and

qthgr found data are located.

ARGUMENTATION House has argued that eiluation*
is a form of argumentation (Evaluating With Validity, Sage,
1980) and hence that insights aborstlit.may be implicit in

studies of reasoning such as the "New Rhetoric." One
might add the informal logic movement literature.

ARTEFACT (or ARTIFACT) (of an experiment, evaluation, analytical orstatistical procedure) An artificial result,'
one merely due to (created by) the investigatory or analytic
procedures used in an experiment, an evaluation, or a statistical analysis, and not a real property of the phenomenon
investigated. (For an example, see Ceiling Effect.) Typically

uncoveredwand in good designs guarded againstby
using multiple independent methods of investigation/

analysis.
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ASSESSMENT Often used as 'a synonym for evaluation,, but sonietirnes used to refei to a process that is more

focussed on quantitate* and/or testing approachOs; the
quantity may be money (as in real estate assessment), or
numbers and scores (as in National Assessment of Educational Progress). People sometimes suggest that assessment
is less of a judgmental.and more of a measurement process
than certain other kinds of evaluation; but it might ,be ar-

gued that it is simply a case of evaluation in which the
judgment is built into the numerical results. Raw scores on a
test of no known content or construct validity would not be'
assessment; it is only when the test is (supposedly) of basic
mathematical competence, for example, that reporting the
results constitutes assessment in the appropriate sense, and

=

of .course the judgment of validity is the key evaluative
component in this.
.
ATTENUATION (Stat.) in the technical sense this refers to the reduction in correlation due to errors of
measurement.
ATTITUDE, EVALUATIVE See Evaluation
Skills.
.
=

-

ATTITUDES The compound of cognitive and affective
variables describing a person's mental set towards another
person, thing,.or state. It may be evaluative or simply prefei
rential; that is, someone may think that running is good for
.you, or simply enjoy it, or both; enjoying it does .not entail
thinking it is meritorious, nor vice versa, contrary to many
suggested analyses of attitudes. AttitUdesare inferred from
behavior, including speech behavior, and inner states. N.)
one, including the person whose attitudes we are trying to
determine, is infallible about attitudinal conclusions, even
.though that person is in a nearly infallibte position with
respect to his or her own inner states, which are not the same

as attitudes. Notice that there is no harp line between
attitudes and cognition; many attitude re evinced through
beliefs (which may be true or false), an attitudes can sometimes be evaluated as right or wrong, orgood or bad, in an
objective way (e.g. attitudes towards "the world owing one
a Jiving," work, women (men), etc.). See Affective.
ATTRMON The loss of subjectein the experimental or
control /comparison groups during the period of the, study.
12
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This is 'often so large as to destroy the experimental
design-0-60% loss within' a year is not uncommon in the
schools. Hence all choice of numbers in the groups must be
ba.ied upon a good estimate of attrition plus a substantial
margin for error.

AUDIENCE (in Robert Stake's sense) A group,
whether or rtrethey are the dient(s), who will or should see
and may use or react to an evaltiation. Typically there are
several audiences, and typicalty an evaluation report or
presentation will need careful planning in order to serve the
several audiences reasonably well.

AUDIT, AUDITOR Apart from the original sense of
this term, which refers to a check on the books of an institu-

tion by an independent accountant, the evaluation use of
the term refers to a third party evaluation or extemzliwalua-

tion, often of an evaluation. Hence and this is the standard usage in Californiaan auditor may be a meta-evaluator, typically serving in a formative and summative role. In
the more general usage, an auditor may be simply en external evaluator working either for the same client as the primary evaluator or for another client. There ale other occasions when the auditor is halfway between the original kind
of auditor and an evaluation auditor; foi example, the Audit
Agericy of HEW (now HHS/ED) was originally set up to
monitor conipliance with fiscal guidelines, but their staff are

now frequOtly looking at the methodology and overall
utility of evaluations. The same is true ofGAO and OMB
"audits."

BALANCE OF POWER A desirable feature of the
social environtnent of an evaluation, summed up in the
formula: "The power, relation of evaluator, evaluee and
client should be as nearly symmetrical as possible." For
example, evaluees should have the right to have their reac-

tions to the evaluation and evaluator(s) appended to the
report when it goes to the client: Similarly, the client should
also w3dertake to be evaluated in the typical situation where
the c6ntract identifies someone else as the evaluee. (School
administrators who are not being properly evaluated have
little right to have teachers critically evaluated.) Meta-evaluation and goal-free evaluation are both part of the Balance
of Power concept. Panels used in evaluation should exhibit
13
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a balance of power, not a lack of bias as it is conventionally
perceived. There are both ettfical and political/practical cea,
sons ft c arranging a balance of power.
.

BASELINE (data.or measures) Facts about the condi-

tion or performance of subjects prior to treatment. The
essential result of the pretest part of the pretest-posttest
approach. Gathering baseline data is one of the key reasons

for starting an evaluation before a program starts, something that always seems odd to budgetary bureaucrats. See
Preformilive

BASIC CHECKLIST The multi-point . checklist for
evaluating products, programs, etc., to be found under Key
Evaluation Checklist.

' 4 BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES Specific goals of, e.g. a

program, stated in terms which will enable their attainment
to be Checked by observation oftest/measurement. An idea

which is variously seen as 1984/Skinnei/dehumanizing,
etc., or as a minimum requirement for the avoidance of
empty verbalisms. Some people now use "measurable objectives" to avoid the miasma associated with the connotations of behaviorism. Inineral, people are now more tolefant of objectives that are somewhat more abstractly specified, provided that Wading verification /falsification conditions can be spelled out:than they were in the early days of
the behavioral objectives movement, in the 1960s. This is
because the attempt to spell everything out (and skip the
statement of intermediate-level goals) Produces 7633 behavioral objectives for reading, which is an incomprehensible mess. Thus educational research has rediscovered the
reason for the failure of the precisely analogous move by,
positivist philosophers of science to eliminate all theoretical
terms in favor of observational terms. The only legitimate
scientific requirement here is that terms have a reliable use
and agreed-upon empirical tontent not a short translation into
observational languagethee latter

is just one way to the

Nb, former and not always possible. Fortunately, scientific
training can lead to the reliable (enough) use of theoretical

terms, i,e., they can be unpacked into the contextuallyrelevant measurable indicators upon demand. This avoids
the loss of tire main cognitive organizers above the taxonomical level, and hence of all understanding, that would
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result from the tote! translation project, even if it viere
possible. 11 le same conclusion applies to the use of somewhat general goal statements.

BIAS A condition in an evaluation or other design, or in
some of its partidpants, that is likely to produce errors; for
example, a sample of the students enrolled in a school is
biased against lower economic groups if it is selected from
those present on a particular day since absenteeism rates are
usually higher amongst lower economic groups. Hence, if
we are investigating an effect -that may be related to economic class, using,auch a sample would be faulty design. It
is common and incorrect to suppose that (strong) prefer-

ences are biases, e.g. someone who holds strong views
against the use of busing to achieve desegregation is often
said to be biased. (See the glossary of Evaluation Rodents,
McGraw Hill, 1980; where bias is wrongly defined as "a
consistent alignment with one point of view.") This is true only
where the views are -unjustified, '.e., involve or will prob.ably lead to errors. It. is not true if the views are merely
controversiali one would scarcely arguE that believers in
atoms are biakedieven though the existence of atoms is

denied by Christian Scientists. One sometimes needs a

judge in a dispute that is neutral or acceptable to all parties or to
the audientes; this should be distinguished froroimbiased.
Being neutral is often a sign of error in a given dispute i.e. a
sign of bias. Evaluation panels should usually include
trained and knowledgeable people with strong commitments both for and against whatever approach, program,
etc., is being evaluated (where such factions exist) and no
attempt should be made to select only neutral panelists at

the usual cost of selecting ignoramuses or cowards and
"jetting superficial, easily dismissed reports. The neutral
faction, if equally knowledgeable, should be represented
just as any either faction. Selecting a neutral chair may be
good psychPlogy or politics (and that is part of good evaluation design, too), but not because sAte is any more likely to
be a good judge. See also Shared Bias, Sidectivity Bias.

BIAS CONTROL A key part of evaluation design; it is
not an attempt to exclude the influence of definite views but
of unjustified e.g. premature or irrelevant views. For example, thgyse of (some) external evaluators isa part of good
15
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bias control, not because it will' eliminate the choice of
1people with definite views about the type of program being
evaluated, but because it tends to eliminate people who are
likely to favor it for the irrelevant (and hence error- conducive) reasons of ego-involvement of income-preservation
(cf. also Halo Erect). Usually, howeveroprogram managers
avoid the use of an external evaluator with a known negative view of programs like theirs, even for formative evaluation, which'is to confuse bias with preference. Enemies are.
one of the best sources of useful criticism; it's irrelevant that
on: doesn't enjoy it. Even if it is politically necessary to take
account of amanager's opposition to the use of a negatively-,
disposed summative evaluator, it should be doneby adding
a second evaluator, also knowledgeable, to whom there is
no objection, not by looking for someone neutral as such,
since neutrality is just,as likely to be biased and more likely
to be based on ignorance; a key point. The general principle
of bias control illustrated here is the principle of balancing
(possible) bias in a group of evaluators rather than selecting
only "unbiased" evaluators, which is usually and wrongly

interpreted as meaning uncommitted, i.e. (gall- too - often)
ignorant or cowardly evaluators. (First, of course, one
screens out everyone whose views are plainly biased, i.e.,
unjustified.) Other key aspects of bias control involve further separation of the rewards channel from the evaluation
reportingoilesigning or hiring channel, e.g. by never allowing the agency monitor for a program to be the monitor for
the evaluation contract qn that program, ne,w allowing a
program contractor tote responsible for letting the contract

to evaluate that pro rain, etc. The ultimate bias of contracted evaluations resides in the fact that -the agencieswhich fund programs fund most or all of thAr evaluations,
hence want favorable ones, a fact of which evaluation contractors are (usually consciously) aware and which does a
great deal to explain tbe vast preponderance of ,favorable
evaluations in a world of rather poor programs. Even GAO,
although effectively beyond this influence for most purposes, is not immune:enough for Congress to regard them
as totally credible, henceU.1 partthe creation of the CB0
(Congressional Budget OffTce). The possible merits of an

evaluation "judiciary," isolated from most pressures by
life-time appointment, deserve consideration. Another

2'
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ptinciple of bias Control reminds us of the instability of
independence or-externality today's external evaldator is
torriorros co-author (or spurned contributor). For more
details, see "Evaluation Bias and Its Control," ihEvalustion
Studies Review Mutual (Vol. 1, 1976, ed. G. Glass, Sage).
The possibility of neat solutions to bias control design prob'

lems is kept alive in the face of the above adversities by
remembering the Pie-Slicing Principle: "You slice and I'll
select." See also Locil Experts.
BIG SHOPS The "big shops': in evaluation are the five
to WA that carry most of the large evaluation contracts; they
include. Abt Asscfiates, AIR, EIS, RANDf'613C, SRI, etc..
(for translations see the acronym appendix). The tradeoffs

between the big shops and the small shops run something

like this, assuming for the moment that you can afford
either the big shops have enormous resources of every
kind, from personnel to computers; they have an ongoing
stability that pretty well ensures the job will be done with at
least a minimum of ,,,,competence; and their-, reputation is
important enough to them that they are likely to meet deadlines and do other good things of a paper:churning kind like
producing nicely bound.reports, staying within budget and
so on. In all of these respects they are a better bet, often a
much better bet, than the small shops. On the other hand,
you don:t know who you are going to get to work for you in
a big shop, because th have to move their project managers around as the p .R.ffof business ebbs and flows, and as

their people move on to other positions; they are rather
more hidebound by their own bureaucratic procedures than

a small shop; and they'are likely to be a good deal more
expensive for the same amount of work, because they are
carrying a large staff through the intervals between jobs
which are inevitable, no matter how well they are run. A
small shop is often carrying a proportionately smaller overhead during those times because its principals have other
jobs, and may be working out of a more modest establishment, the staff taking some of their payments in the pleasures of independence. It's much easier to get a satisfactory .

estimate of competence about the large shops than it is
about the small shops; but of course what you do learn
...about the personnel of a small shop is more likely to apply to

the people that do your work. There's an essential place for
17
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both of them; small shops simply can't manage the big
projects competently, although they sometimes try; and tsii rotintracts--__
big shops simply can't afford to
If some more serious evaluation of the quality of the work
done was involved in government review panelsand the
increasing strength of GAO in meta-evaluation gives some
promise of thisthen small shops might fit better into the

scheme of things, rather as they do in the management
consulting field and in the medical specialties. We are buying a lot of medicicre work for our tax dollar at the moment,
because the system of rewards and punishments is set up to
punish people that don't deliver (or get delivered) a report
on time; but not to reward those who produce an outstanding report by comparison with a mediocre one.

BI-MODAL (Stat.)

See Mode.

BLACK BOX EVALUATION A term, usually employed
pejoratively, that refers to holistic summative evaluation,
in which an overall and frequently brief evaluation is provided,. without any suggestiOns for improvements, etc.
Black box evaluation is frequently extremely valuakle (e.g. a

orsumer product evaluation); is frequently far more valid
than any analytical evaluation that could be done within the
same time line and for the same budget; and has the great
advantage of brevity. But there are many contexts ;n wh.ch

it -simply will not provide the needed information e.g.
where analytical formative evaluation is required. (Note
that black box evaluation may even be extremely useful in
the formative situation.) Cf. Engineering Model.

BOILERP4TE Stock paragraphs or sections that are
dumped intc:CRFPs or reports (e.g. from storage in a wordprocessor) to fill them out or fulfill legatoquirements. RFPs

from some agencies are 90 percent boilerplateone can
scarcely find the specific material in them.

BUDGET Regardless of the form which particular
agencies prefer, it's desirable to develop a procedure for
project budgeting that remains constant across projects so
that Your own staff can become familiar with the categories,

and to give you a basis for comparison. It can always be
converted into a particular required format if it is thoroughly understood. The main categories might be direct
18
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labor costs; other direct costs (materials, supplies, etc.
indirect expenses (space and energy costs), other indirect
costs (administrative expenses or "general and administraexpenses (G&A)). The difference between ordinary
-overhead and G&A is not Sharp, but the idea is that ordinary overhead should be those costs that are incurred at a
rate proportional to staff salaries on the project, this proportion being the overhead rate, e.g. retirement, insurance, etc.
G&A will include indirect costs not directly related to p
ect or staff size (for example, license fees and profit).
number of indirect costs such as accounting services, in-,
terest charges, etc., could be justifiably put under either \
category. See Costs.

'CAI Computer Assisted Instruct.. n. Computer presents the course material or at least the tests on it. Cf. CMI.
CALIBRATION Conventionally refers to the process of

matching the readings of an instrument against a prior
standard. In evaluation would include identification of the
correct cutting scores (which define the grades) on a new
version oTa test, traditionally done by administering the old
and the new test to the same group of students (half getting
the old one first, half the new). A less common but equally

important use is with respect to the standardization of
who are on e.g. a site-visit or proposal-reviewing
panel. They should always be run through two or three

lodges

calibrakon examples, specially constructed to illustrate: (a) a
wide rartge of merit; (b) common difficulties e.g. (in proposal
evaluation) comparing low probability of a big pay-off with
high probability of a modest pay -off. While it is not cm:jai
to get everyone to give the same rating (interjudge reliability), indeed pushing for it per se decreases validity, ft is
highly desirable to avoid: (a) gross Mao-judge inconsistency;
(b) extreme compre ;sion of an individual's ratings, e.g. at

the top, bottom or middle, unless the implications and
alternatives are thoroughly understood; (c) drift of each
judge's standards as they "learn on the job" (let them sort
out their standards on the calibtation examples); (d) the
intrusion of the panel's possibly turbulent group dynamics
iat the first few ratings (let it stabilize during the calibration
period). While the time-cost of calibration may appear to be
serious, in fact it is not, if the development of suitable scales
19
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agg anchor points is undertaken when doing the calibration
examples, since the use of these (plus e:g. salience scoring).
greatly increases speod. And, if anyone really cares about
validiqt_or interpahel Yeliability (i.e-,iustice), calibration is
an essential step. See also Anchoring.

CASE-STUDY METHOD The case-study method is at

the opposite end of the spectnim of methoolip from the
survey method. Both may involve intensive olcasual testing and/or interviewing; observing, on the other hand, is
gore characteristic of case study method than of large-scale
silrveys. The case study approach is typical of the clinician,
as opposed to the pollster; it is nearer to the historian and

anthropologist than it is to the demog tpher. Causation is
usually determined in case studies by the mocha operandi
method, rather than by comparison ofan exPerimental with
a control group i although one could in principle do a comparison caw,..a6dy of a matched case. The case study approach is frequently used as an excuse for substituting rich
detail for evaluative conclusions, a risk inherent in responsive tai, Usilion, transachimarevaluation andilluminafive
evaluation. At its best, a case study can uncover causation
where no statistical analysis could; and can block or suggest

interpretations that are far deeper than survey data can
reveal. On the other hand, the patterns that emerge from
properly done large-scale quantitative research cannot be

detected in case studies, and the two are thus naturally
conwlernentary processes for a complete investigation of
e.g. the health or law enforcement services in a city. Note
that quantitative methods can often be applied on an intracase basis. One gets an adequate n either from multiple
responses (Skinner) or multiple independently validated
measures (Carhpbell). See also Naturalistic.

CAUSATION The relation between mosquitos and
mosquito bites. Easily understood by lx-1 parties but never
satisfactorily defined by philosophers or scientists.
CEILING EFFECT The result of scoring near the top of a

scalewhich makes it harder (even impossible) to imptove

as easily as from a point further down. Sometimes described as "lack of headroom." Scales on which raters score

almost everyone near the top will consequently provide
little opportunity for anyorib to distinguish themselves-by
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outstanding (comparative) performance. In the language of
the stock market, they (the scales plus the raters) provide
"all downside risk." (Typical of teacher evaluation forms).
Usually they (or the way they are used) should be reconstructrd to a-tht-S;13u-frif they correctly represent the
relevant range of the rated 'variable, since then the "upside"
differences would simply be a measurement artefact. After

all, if all the students get all the answers right, there
shouldn't be any headroom above their gradepon your

scale. (You might want to use a different test, however, if
your task was to get a ranking.)

CENTRAL TENDENCY, (Measure of) (S ., The misleading teebnical term for a statistic that describes the
middle or average of a distribution, as opposed to the extent
to which it is spread thin, or lumped, the latter being the
-dispersion or variability of the distribution.

CER1TFICATION A term, like credentialing, which re-

fers to the award of some official recognition of status,
typically based on a serious or trivial evaluation process.
Accredibtion is another cognomen. The certification of
evaluators has recently been discussed rather extensively,
and raises a number of the usual problems: who is going to
be the super evaluator(s) who decide(s) on the rules of the
game (or who lost), what would be the enforcement procedures, how would the cost be handled, etc. Certification is a

two-faced process which is sometimes represented as a
consumer-protection deVicewhich it can be. and sometimes as a turf-protection device for the guild members, i.e.
a restraint of trade process, which it frequently is. Medical
certification was responsible for driving out the midwives,
probablyrat a substantial cost to the consumer; on the other
hand, it was also responsible for keeping a large number of
complete charlatans from exploiting the public. It certainly

contributed to the indefensible magnitude of physicians'
and lawyers' salaries/fees; and in this respect is consumerexploitative. The abuses of the big-league auditors, to take
another example, are well-documented inihruccountable
Accounting by Abraham Briloff (1973). When the state gets
into the act, as it does with the certification of psychologists
in many states, and of teachers in most, various political
abuses are added to the above. In areas such as architecture,

,
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where non-certificated and certificated designers of domestic structures compete . iinst each other, one can see some
advantages to both a roaches; but there is very little evidence supporeng a single overall conclusion as to theslirection which is best for the citizenry, or even for the whole
group of practitt
. A well set up certification approach
the best; the catch is always in the
would undoubtedly
political compromises volved in setting it up; in other

countries, the proceis is sometimes handled better and
sometimes worse, depending upon variations in the political process.
CERTIFICATION O_ F EVALUATORS See Evaluation
Registry

CHECKLIST APPROACH (to evaluation) A checklist
identifies all significant relevant dimensions of value,-ideally in measurable terms, and may also provide for weighting them according to importance. (It may also refer to or
only to components.) The checklist provides an extremely
versatile instriiment for determining the quality of allicinds_
of educational activities and products. The checklist approach reduces the probability of omitting a crucial factor. It
reduces artificial overweighting of certain factors by careful

definition of the checklist items, so as to avoid overlap
(sometimes undesirable e.g. when it results in much less
comprehensible dimensions). It also provides a guideline for

investigating the thoroughness of implementation procedures and it reduces possible halo effect and Rorschach
effect. It does not require a theory and should avoid depending on one as much as possible. Checkpointsif there
are manyshould be g, ouped under categories that have
commonsense or obvious meaning, to facilitate interpretation. A check ist does not usually embody the appropriate
combing, lilal procedure for cases where the dimensions
are highly interactive, i.e. where the linear or weighted sum approach fails: such cases are rare. Checklists may list
desideratt, or necessitata. The former accrue points, the latter

represent minimum necessary standards. (One checkpoint
(dimension) may involve both.) It'c advisable to asterisk all

absolute requirements and check them first, to avoid
wasted time. See Weight & Sum.

CIPP An evaluation model expounded in Educational
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Evitpatiow arid Decision-Making by Guth, Stufflebeam et
al.; the acronym refers to Context, Input; Process and Prod-

uct evaluation, the four phases of evaluation they distin-.
guish; it should be noted that these terms are used in a
sFtefipeculTivay.-PossW the most elaborate and carefully thought out model extant; it underemphwized evalua:
tion for accountability or for scientific interest.

CITATION INDEX The number of times that a publication or person is referenced in other publications. If used
for personnel evaluation, this is an example of a spurious
quantitative measure of merit since e.g. it depends on the

size of the field, discriminates against theyoung; against
those working On unfashionable topics, doei not in fact
identify a third of the Nobel laureates etc. Can be used for
awarding a few bonus points, but only if there are other

ways-brread- henreqvhaficatars of pathbivakingirrnew
fields. Most* tusk,* use is in evaluating the significance of a
particular pub Imam within a field, i.e. in history of ideas
research; significance in this sense is very loosely related to

merit
CLIENT The person (or agency, qr.) for whom an evaluation is formally done. Usually to Se distinguished from
audience and consumer. In social Grogram evaluation, the
term "client" is often used to mean the "constuner,"
the client of the program rather than of the evaluator; it is
better to try to use the term "clientele" for that purpose.

CLIENTELE The population directly served by a
FrRram.
CLINICAL EVALUATION See Psychological Evaluation.
CLINICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION In the
.

health field, and to an increasing extent elsewhere (e.g.
' teaching evaluation), the term "clinical" is being used to
stress a kind of "hands-on" situ...ion which is typically not
well tested by anything like paper and pencil tests. However, it cr.n be very well tested by appropriate simulations,
as we have seen in some of the medical boards exams. It can
also be very well tested by carefully done structured observations by trained and calibrated observers. If one thinks of
a paper and pencil test as a limiting case of a simulation, one

realizes the enormous extent to which it depends, in order
- 23
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to be realistic, upon imagination and role-playing skills that

few of us 'possess. When one tunis4o look at standard
simulations, one finds that these have inherited a great deal
#4...,1 of the artificiality of the paper and penal tests. For example,
they rarely involve "parallel processing," that is, the necessity of handling two or three tasks sinniltane6usly. A seri-

ous clinical simulation would start the candidate on one
problem, providing charts and histories, and thenjust as
this was beginning to make sensea new 'problem with
emergency overtones would be thrust at them, and just
before they reached the point of making a preliminary
emergency decision on that, a third and even mare pressing
problem would be thrown at them. Given that there is some

anxiety associated with test-taking for most people, one
could probably come close to simulating clinical settings in

this respect. We have long since developed simulations
which involve the provision of supplementary information
when requested by the testee, part of the scoring being tied
to the making of appropriate requests. But very few signs of
careful job analysis show up in more advanced simulations
where a true clinical performance is of interest

CMI Computer Managed Instruction. Records are kept

by the computer, usually on every test item and every
student's performance to date. Important for large-scaleindividualized instruction. Computer may do diagnosis on
basis of test results and instruct student as to materials that
should be used next. Extent of feedback to student varies
considerably; main aim is feedback to course manager(s).

COGNITIVE The domain of the propositionally know-

able; consisting of "knowledge-that," or "knowledgehow" to perform intellectual tasks.

COHORT A term used to designate one group among
many in a study, e.g. "the first cohort" may be the first
group to have been through the training program being
evaluated. Cf. %Echelon.

COMPETENCY -BASED An approach to teaching. or
training which focuses on identifying the competencies
needed by the trainee, and on teaching to mastery level on
these, rather, than teaching allegedly relevant academic sub-

jects to vs subjectively determined achievement levels.
Nice idea, but most attempts at it either fail to specify the.
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mastery level in clearly identifiable terms or fail to snow
why that level should be regarded as the Mastery level.
("Performance-based" is a cognomen.) C-B Teacher Education (CBTE) was a big deal in mid-70s but She catch was that
-no-onecould validate thecompetencies since style research
has come up with so little. There is always the subjectmatter competency requirement, of course, usually ignored
in K-12 teacher training and treated as the only one in the
post-secondary domain; but CBTE was talking about pedagogical competenciesteaching method skills. See also
Minimum Competency, Mastery.
.
COMPLIANCE CHICK, COMPLIANCE REVIEW
An aspect of monitoring.
MM.

T.*

COMPONENT 'EVALUATION A component of an
evaluand is typically a physically discrete part of it, but
more precisely any segment that can be said to relate to
others in order to make up the whole evaluand. (Typically,
.wc distinguish between the components and theirrelationships in talking about the evaluand as a system made up of

- pa

or componeiti s-.) The holistic evaluation of something
does not involve any evaluation of its components; and an
evaluation of components does not automatically imply an
evaluation of the whole evaluandexcellent components_
for an amplifierwill not make a good amplifier unless they
are correctly related by design and,assembly relationships.
But since components are frequently of variable equality,
and since we are frequently looking for diagnoses that wilt.
lead to improvement, evaluating the components may be a
very useful-approach to formative evaluation. If we can also
evaluate the relationships, we may have a very helpful kind
of (especially) formative evaluatiqnhow helpful will depend upon whether the "fixes" for defective components
are self-evident or easily determined. Component evaluation is distinguished from dimensional evaluation, another
kind of analytical evaluation, by the relatively greater likelihood of manipulability, in a constructive way, of components by comparison with dimensions (which may be
statistical artefacts). And evaluands with no components
may have dimensions e.g. a vase.

CONCEPTUAL SCHEME A set of concepts in terms of
which one can organize and in a minimal sense understand
25
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the data/results/observations/evaluations in an area of investigation. Unlike theories, conceptual schemes involve
no assertions or generalizations (other than the minute presuppositions of referential constancy), but they_do generate
hypotheses and descriptive simplicity. .

CONCLUSION-ORIENTED RESEARCH Contrasted
with decision-oriented. Cronbach and Suppes' distinction,

between two types of educational research, sometimes
thought to illuminate the difference between evaluation
research (supposedly decision-oriented) and academic social science research (conclusion-oriented). This view is
based on the fallacy of. supposing that conclusions about
merit and value aren't conclusions, a holdover from the
positivist, value-free doctrine that value-judgments are not
testable propositions, hence unscientific: and an the fallacy
of sqpposing that all evaluation relates to some decision (the
evaluation Of many historical phenomena e.g. a reign or a
policy does not.)
CONCURRENT_ VALIDITY The validity clan instrument which is supposed to inform us about the simultaneous
state of another system or variable. Cf. predictive validit)
construct validity,

CONFIDENTIALITY One of the requirements that
surfaces under the legitimate process considerations in the
Key Evaluation Checklist. Confidentiality, as it is presently
construed, relates to the protection of data about individu-

als from casual perusal by other individuals, not to the
protection of evaluative judgments on an individual from
inspection by that individual. The requirement that individuals be able to inspect an evaluative judgment made
about them, or at least Summaries of these with some attempt at preserving anonymity of the evaluator, is a relatively recent constraint on personnel evaluation. It is widely

thought to have undermined the process quite seriously,

since people can no longer say what they think of the
candidate if they have any worry about the possibility of the
candidate inferring their authorship and taking reprisals or

thinking badly of them (if the evaluation was critical). It
should be noted that most large systems of personnel evaluation have long 1ince failed because people were unwilling
to do this even when complete anonymity was guaranteed.
26
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This was generally true of the armed services systems and
!luny state, college systems. There is no doubt that even
amongst universities of the first rank there has been a nega-

tive effect; but this wtly shows a failure a ingenuity on
the part of personrkneValuators, since there are several
ways to preserve complete anonymity, under even the
weakest laws, namely those which only blank out the nime
and title of the evaluator. See also Anonymity.
.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST Tarn One of many sources
of bias. An evaluator evaluating his/her own products is
, involved in a conflict.of interestbut the result may still be
better than the evaluation done by an external evaluator
since the latter's loss of intimate knowledge of and experience with the product and with evaluation rigor and methodology may not compensate for lack of ego-involvement.
That is, although conflict of interest always-hurts credibility,
it does not its.vays affect validity. But since it may easily affect

validity, it is normally better to' use at liast a mixture of
internal and external evaluation. In .choosing panels for
evaluation, the effort to pick partelisfs who'have no conflict
of interest is usually misplaced or excessive; it is better to
`choose a panel with a mix (not even an exact balance) of

conflicting interests, since they are likely to know more
about t area than those with no interests in it or against it.
Finan , perional and social ties are no different from
intell
al commitment with respect to COI; all can produce better insights as well as worse judgments. The key to
managing COI is requiring that the arguments be public and
that their vat ity be scrutinized and voted-on by those with
other of 110 re vast COI. See Bias.

CONNOISSEURSHIP MODEL Elliott Eisner's nontriditional method of evaluation is based on the premise
that artistic and humanistic considerations are more important in evaluation than scientific ones. No quantitative
analysis is used but instead the onnoisseur-evaluator observe4firsthand the program or product being evaluated.
The final report is a detailed descriptive narrative about the
subject of the evaluation. Cf. Literary criticism, Aesthetic
evaluation, Naturalistic, Responsive and Models.

CONSONANCE/DISSONANCE The phenomena of
cognitive consonance and dissonance, often associated
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with the work of the social scientist Leon Festinger, are a
major and usually underrated threat to the validity of client
satisfaction surveys and follow-up interviews as guides, to
program or product merit. (The limiting case is the tendency
to accept Presidential decisions.) Cognitive consonance, not

unrelated to the older notion 'of rationalization, occurs
when thesubject's perception of the merit bf-X is changed
by his or her having made a strong commit rent to X, e.g. by
purchasing it, spending time taking it as therapy, etc. Thus
a Ford Pinto may be rated as considerably better than a VW
Rabbit after it has been purchased than
re, although no
new evidence has emerged whit) justigsti this evaluation
shift. This is the conflict of interest side bf the coin whose
'It other side is increased knowledge of (e.g.) the product.
Some approaches to discounting this phenomenon include
very careful separation of needs assessment from performance assessment, the selection of subjelts having experience with both (or severtal) options, serious task-analysis by
rthe sante trained observers, looking at recent purchasers of
both cars. etc. The approval& boot camp by Marines and of
cruel initiation. rites by fraternity brothers is a striking and
important casecalled "initiation-justification" bias in LE.
(These phenomena also apply at the meta-level, yielding
spurious positive evaluations of evaluations by clients.)

CONSTRUCT VALIDITY The validity of an instrument (e.g. a testi or ait observer)'as an indicator of the
presence of (a particular amount of) a theoretical construct.
The construct validity of a thermometer as an indicator of
temperature is high, if it has been correctly calibrated. The
key feature of construct validity is
e re can be no
simple test of it, since there is no simplitat:stf the presence
or absence of a theoretical construct. We can only infer to
that presence from the interrelationships between a number
of indicators ant( a theory which has-been indirectly confirmed. The contrast is with predictive and concurrent validity, which relate the readings on ait instrument to another
directly observable variable. Thus, the predictive validity of
a test for successful graduation from a college, administered
before admission, is visible on graduation day some yeats

later. But the use of a thermometer to test temperature
cannot be confirmed by looking at the temperature; in fact,
the thermometer ji 0,4 near as we ever get to the tempera-

') I
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ture. Over the history of therniodynamics, we have adopted

foul successive different theoretical definitions of tem*.
hire, although you couldn't tell this Qom looking at ther-

&meters. Thus, what the thermometer has "read" hag
bit foiir different theoretical constructs and its validity as
an Indicator' of one of these is not at all the same as its
validity as an indicator of another. No thermometer reads
anything at all in the region immediately above absolute
zero, since all gases and liquids have solidified by that point;
neverthelesthis is a tenverature range; and we infer what
the temperature is, there, by complicated theoretical calculations from other variables. The validity of almost all tests,
used for evaluative purposes is construct validity, because

..the construct towards which they point (e.g. "excellent
computational skills") is a complex construct and not observable in itself. This follows frond the very nature of evaluation as involying a synthesisof several performance scales.
But of course it does not follow that evaluative conclusions
are essentially less.reliable than those from tests with de-,

monstrated predictive validity, since predictive validities
are entirely dependent upon the persistence through time

(often long periods of time) of a relationshipa dependency which is often shakier than the inference to an intellectual skill such as computational excellence from a
series of observations of asvery talented student faced with
an array of previously unseen computational tasks. Ther--

mometers are highly accurate though they "only" have
construct validity. Construct validity is rather more easily
attainable with wspect to constructs which figure in a conceptual scheme that does not involve a theory; only the
requirements of taxonomica I merit (clarity, comprehensive- .
ness, insight, fertility etc.) need to be met, not confirmation
of the axioms and laws.of the theory. (Such constructs are
still called "theoretical constructs," perhaps because conceptual schethes shade and evolve iryto theories so fluidly.)

CONSULTANT Consultants are not simply people
hired for advice on a short-term basis, as one might suppose
from the term; they include a number of people who are
essentially regular (but not tenuiid) staff members of state
agencies, where some budgetary or bureaucratic restriction
prevents the addition of permanent staff, but allows a semi-

/
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permanent status to the consultant. Hence an evaluation
consultant is not always an external evaluator. The basic
problem about being an evaluation consultant, as a career,
is thatwith the exception of the semi-permanent jobs just
mentionedyou have to make enough on the days you're.
working to carry you through the days when you're not,
and in the real world it is highly unlikely that jobs will be
kind enough to fill your time exactly. Meanwhile, some of
your overhead e.g. secretarial (usually) and rent, will continue, as well as your grocery bills, etc. To net $25,000 you
need to make $40,00Q which is only $20/hr., if you were paid
on a salary basis, but requires $30/hr. for working time to
cover the blank periods plus professional meetings, reading,

consultations, etc., i.e. $240/day. But the current agency
maximum is about $150 in HHS/ED, i.e. they want you to
work for around $16,000/year without tenure or fringe benefits. It is not surprising that the only feasible, as well as
the most cost-effective consultants from the client's point of

view have to be people with full-time jobs who do their
consulting as moonlighting. In tbii way, the universities
subsidize the government as well as vice versa. In the management consultant field, where fees are very much higher

than in the evaluation consultant fieldthough not as high
as a regular attorney's feesthis is less of a problem; but in
the human services program evaluation area, the true cost
of first-rate consultants is far beyond the budgetary limits
placed on consulting fees by agencies. Some system of
payment by results should be allowed as an alternative, so
that there would be some incentive for fast and extremely
good work by full-timers, instead of spreading the work out
and moonlighting it. There are small job-contracts but few,

under attack, and decreasing. The big shops have some
full-time evaluatois on staff, but only for big projects
funded by agencies, not as consultants for the average small
client.

CONSUMER The "true consumers" of a prOduct, service or program are the persons who are being directly or
indirectly affected at the using or receiving end of a product

or programthe most important part of the impacted population',. The true consumers are not usually just the target
population. (The "consumers" of evaluation are its audiences.) The staff of a program are also affected by the pro30

grmn, but at the producing or providing endwe call shat
the recoil effect.

fk

CONSUMER-BASED EVALUATION An approach to
the evaluation of-(typicany)a-program,-that starts with and
focuses on the impact on the consumer or clientele orto be
nkgre exactthe impacted population. It might or might
not be done goal-free, though dearly that is the rnethodology of choice for consumer-based evaluation. It will particularly40cus on the identification of non-target populations
that are impacted, on unintended effeeta, on true cost to the
consumer etc.

CONTENT ANALYSIS The evaluativ or pre-evalu

ative process of systematically determining

racterist-

ics of a body of material or practices, e.g.
books,
courses, jobs. A great many techniques have been
oped for doing this, running from frequency counts on

wqrds of certain kinds (e.g. personal references), to analysis
of plot structure in illustrative stories to determine whether
the dominant figure is es._ male or female, whiteorrion,
White. The use of content analysis is just as important lei
determining whether the evaluand matches the "official"
description of it, as it is in determining what it is and what it
does is other dimensions than those involved in the "truth
in packaging" issue. Thus, a social studies chart entitled
k"Great Americans" could be subject to content analysis in
order to determine whether those listed were actually great
Americans (truth in label...-tg); but even if it passed that test,
it would be subject to furth,,r content analysis for e.g. sex-

.sm, because a list that did nt,t contain the names of the
great women suffragists would show a deformed sense of
values, although it might be too harsh to argue that it was
not correctly labeled. Notice that none of this refers to a
study of the actual effects (pay-off evaluation), but is a type
of legitimate process evaluation. The line between the two
is not sharp, since literal falsehoods may be the best pedagogical device for getting the student to remember truths.
Although this approach would then violate the requirement
of scientific or 4isciplinary integrity (a process consideration), this wool(' be excused on the grounds that the only

point of the work is to produce the right effects and that
teaching the. correct and much more complicated account

leads to leSs accurate residual learning than teach',Ig
incorrect account. It is not an exaggeration to say it most
elementary science courses follow the model or
untruths in order to get -)proximate truths instill a the
brains of the students. A more radical view would hold that
human brains in general require knowledge to be presented
in the form of rather simple untruths rather than true complexifies. An excellent brief discussion of con tentanalysis by
Sam Ball will be found on pp. 82-84 of the Encyclopedia of

Educational Evaluation which he co-edited for fosseyBass, 1976.

CONTENT VALIDITY The 1. operty of tests that, after
appropriate content analysis,, appear to meet all requirements for congruence-between claimed and actual Content.
Thus a test of net - making ability should contain an adequate (weighted) sampling of all and only those skills which
the wed net-maker exhibits. Note that this is an example
of a Mainly psychomotor domain of skills; content validity is
not restricted to the cognitive or verbal areas. Content validity is one step more sophisticated than face validity and one
step less sophisticated than construct validity. Sc it can be
Seen as a more scientific approach to face validity or as a
less-than-comprehensive approach to construct validity.

The kind of evaluation that is involved in and leads to
credentialing by the state as a teacher c,f e.g. mathematics

(in the U.S.) is content invalid because of its grotesque
failure to require mathematical skills at anything like a
reasonable level Ce.g. same level as the second quartile of
college sophomores majoring in mathematics). In general,

like other forms of process evaluation, content validity
checks are considerably quicker than construct validity approaches, and frequently provide a rather highly reliable
negative result, thereby avoiding the necessity for the longer

investigation. They cannot provide a positive result so
easily, since content validity is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for merit. Content validity is a good example
of a concept developed in one evaluation environment (test-

ing, i.e. evaluation of students or patients) that transfers
well to another viz, personnel evaluation (candidates and
emplovees), once one starts thinking about evaluation as a
single 'discipline, logically speaking.
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CONTEXT (of eialuation or evaluand). The ambient
circumstances that do or may influence the outcome; they
include attitudes and expectations, not just level of support
handing, etc.

CONTRACT See Funding.

..

CONTRACT TYPES The usual categories of contract
types (this particular classification comes from the Eckman
Center's The Project Manager's Workplan ( IPMWP)) are
fixed price, time and material* cost reimbursement, cost
Phis fixed fee, cost plus incentive fee, cost plus sliding fee
and joint powers of **cement. Explaining the differences
beyond thOse obvious from the terms would be telling you

more than you want to know unless you are about to become a large-project manager, in which case you'll need
TPMWP, and may be able to afford it (price upward of $30);
it can be ordered from The Eckman Center, P.O. Box 621,
Woodland Hills, CA 91365. That's the technical stuff; but at
the commonsense level, it's a good idea to have something
in writing that covers the basis e.g. when pinyments are to
be made (and under what conditions they will not be made)
and who is empowered to releaSe the results (P d when).
Dan Stufflebeam has the best checklist for this, in his forthcoming (1982) text: until theri,- in his monograph in the
series from the Ev4luation Center, Western Michigan.

CONTROL GROUP A group which does not receive
the "treatment" (e.g. a iservice or product) being evaluated.
(The group which does receive it is the exiierimental group, a
term which is used even though the study may be ex post

facto and not experimental.) The function of the control
group is to determine the extent to which the same effect
occurs without the treatment. If the extent is the same, this

would tend to show that the treatment was not causing
whatever changes were observed in the experimental
group. To perform this function, the control group must be

"matched," i.e., so chosen as to be closely similar -ot
identical tothe experimental group. The more carefully
the matching is done (e.g. by using so-called "identical
twins"), the more sure one can be that differences in outcome are due to the experimental treatment. A great improvement is achieved if you can randomly assign matched
33
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subjects to the two giaups, an I arbitrarily designate one as
the experimental and the other as the control group. This is
a "true experiment"; other cases are weaker and include ex

post facto studies. Matching would ideally cover all environmbntal variables as well as genetic onesall variables
except the experimental one(s)but in pracice we match
only on variables which we think are likely to affect the
results significantly, for example, sex, age, schooling.
Matching on specific characteristics (stratifying) is not essential, it is only efficient: a perfictly good control group
can be set up by using a (much larger) random sample of the

population as the control group (and also for the experimental or treahront group). The same degree of confidence

in the results can thus be achieved either by comparing
small closely matched groups (experimental and rontrol) or

large entirely randomly selected groups. Of course, if

you're likely 'a be wrong or if you're in doubtabout
which variables to match on, the large random sample is a

better bet even though more expensive and slower. It
should be noted thai it is sometimes important to run several "control groups" a
that one could then equally well
call them all experimen grou0 or comparison groups.
The classical control gro
is the "no treatment" group, but
it's not usually the m
relevant to practical decision-

making (see Critical Competitor). Indeed, it's often not
ev

clear what "no treatment" means: e.g. if you withhold

rr treatment from &control group in evaluating psychot
py, they create their own, and may. change behavior

just because you withheld treatmentthey may get
divorced, get religion, change or lose their job, etc. So you
finish up comparing psychotherapy with something else,
usually a Mixture of things, not with nothing; not even with

no psychotherapy, only with no psychotherapy of your
particular brand. Hence it's better to have control groups
that get one or several standard alternative-treatments than

"leave them to their own devices," a condition into which
the "no treatment" group often degenerates. And in evaluation, that's exactly where you bring in the critical competitors. In medicine, that's why the control group gets a
placebo. It is crucial to understanding the logic of control
groups that one realize they only provide a one-way test of
causation. If there is -a difference between the dependent
34
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variable(s) as hetiveen the two groups (and if the matching

is not at fault) then the experimental treatment has been
shown to have an effect. But if there is no difference, it has
not been shown that the treatment has no effect, only no
greater effect than' whatever (enbthire of treatments) happened to the control group. A corollary of this is that the
differential effect size, when there is one, cannot be identified as the total effect size of the treatment, except in a
situation where the contort is an absolute no-treatment

groups -more feasible in agriculture than mammalian
research.

CONVERGENCE GROUP tStufflebeam). A team
whose task is to develop the best version of a treatment from
various stakeholder or advocate suggestions. A generalization of the term, to convergence sessions, covers the process
that should follow the use of parallel (teams of) evaluators,

viz. the comparison of their written reports and an attempt
to resolve disagreements. -This si-ould be done in the first
place by the separate teams, witi
eferee (group) present
to prevent bullying; it may later be best to use a separate
convergence (synthesis) group.

CORRECTION FOR GUESSING In, multiple-choice
exams with n alternatives in each question, the average
testee would get 1/n of the marks by guessing alone. Thus if

a student fails to compkte such m exam, it has been sug-

gested that one should add 1/nItof the number of' un-. answered questions to his or her wore, in order to get a fair

comparison with the score of :estee that answers all the
questions by guessing the ones they do not hive time to do

seriously. There are difficulties both with this suggestion
("applying the correction for guessing") and with not using
it; the correct procedure will depend on a careful analysis of
the elact case. Another version of the correction for gues-

sing involves subtracting th number of answers that one
would expect to get by guessing from the total score,
whether the test is completed or not These two approaches
give essentially the'same (grading or ranking but not scoring) results, but 'heir effects may interact differently with
different instructions on the test and different degrees of
condition in the testees, In general, ethics requires that if
sucti corrections will be -used, they be pre-explained to
testees.
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COBRELMION The relationship of concomitant occurrence or variation Its relevance to evaluation is (a) as a
hint that a causal relation exists (showing an effect to be
present), (b) to establish the validity of an indicator. The
range is from 1 16 +1, with 0 showing random relationship, 1 showing perfect (100%) correlation ( +1) or erfect
avoidance (-1).
COST AVOIDANCE A crucial element in evaluating
new systems (which includes e.g. new technology or managers since they inevitably create new systems or the possibility of them). OM should look for cost avoidance first, cost
savings on carry over procedures second, though they are
all cost savings in a more general sense. A word processor
avoids the cost of reproofing unchanged material, it reduces
the (incremental and firma) cost of retyping corrected drafts.

COSTS, COST-ANALYSIS Cost is negative utility.
Economists define it relativistically as "the maximum valued opportunity necessarily forsaken," i.e. as opportunity
cost, but it is usually better for evaluators to use the informal

("absolute") sense since clients understand it betterand
separately consider opportunity costs. One relativistic
dimension must always be present, however, since costs do
not exist without specifying the person(s) who bear the cost.

Cost - analysis should thus always yield a matrix, with
"payers" down one column, and types of cost across the
rows. It is ofterkuseful to distinguish initial (start-up) costs,
fromtfunning (maintenance) costs; capital costs from cash
flow; discounted from raw costs; direct from indirect costs

or overhead, which includes depreciation, maintenance,
taxes, some supplies, insurance, some services, repairs,
etc.; psychological from tangible costs; outlays from oppor-

tunity costs. The "human capital" or "human resources"
approach stresses one non-monetary component. "Marginal analysis" looks at the relative add-on costs, from a given

cost-level, and is often both more relevant to a decisionMaker's choices at that basic cost-level, and more easily
caltulated. Cf:Zero-Based Budgeting, Budget.'

COST-BENEFIT OR BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS
Cost-benefit analysis goes a step beyond cost-effectiveness
analysis (see below) and estimates the overall cost and be-
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refit of each alternative (produet or program) in terms of a
single quantity, usuallymoney. This analysis will provide an
answer to the question: Is this program or product worth it's
cost? Or Which of the options has the highest benefit/cost
ratio? (It is Olen not possible to do cost-benefit analysis, e.g.
when ethical, intrinsic, temporal, or aestheticerements are
at stake.)

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS The purpose of
this type of analysis is to determine what a program or
procedure casts, and what it does (effectiveness), the latter
often being described in terms of qualities (pay-offs) which-

cannot be reduced to money terms, or hmn other single
dimension of pay-off. This procedure does nolprovide an
automatic answer to the question: Is this program or product worth its cost? The evaluator will have to weight and
synthesize the needs data with cwt- effectiveness results to
get an answer, and even that may not give an unequivocal
result. But it clarifies the choices considerably.

COST-FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS Determining on. a
Yes/No basis whether something can be afforded (this
means you can afford the initial and the continuing costs).

COST-FREE EVALUATION The doctrine that evaluations should, if properly designed and used, provide a net
positive return, on the aT,--7,7 They may do this by leading
either to the elimination of ineffective programs or proce-

dures, or to an increase in productivity or quality from
existing resources/levels of effort. The equivalence tables
between costs and benefits should be set up to match the
client's values, and accepted by the client, before the evaluation begins, so as to avoid undue pressure to be cost -free
by cost-cutting only, instead of by quality-improvement as
well as cost-cutting (if the latter is requested at all).'

COST PLUS Another basis for calculating'budgets on
contracts is the "cost plus" basis, which allows the contractor to charge for costs plus a margin of profit; depending
on how "profit" is defined, this may mean the contMotor is
making less than if the money was in savings account and
s/he was on a salary at some other kib, or a good deal more.
Sometimes cost plus contracts, since they usually omit any

real controls to keep costs down (indeed, sometimes the
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reverse, since the "plus" is often a percentage of the basic

cost), are not ideal for the taxpayer either. This has
prornptea the introduction of the "cost plus fixed fee" basis,
where the fee is fixed and not proportional to the size of the

contract. That's sometimes better, but sometimeswhen
the scope of work is enlarged during the project, by the

discovery of difficulties or (subtly) by the agencyit
shrinks the profit below a reasonablekvel The profit, after
all, has to carry the contractor through periods when contracts happen not to abut perfectly, pay the interest on the
capital investment, and provide some recompense for high
risk. The justification.for cost plus contracts is very clear in
circumstances where it is difficult to foresee what the costs
will be and no sane contractor is going to undertake something with an unknown cost. Especially if the agency wishes
to retain the option of changing the conditions that are tube
met, the hardware that is to be used, etc., say in the light of
obsolescence of the materials available at the beginning, the
cost plus percentage contract can make sense. Competitive
bidding is still possible, after all.
,

CREDIBILITY Evaluations often need to be not only
valid but such that their audiences will believe that they are
valid (cf. "It is not enough that justice be done, etc."), This
may require extra care about avoiding (apparent) 'conflict of
interest, for example, even if in a particular case it does not
in fact affect validity. It should not be forgotten that credibility is often necessary for the internal audience (the staff) in a
,

formative evaluation and not just for the external audience(s). Internal credibility is a major reason for using a
local expert, who knows the jargon, has subject-matter area
status, understands "the cross we all bear," etc.

CRITERION The criterion is whatever is to couneas the
""pay-off," e.g. success in college is often the "criterion
measure" against which we validate a predictive test like a
college entrance examination. Ability to balance a checkbook might be one "criterion behavior" against which we
evaluate a practical math course. (Cf. standard)

CRITERION-REFERENCED TEST This type of test
provides information about the individual's (or a group's)
knowledge or performance on a specific criterion. The test
scores are thus interpreted by comparison with pre-deter-
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mined performance criteria rather than by comparison with
a reference group (see Norm Referenced Test). The merit of
such tests depends completely on the (educational) significance of the criteriontrivial criterion, trivial test; theory-

impregnated criterion, theory-dependent testand on the
technical soundness of the test. It is not within an amateur's
- or the usual teacher's domain of competence to construct
such tests for the basic skills or most major curriculum
objectives, and when they do the results are often uninterpretable because we know neither whether the subject
understood the question nor whether s/he should be able to
answer it. It is dear that successful construction of such tests
is also beyond the capacity or interest of most professionals:
we still lack one good functional literacy test, let alone four
or five to choose from. Grading on a course-test is more
manageable and is the simplest case of a criterion-referenced test. (Cf. ranking)
CRITICAL COMPETITORS Critical competitors are
those entities with which comparisons' need to be made
when a program, product, etc., a being evaluated. The
critical competitors can be real or hypothetical, e.g. another
existing text or one we could easily make with scissors and
paste. They, bear on the question whether the best use of the
money (and other resouces) involved is being made, as
opposed to the pragmatically less interesting question of
whether it's just being thrown away. You don't just want to
know whether this $20.00 text is good; you want to know if
there's a much better one for $20.00, or one that is just as
good for $10.00. Those others are (two or)' the critical competitors that should figure in The evaluation of the text. So
should a film (if there is one), lectures, TV, a job or intern-

ship, etc., where they or an assemblage of them cover

similar material. Traditional evaluation design has (ended
to use a no-treatment control group for the comparison,
which is incorrect; "no treatment" is rarely the real option.
It's either the old treatmentor another innovative (me, or both,
or a hybrid, or something-no one has so far seen as relevant
(or perhaps not even put together). These unrecognized or
"created" critical competitors are often the most valuable
contributions an evaluator makes and coming up with them
tequlres creativity, local knowledge and realism. In economics,. concepts like cost are often defined in terms of
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(what amou is to being the) critical competitors, but it is
*sullied tha identifying them is easy. Standard critical
, in an evaluation of rug shampoos° (for ex-.
competi

ample) are easy to identifyeverything called rug
shampoo-2but the non-standard ones are the most important. In this case Consumers Union included a dilute solution of Tide, which out-performed and undercut the cost of
1 all the shampoos by a country mile.
.,

CRITICAL INCIDENT TECHNIQUE (Flanagan) This

approach, tied to the analysis of longitudinal records, attempts to identify significant events or times in an individu-

al's life (or an institution's life, etc.) whi& in some way
appear to have altered the whole direction of subsequent
events: It offers a way of identifying the effects of e.g.
schooling, in circumstances where a full experimental study
is impossible. It is, of course, fraught with hazards. (Ref.
John Flanagan, Psychological Bulletin, 1954, pp. 327-358.)
CROSS- SECTIONAL (study) If you want to get the

fesults that a longitudinal study would give you, but you

can't wait around to do one, then you on use a crosssectional study as a substitute whose validity will depend

upon certain assumptions about the world. In a crosssectional study, you look at today's first year students and .
today's graduating seniors and infer e.g. that the college
experience has produced or can be expected to accompany
the difference between them; in a longitudinal study you
would look at today's first year students and wait and see

how they change by the times t 4 become graduating
seniors. The cross-sectional study substitutes today's graduating seniors for a population which you cannot inspect

for another four years, namely the seniors that today's
freshman or first year students will become. The assumptions involved are that no significant changes in the demographics have occurred since the present seniors formed the
entering class, and that no significant changes in the collie*
have occuged since that time. (For certain inferences, the
assumptions will be in the other direction in time.)
CRYPTO-EVALUATIVE TERM A term which appears

to be purely descriptive, but whose meaningin the particularontextnecessarily (definitionally) involves evalu!
ative concepts e.g. intelligent, true, deduction, explanation.
Cf. Value -imbue 1.

q9
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CULTURE-FAIR/CULTURE-FREE A culture-free test
avoids bias for or against certain cultures. Depending upon
how generally culture is defined, and on how the testoie
i.I.F-ed, this bias may or may not invalidate the test. Certain
types of problem-solving tests involving finding food in an
artificial desert to avoid starvation, for example, are about as
near to culture-free as makes any sense; but they are a little
impractical to use. To discover that a test d,:.,criminates
between e.g. races with respect to thenumbers who pass a
given standard, has absolutely no relevance to the question
of whether the test is culture-fair. If a particular race has
been oppressed for a sufficiently long time, then its culture
will not provide adequate support for intellectual exercises
(or athletic ones, depending upon the type of oppression); it
' will probably not provide the dietary prerequisites for full
development; and it may not provide the role models that
stimulate achievemcnt in certcan directions. Hence, quite
apart from any affects on the gene pool, it is to be expected that

that racial group will perform worse on certain types of
testsif it did not, the argument that serious oppression
has occurred would be weakened. Systematic procedures
are now used to avoid clear cases of cultural bias in test
items, but these are poorly understood. Even distinguished
educators will sometimes point to the occurrence of a term
like "chandelier" in a reading vocabulary test as a sign of
cultural bias, on the grounds that oppressed groups are not
likely to have chandeliers in their houses. Indeed they are
not, but that's irrelevant; the question is whether the term
reliably indicates wide reading, and hence whether a sufficient number of the oppressor group in fact picked up the
term through labeling an object in the environment rather

than through wide reading to invalidate that inference.
That's an empirical question, not an a priori one. A similar

point comes up in looking at the use .of te.,,t snores for
admission Selection; validation of a cut-off is properly based

on prior experience, and may be based on a mainly white

population. In such a case, the use of the same cutting
scores for minorities will tend, to favor them, as a matter of

empincal fact (possibly because the later efforts of those
individuals get less peer/home support than n the white
population).
CURRICULUM EVALUATION Cumculuirt evaluation
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can be treated as a kind of product evaluation, with f he
emphasis on outcome studies of those using the curricu.
;
or it can be approached in terms of content validity. ("Cur-

riculum" can refer to the content or to the sequencing of
courses, etc.) A popular fallacy in the area involves the
supposition that good tests used in a curriculum evaluation

should match the goals of the curriculum or at least its
content; on the contrary, if they are to be tests of the curl%

riculum, they must be independently constructed, by reference to the needs of the user population ,and the general

domain of the curriculum, without regard to its specific
content, goals and objectives. Another issue concerns the
extent to which long-term effects should be the decisive
ones: since they are usually inaccessible because of time or

budget considerations, it is often thought that judgments
about curricula cannot be made reliably. But essentially all
long-term effects are best predicted by short-term effects,
which can be measured. And the causal inferences involved
from temporally remote data, even if we could wait to study
the long-term situation, are so much less reliable that any

gains from the long-term study would likely be illusory.
One of the most serious errors in a great deal of curriculum
evaluation involves the assumption that curricula are implemented in much the same way by different teachers, or

in different schools; even if a quite thorough checklist is
used to ensure implementation, there is still a great deal of
slippage in the teaching process. In the more general sense
of curriculum, which refers to the sequence of courses taken
by a student, the slippage occurs via the granting of exceptions, the use of less-than-valid challenge exams, the sub-

,

stitution of different instructors for others on leave, etc.
Nevertheless, good curriculum materials and good curriculum sequences should be evaluated for gross differences in their effectiveness and veracity/comprehensivehess/relevance to the needs of the students. The differences
between good and bad are so large and common that, despite all the difficulties, very much improved versions and
choices can result from even rough and ready evaluation of

content and teachability. Davis identifies the following
components in curriculum evaluation: 'determining the
actual nature of the curriculum (and its support system of
counselors, other curncula catalogs, etc.) as compared with
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the official descriptions (e.g. via transcript analysis, curriculum analysis of class notes); evaluating its academic
quality; examining proCedures for its evaluation and revision; assessing student learning; stunt surveys including
exit of alumni interviews; faculty survels; surveys of ern'. 'ployers and potential employers; reviews by professional
curriculum experts; comparison with any standards provided by relevant professional assikiationi; checking with
leading schools or colleges to see if they have improvements/updates that should be considered. Ref. Designing
and Evaluating Higher Edncation Curriculum, Lynn Wood

& Barbara dtoss Davis, AAKE, 1978.

CUTTING SCORE A score which marks the line between grades, between mastery and non-mastery, etc.
Always arbitrary to some degree, it is justifiablein circumstances where a number of such scores will be synthesized
eventually. But in a final report, only cutting zones make
sense and the grades should indicate this, e.g. A, A ; AB,
B+, . . . where the AB indicates a borderline area. Many
opponents of minimum competency testing complain about
the arbitrariness of any cut-off point; the response should be
to use a zone, i.e., three grades insteafl of two,(clearly not
competent; uncertain competence; deaily competent).

DATA SYNTHESIS The semi-algorithmic semi-judgmental process of producing comprehensible facts from raw
data via descriptive or inferential statistics, and interpretation in terms of concepts, hypOtheses or theories.
DECILE (Stat.) See Percentile.
DECISION-MAKER It is sometimes important to distinguish between making decisions about the truth of various propositions, and making decisions about the disposition of (or appropriate action about) something. While the
scholar automatically falls into the first category, s/he typically only serves as a consultant to a decision-maker of he
second type. Most discussion about decision-makers in the
evaluation context refers to those with the power to dispose, not merely with the power to propose or draw conclusions.
DECISION-ORIENTED RESEARCH See ConclusionOriented Research. The distinction is essentially invaliti in
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good evaluation, since the conclusions are about the rightness of decisions.

DECISION RULE A link betweOn an evaluation and
action, e.g. "those with a grade below C must repeat the
course"; "Hypotheses which are not significant at the .01
level will be abandoned."4The latter example is a common
decision rule but logically improper; see Null Hypothesis.)
DELIVERY SYSTEM The link between a product or
needs or wants it. Important
service and-the popula
to distinguish this in evaluation, because it helps avoid the
fallacy Of supposing that the existence of thepeed justifies
the development of something to meetffiePeed. It does so

oulti if one can either develop a -new (or make use of an
existing) delivery system that reaches the needy. (A marketing system reaches those with wants, which may or may not
happen to be needs.)

DELPHI TECHNIQUE A procedure used in group
problem solving, involvingfor instancecirculatirw, a
preliminary version of the problem to all participants, calling for suggested rephrasings (and/or preliminary solutions). The rephrasings are then circulated -fora vote on the
version that seems most fruitful (and/or the preliminary
solutions are circulated for rank ordering). When the rank
orderings have been synthesized, these are circulated for
another vote. Innumerable variations on this procedure are
practiced under the title "Delphi Technique," and there is a
considerable literature on it. It is often done in a way that
over-constricts the input, hence is ruined before it begins.
In any case, the intellect of the organizer must be the equal
of the participants or the best suggestions won't be recognized as such. A phone conference call may be more effective, faster and cheaper, perhaps with one chance at written
after-thoughts. But a good Delphi is worthwhile.

DEMOGRAPHICS The characteristics of a population
defined in terms of its entry characteristics, Ring into a
testing program, for exampleage, sex, level of education,
occupation, place of birth, residence, etc., by contrast with
the results e.g. IQ, attitude, scores.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE One which represents the

outcomecontrast is with the independent variables
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which are the ores we (or nature) can manipulate directly.
That definition is circular and so are all others; the distinction between dependent and independent variables- is an
ultimate notion in science, definable only in terms of other
such notions, e.g. randomness, catiaation.
DESCRIPTION Often the hardest part of an eval
for beginners, because they think its easy labeling is
enough! Describing normally indudes evaluation language
("You can't miss it, it's the near-perfect 1975 Porsche 911
near the end of the row"). In evaluations it's usually desirable to separate the description from the 'evaluation, and
like screening out theory-impregnated language in describing a physics experiment, this turns out to be hard. Making
the description complete enough for replication or for c

ing implementation of the treatment is hard.
may also inclilde describing the true function cif something,
which sometimes requires deep analysis. (Describing DNA
would normally refer to its function; it is rarely restrkted to
what can be directly observed.) Keeping the description
conciseoften importantby restricting it to salient featides requires a nerds assessment done on the audiences for
the evakation, as does the choice of language level, Descriptions Provided by the client should be treated as claims
for verification, not, premises. Stakeholders normally provide multiple inconsistent descriptions, all of which are
usually wrong (or too vague to be acceptable). The delivery

system and support system sh?uld usually be induded
in the total description.
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS The part of statistics concerned with providing illuminating perspectives on or reductions of a mass of data (cf. inferential statistics); typically this can be done as a translation, involving no lisk. For
example, calculating the mean score of a class from its
individual scores is straight deduction and no probability is
involved. But estimating the mean score of the class from the

actual mean of a random sample of the class is of course
inferential statistics.
DESIGN (of evaluation; see Evaluation Design)

DIFFUSION The process of spreading information
about (typically) a product (cf. dissemination with which
45
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diffusion is deliberately and somewhat artificially contrasted).

DIMENSIONAL EVALUATION A species of analytical evaluation in which the meritorious performance is broken out into a set of dimensions that have useful statistical

pope...ties (e.g. independence) or are familiar from other
contexti and easily grasped, etc. Useful for explaining the
meaning of an evaluation report; component evaluation is
more useful for explaining the cause of an evaluated performance. Cf. Component Evaluation.
.

DISCREPANCY EVALUATION (Provus) Evaluation
conceived of as identifying the gaps between time-tied objectives and act
performance, on the dimensions of the

objectives. A

it elaboration of the simple goal-

achievement model of evaluation; a good basis for monitor-

ing.
DISPERSION (Stat.) The extent to which a distribution is "spread" across the range of its variables, as opposed

to, where it is "centered"the latter being described by
measures of "central tendency," e.g. mean, median, mode.
Dispersion is measured in terms of e.g. standard deviation

or semi-intetqurtile range.
DISSEMINATION The process of distributing (typical-

ly) a product itself, rather than information about it (cf.
diffusion) Also used as jargon synonym for distribution.
DISSONANCE See Consonance.
DOMAIN-REFERENCED TESTING The purpose of
testing is not usually to determine the testee's ability to
ar.wer the questions on the test, but to provide a basis for
conclusions about the testee's ability with regard Lo a much
Wider domain Cntenon-referenced tests identify ability to
perform at a certain icritenon) level on typically - -a par.

tcular dimension, e.g. two-digit multiplication Di;

a

slight generalization of that to cover cases like social stv,::ies
edi ication where it seems misleading to
that 0,ere is
a criterion One can think of a domain as defined by a large

.4 of critena, from which we sample, just asat the other
endthe test samples from the testee's abilities. The major
problem with DRT is defining domains in a useful way
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Popham has a usefully specific discussion in his Educational Evaluation, Prentice-Hall, 1975.

DUMPING The practice of unloading funds rapidly
near the end of the fiscal year in order that they will not be
returned to the central bureaucracy, which would be taken
as a sign that next Year's budget could be reduced by that
amount since it wasn't needed. This fray be done with all,
the trappings of an RFP, i.e., vial contract, but it's a situation where the difference between a contract and a grant
tends to evaporate since the contract is so unspecific (because of lack of time for writing the RFP carefully) that it has
essentially the status of a grant. From the agency's point of
view, dumping is a sign of inadequate staff size, not a lack of
need for the work that is RFP'd (as Congress often infers).

ECHELON A term like "cohort," sometimes used interchangeably with the latter, but better restricted, to a
group (or group of groups) that is time-staggered with
regard to its entry. If a new group comes on board every
four weeks for five months, followed by a three month gap,

while they are being trained, and then the whole process
begins again, the
three groups are called the first echeIon; each of them is a cohort.

EDUCATIONAL ROLE (of the evaluator) It is both
empirically and normatively the case that this role is of the
greatest importance, at worst second only to the truthfinding role. This is not merely because few people have been
properly educated as to either the importance or the techniques of evaluation; it is because the discipline will probably always seem unimportant until it (or its neglect) bites
vou, and quick education about that particular branch or
application of evaluation will then become very important
No professional who is unsophisticated about personnel,
product, proposal and program evaluation in their field is a
professional; but even when (or if) this sophistication is
widespread, application of it to oneself and one's own programs will not be easy, and the evaluator can help to teach
one how to handle the process and its results. When
Socrates said, "The unexamined life is not worth living," he
was identifying himself as an evaluator; but It is not accidental

that he is best-known as a teacher Nor is it accidental

that he was killed for combining the two roles. Scc. also
47
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Valuephobia.
EDUCATIONAL (OR OVERALL) SIGNIFICANCE To
get this, the evaluator must examine the data corresponding

to each of the prior checkpoints on the Key Evaluation
Checklist: educational significance represents a total sip:
thesis of all you know. In particular, the gains attributed to
the program or product being evaluated, must be educationally significant/valuable and not just be statistically significant, something which may only be the result of using a
large sample, or due to irrelevant vocabulary gains, poor
test construction, peculiar statistical analysis or some other
insignificant variable. (The same applies for medically significant, socially significant, etc.)

EFFECTIVENESS Usually refers to goal-achievement.
Vanous indexes of effectiveness were developed around
mid-century, when evaluation was thought of as simply
goal-achievement measurement for social action programs.
Success is a cognomen, merit and worth are the more important evaluation predicates.
EFFICIENCY Efficiency implies the absence of wastage
for a given output, it can be increased by increasing output
for a given input. It is perhaps more of a micro notion than
effectiveness, 1.e one can infer the function of components
without needing to know the goal5 of the project, to which
effectiveness more obviously relates

EFFORT, LEVEL OF A measure used in RFPs and
evaluation as an index of resource input--hence important
in evaluatcn of e g efficiency

EIR See Environmental Impact Report.

EMPIRICISM The epistemological doctrine that
stresses the primacy of sensory knowledge In the philosophy of science, the (logical) positivists were amongst the
most prominent and extreme empiricists Russell described
himselt as a "logical empiricist." The contrast- is with the
(allegedly) evil tribe of metaphysicians who tend to be
"idealists" (in the technical sense of believing that the mind,

not the senses, is the primary basis of knowledge) The
diluted version of empiricigm that became the dominant
ideology of the social sciences essentially stressed the
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superiority of experiments and (public) observations over a
priori reasoning and introspect.. n. But it also involved a key
holdover prejudice of the positivists, namely the rejection of
all evaluative terms. While it is plausible to say they do not

refer to observable properties, it was wrong to conclude that they lacked objective reference since there is

another legitimate category of terms, namely those referring to so-Called . theoretical
terms, i.e. terms referring to
.
unobservab 41
IA
.
tence can
be inferred from (i.e., explains) the observable phenomena.

- The positivists were originally keen to eliminate most unob
servables as metaphysical entities, but this unfortunately
leaves one without either extrapolable taxonomies, adequate explanations, or guides for future micro 'xplorations.
The empiricist social scientists quickly drift into acceptance 'pf at least middle-level theories an
eir concepts,
but forgot to check whether the taboo
s of the evalua-'
live vocabulary were thereby 1
ted. (Of course, they
were using these terms all the time, in distinguishing good

experimental designs from bad ones, good instruments
from bad, etc.) The best excuse is perhaps that evaluative
language consists of "theoretical terms" that relate to functions not observations, but then so does much of the lan'guage of mathematics and linguistics. The inexcusable behavior was the failure to reconcile the obviously legitimate
use of methodological evaluation and consumer product
evaluation with the continued support for the doctrine of
value-free social science. See Valuephobia.

ENEMIES LIST Worst enemies often make best critics.

They have two advartages over friends, in that they are
more iizotn'nted to prove-you wrong, and more experienced
with a radically different viewpoint. Hence they will often
probe deep enough to uncover assumptions one has 'not
notted, and destroy cogience about the impregnability

of one's inferential struct .
ously we should use
them for metaevaluation, an I
th
well. But who enjoys working with, thanking, an. pay g their enemies?
The answer is: A good evaluator. is i a key test of the
"evaluation attitude" (see Evaluation kill Flow little we
really care about the correct assessmen of rit and how
much we prefer to make life easy for ou el. e. hows up
nowhere more clearly than on this issue. A
49
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ex

ple is

.

the distribution of teaching-evaluation forms to students in
a college class, normally done near the end of the semester.

But where are your enemies then? Long gone; only the
self- selected remain. You should distribute the forms to
every' warm body that crosses the threshold on the first day

and any later date; to be turned in to their seat-neighbor
when they decide not to come back. It is the ones who left
who can tell you the mostby now you know most of what

e s a waft will say. it you value/quality, reach out for
suggestions to those who think you lack it.

ENGINEERING MODEL- See Medical Model.

ENJOYMENT Although it is an error in educational
evaluation to treat enjoyment as primary and learning as
not worth direct inspection, there's no justification for not
counting enjoyment at all (Kohlberg once comr rated on
the big early childhood program evaluations tha. - was too
had no one bothered to check whether at least the kids cried
ess in Headstart centers than at home.) And the situation in
Certain cases, e.g. aesthetic education, is much nearer to one
where enjoyment is a primary goal. A common fallacy is to
argue that since it would be a serious mistake to teach K-3

children some cognitive skills at the expense of making
them hate school, we should therefore make sure they enjoy
school and try to teach Them skills. That prioritization of
effort reduces the alreacbG meager interest in teaching some-

thing valuable, and has never been validated for gains in
positive attitude towards school. The teacher is in conflict of

interest here, since finger-painting takes less preparation
than spatial skill-building
ENTHUSIASM EFFECT See Hawthorne Effect.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (EIR) Often
required by law prior to granting building or business per-

mits or variance. A form of evaluation focusing on the
ecosystem effects. Currently based mainly on bio-science
and/or traffic analysis, these tend to be thin on the evaluation of opportunity costs, indirect costs, ethics contingency
trees, etc.
ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT It is a truism that
measurement involves some error; it is more interesting to
notice exactly how these errors can get one into trouble in
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evaluation studies. For example, it is obvious that if we
select the low scorers on a test for remedial work, then some
of these will be in the group because of errors of measurement (i.e. their performance on the particular test items that
were used does not give an accurate picture of their ability,
i.e. they were unluckyor distracted). It follows that an
immediate remeasurement, using a test of matched difficulty, would probably place them somewhat higher. Hence on a

ftpoStrest,which
11 Ls I e
out looking better, even if the intervening treatment lacked
all merit. This is simply a statistical artefact due to errors of
measurement (specifically, a regression effect). It also fol:
lows that matching two groups on their entry level skills,

where we plan to use one of them as the control in a
1,itasr-experimental study (i.e. a study where the two groups

are not created by random assignment) will get us into
trouble because the errors of measurement on the two
groups cannot be assumed to be the same, and hence the

regression effect will be different in size. Another.nasty
effect of errors of measurement is to reduce correlation
coefficients; one may intuitively feel that if the errors of
measurement are relatively random, they should,"average
out" when one comes to look at the correlations, but the fact
is that the larger the errors of measurement, the smaller the
correlations will appear. See Regression to the Mean.

ESCROW A neutral individual or secure place where
identifying data can be deposited until completion of an
evaluation and/or destruction. (Term originated in the law.)
See Filter, Anonymity.

ETHICS (in evaluation) See also Responsibility Evaluation. Ethics is the ultimate normative social science, 'ultimate because it refers to duties (etc.) which transcend all
other obligations such as those to prudence, science, and
professionalism. It is in one sense a branch of evaluation, in
another a discipline which, like history or statistics, contributes a key element to many evaluations. That it is (logically) a social science is of course denied by virtually all
social scientists, who have valuephobia about even the
suggestion that non-ethical value-judgments have a place
in science and hvpervaluephobia about importing ethical
judgments. But the inexorable consequence of the develops"1

ment of game- and decision-theory, latent function analysis, democratic, theory- in politiCal science, welfare economics, analytical jurisprudence, behavioral genetics, and
the "good reasons" approach to ethical theory, is that all the
bricks have been baked for the building, and it's just superstitious to argue that some mysterious force prohibits putting one on top of another. The Constitution and Bill of
Rights are es:;entially ethical propositions, with two properfles:-BiSt, there are good reasons for adopting them; second,

they generate sound laws. The arguments for them (e.g.
Mill's "On Liberty") are as good social science as you'll find
in a long day's walk through the professional journals, and
the inferences to specific laws are well-tested. It follows that

all the well-known arguments for law and order are indirectly arguments for the (secular) ethics of the Constitution
and for the axiom of equal rights from-which that flows, just
as the arguments for the existence of atoms are, indirectly,

arguments for the existence of electrons. Ethics is just ,a
general social strategy and no more immune to criticism by

social science than the death penalty or excise taxes or
behavior therapy or police strikes. To act as if some logical
barrier prevents science from arguing for or against particular ethical claims such as the immorality of the death pen-

alty (a question of overall social strategy), but not from
-up i ng for or against particular strategies within economics

or p nology is to cut the social sciences off from the most
important area in which they can make a social contribution. And it leads to ragged edges on and inconsistencies
within the sciences themselves. For an excellenf discussion
of the "ethics-or-else" dilemma for allocation theory, see
E. J. Mishan, Cost-Benefit Analysis, 1976, Praeger, Chapter
58, "The Social Rationale of Welfare Economics." Interest-

ingly enough, although a large part of that book is about
eva luation (e.g. Chapter 61 is called "Consistency in Project
Evaluation"), neither that term nor the author's frequently-

used variation "valuation" gets into the index. See Valuephobia.

EVALUABILITY Projects and programsand the
plans for themare beginning to be sclutir ized quite carefully for evaluabilitv This might be thought of as the first
commandment of accountability or as a refinement of Popper's requirement of fatstfitthility. The underlying principle
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can be expressed in several ways, e.g. "lt is not enough that
good works be done, it must be possible to reit that (and,
more importantly, when) good works have been done." Or
"You can't learn by trial and error,if there's no clear way to
identify the errors." The bare requirement of an evaluation

component in a proposal has been around for a while;
what's new is a more serious effort to make it feasible and
apfiropilate. That presupposes moreexpertise in evaluation
than most-review
, our
may come. Evaluability should be checked and improved at
the planning and preformative stages. Requiring evaluabilII

ity of new programs is analogous to requiring serviceabilityin

a new car; obvious enough, but who besides fleet owners
(and GSA) knew that there was for many years a 2:1 differ-

ence in standard service costs as between Ford and GM?.
Congress may some day learn that low evaluability has a
high price.
EVALUAND Whatever is being evaluated; if it is a person, the term "evaluee" is more appropriate.
EVALUATION The process of determining the merit or
worth or value of something; or the product of that process.

The special features ot evaluation, as a particular kind of
investigation (distinguished e.g. from traditional empirical
research in the social sciences), include a characteristic con-

cern with cost, comparisons, needs, ethics. and its awn
political, ethical, presentational, and cost dimensions; and
with the supporting and making of sound value judgments,
rather than hypothesis-testing. The term is sometimes used
more narrowly (as is "science") to mean only systematic
and objective evaluation, or only the work of people labeled
"evaluators " While evaluation in the broad sense is inescapable for rational behavior or thought, professional evaluation is frequently worthless and expensive. Evaluation

properly donecan be said to be "a science" in a loose
sense, as can, for example, teaching; but it is also an art, an
inter-personal skill, something that judges and juries and
literary critics and real estate assessors and jewelry apprais-

ers doand thus not "one of the sciences." See also
Formative /Summative, Analytical/Holistic, etc.

EVALUATION EDUCATION Consumer education is
still rather weak on training in evaluation, which should be
53
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its most important component. And of course there are
other contexts than those in which one's role is that of the
consumer, where evaluation education would be most valuable, notably the manager role, or the service-provider /
/professional role. Few teachers, for example, have the faintest idea how to evaluate their own work, although this is
surely. the minimum requirement of professionalism. The
last decades have seen considerable federal and state effort.
to provide reason able staridaid-S-of quality that will protect
the consumer in a number of areas; they have not vet really
understood that the superimposition of standards is a poor

substitute fore understanding the justification for them.
Evaluation training is the training of (mainly professional)
evaluators; evaluation education is the training of the citizenry in evaluation techniques, traps, and resource-find-

ing, and is the only satisfactory long-run approach Jo
improving the quality of our lives without extraordinary
wastage of resources.
EVALUATION ETHICS AND ETIQUETTE Because
evaluation in practice so often involves tricky interpersonal
relations it has much to learn fromdiplomacy, arbitration,
mediation, negotiating, and management (especially personnel management). Unfortunately, the wisdom of these

areas is poorly encapsulated into learning and training
materials, which are mainly truistic or anecdotal. The cor-

rect approach would appear to be via the refinement of
normative principles and the collateral development of extensive calibration examples, rather as in developing skill in
applied ethical analysis (casuistry.) An example: you are the
only first-timer on a site-visit team to a prestigious institu-

tion, and you gradually realize, as the time slips away in
socializing and reading or listening to reports from administrators and administration-selected faculty, that no serious
evaluation is going to occur unless you do something about
!t. What should you do? There is a precise (flow-chartable)

solution which specifies a sequence of actions and utterances, each contingent upon the particular outcome of the
previous act, and which avoids unethical behavior while
minimizing distress; mature professionals without evaluation experience ,never get it right; some very experienced
and thoughtful evaluators come very close; a grow contain-
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ing both reaches complete consensus on it after a twentyminute disussion. Like so much in evaluation, this shows it
meets the standards of common-sense though it is not in
our individual repgrtoires. It should be. Another example: a
write-in response on an anonymous personnel evaluation
form accuses the evaluee of sexual harassment. As the per-

son in charge of the evaluation, what exactly should you do?

("Ignore it" is not only ethically wrong, it is obviously

impossible.)

EVALUATION OF EVALUATIONS.

uation.

See Meta-eval-

EVALUATION OF EVALUATORS Track record, not
publications, is the key, but how do you get it? See Dialuatibn Registry, Big Shops.

EVALUATION PREDICATES The distinctively evaluative relations or ascriptions involved in grading, ranking,
scoring, and apportioning, as ways to determine worth,
merit or other value. A huge list of other evaluative terms
are appropriate to some contexts rather than others e.g.
validity (of tests or news stories), integrity (of security systems or personnel), adequacy, appropriateness, effective-

ness, plausibility. These predicates can be construed as
serving an information-eoinpression function in language,
combining performance data and needs assessment or
standards data into a concise package, of which the letter
grade for coursework is the paradigmatic example.
EVALUATION -REGISTRY A concept half-way to the

certification or licensing of evaluators from complete

laissez-faire. This would operate by encouraging evaluators
and their clients to file a copy of their joint contract or letter
of agreement with the evaluation registry at the beginning
of an evaluation; to this would be appended any modifications made along the way and finally a brief standard report
by each party, made independently, assessing the quality
and utility of the evaluation, and the performance of the
client. Each would have a chance to add a brief reaction to

the other's evaluation, and the net end result (2 pages)

would then be available for inspection, for a fee, by potential clients. This arrangement, it is argued, would be of more
use to the client than asking an evaluator to suggest former
55
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clients as references or siinply looking at a list of publications or reports, but would avoid the key problems with

licensingenforcement standards, and funding. Start-up
costs for such a registry, although small, are not available,
possibly because we are in a period of evaluation backlash.
See Directory of Evaluation Consultants (The Foundation
Center, 1981).
'EVALUATION RESEARCH_ Evaluatkm done in _a serious scientific way; the term is popular amongst supporters
of the social science model of evaluation. See Introduction
to this book.

EVALUATION-SPECIFIC METHODOLOGY Much of
the methodology used in evaluation studies is derived from

other disciplines -the special nature of evaluation is the
way in which it selects and synthesizes these contributions
into an appropriate overall perspective, and brings them to
bear on the various kinds of evaludtion tasks But there are
some situations where substantial variations on the usual
procedures in scientific research become appropriate. Two
instances will be mentioned. In survey research, sample

size is normally predetermined in the light of statistical
considerations and prior evident' about population parameters. In evaluation, although ti.ere are occasions when a
survey of the classical kind is approt 'e, surveys are frequen investignroni rather than desci iptive surveys and then
the situation is rather different Suppose that a respondent,
in a phone interview evaluation survey of users of a particular service, comes up with a wholly-unexpected comment

on the service which suggestslet us sayimproper behavior by the service-providers. (It might equally well suggest an unexpected and highly beneficial side-effect.) This

respondent is the thirtieth interviewee, from a planned
sample of.a hunj,red. On the standard survey pattern, one
would continue using the same interview form, through
the rest of the sample. In evaluations, one will quite often
want to alter the form so as to include an explicit question on
this point. Of course, one can no longer report the results of
the survey with a sample of a hundred, with respect to this

question (and any others with which its presence might
interact), But one may very well be able to turn up another
twenty people that respond under cueing, who would not
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have produced this as a free response. That result is much
more important than salvaging the surveyin most cases.
It also points to another feature of the evaluation situation,
namely the desirability of time-sequencing the interviews
or questionnaire responses. Hence one should try to avoid
using a single mass mailing, a common practice in survey
research; by using sequential mailing one can examine the
responses for possible modifications of the instrument,The
second taboo that we may have good reason to break concerns sample size. If we find ourselves getting a very highly
standard kind of response to a fairly elaborate questionnaire, we are discovering that the population has less variability than we had expected, and we should alter our estimate of an appropriate sample si..e in mid-stream. No point
in continuing to fish in the same waters if you don't get a
bite after an hour. The generalization of this point is to the

we of "emergent", "cascading", or "rolling" designs,
where the, whole design is varied en route as appropriate.
(These terms come from the glossary in Evaluation Standards.) Other evaluation-specific methodology includes the
use of parallel teams working independently, calibration of
judges, convergence sessions, "blind" judge synthesis,
the avoidance of data-gathering unless the data are necessary for replication or are indicators of merit, bias balancing
etc. See also Anonymity; Questionnaires.

EVALUATION SKILLS There are lists of desirable
skills for evaluators' (Stufflebeam has one with 234 competencies*); as for philosophers, almost any kind of specialized knowledge is advantageous, a nd the more obvious tool
skills alone (see the Key Evaluation Checklist) are far more

demanding than in any other disciplinestatistics, costanalysis, ethical analysis, management, teaching, therapy,
contract law, graphics, synthesis dissemination (for the report); and of course there are the evaluation-specific techniques. Here we mention a couple that are less obvious.
First, the evaluative attitude or temperament. Unless you
are committed to the search for quality, as the best of those
in e.g. the legal or scientific professions are committed to
the search for justice or the search for truth, you are in the
wrong game. You will be too easily tempted by the charms

of "joining" (e.g. joining the program staffsee Going
Native); to unhappy with-the outsider's role. The virtue of
57
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evaluation must be its own al reward, for the slings and
arrows are very real. (Incidentally, this value is a learnable

and probably even a teachable characteristic for many
people;.but some people come by it naturally and others will
never ac4uire it.) The second package of relatively unpro-

claimed skills are "practical logical analysis" skills e:g.
identifying hidden agendas or unnoticed assumptions
about the dissemination process; or mismatche, between a
goal :statement and a needs-statement; of loopholeiti an

evaluation design; the ability to, provide accurate summaries one fiftieth of the length of the original (precis) or to
give a totally non-evaluative, non-interpretive description
of a program or treatment The good news is that no-one is
good at all the relevant skills; that there is room for specialists, and also for team members. Partly because of the formidable nature of the relevant skills list, evaluation is a field
where teams if properlu einpltmed are immensely better than

- soloists. Not only are two heads better than one, six
headsif carefully chosen and appropriately-nstructed
are better than five

EVALUATION STANDARDS A set of principles for
.tjie guidance of L valuators and their clients. The major
effort is the Evaluai;on Standards (ed. D. Stufflebeam,
McGraw Hill, 1980), but the Evaluation Research Society
has also produced a set. There are some shared weak, -rnessesfor example, neither includes nee_44.1trssmznt 4
but the former is much more explicit about interpretation,
giving specific examples of applications etc. In general,
these are likely to do good by raising clients' consciousness
and general performance, but fears have been expressed by

first-rank evaluators that they may rigidify approaches,
stifle research, increase costs (ct "defensive lab tests" in
medical practice today), and give a false impression of
sophistication. See also Bias.
EVALUATION, THEORY OF The theory of evaluation
includes a wide range of topics from the logic of evaluative
discourse, general accounts of the nature of evaluation and
how it can be Justified (axiology), through socio-political
theories of its role in particular types of environment, to
so-called "models" which are often- simply conceptualizations of or procedural recommendahons for evaluation.
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Little work is funded on this; a riotable exception is NIE's
Research on Evaluation project at NWL, a series of studies
on radically different ;'metaphors for evaluation.

EVALUATION TRAINING There is essentially no
serious support for this at the Moment, despite the large
demand (and larger need) for trained evaluators, perhaps a
sign of evaluation backlash. The best places are probably
r CIRCE and the Evaluation Center at Western Michigan with
post-doc work at the Northwest Labs. Short courses are
more widely available and advertised in Evaluation News.
See also Training of Evaluators.

EVALUATIVE ATTITUdE See Evaluation Skills.

EVALUEE A person being evaltiated; the more general
term, which covers products and programs, etc., is "evaluated."
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Abstract of results from an
,.evaluation, usually in non-technical language.

EXIT INTERVIEWS Interviews with subjects as they
leave e.g. a training programUr clinic, to obtain facttial and
judgmental data. A very good time for these, with respect to
course or teaching evaluation in the school or college setting, is at Ste time of graduation, when: (a) the student will
have some perspective on most of the educational experience; (b) fear of retributiob is low; (c) response rate can be
nearly.100% with careful planning; (d) judgments of effects
are relatively uncomplicated e.g. by work-experifnce,as an

extra causal factor; (e) memory is still fresh. Later than

thisalumni surveysConditions can and do deteriorate,though there is a partial offset because job-relevance can be
judged more accurately:

EXPERIMENT See True Experiment.

EXPERIMENTA'. GROUP The group (or single person, etc.) that is receiving the treatment being studied. Cf.
control group.
EXPLANATION 1. By contrast with evaluation, which
identifies the value of something, explanation involves answering a Why or How question about it, or other type of

request for understanding. Often explanation involves
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'n its effects
finding the cause of a phenomenon. ra
, possible,
twhich is a major part of evaluation) 4VnL.,
without jeopardizing the ma:n goals of what may be holistic,
)(id evaluation design tries to
summative evaluation,
uncover micro explanations (e.g. by identifying those com-

ponents of the curriculum ra.rckage which are producing the

major part of the effects, or those which are having little
effect) The first priority, however, it to resolve the evaluation issues (Is the package the best available? etc. ). Too often

the research onentation and training of evalua'tprs leads
them to do a poor job on evaluation because they got inferested in explanation (LE). Even then, an explanation in
terms of a conceptual scheme may not involve much of a
diversion, whereas we can ill afford a search for a theory.
The realization that the logical nature and investigatory demands of evaluation are quite different from those of explanation is as important as the corresponding realization with
respect to prediction and eplanation, which the neo-positivist philosophers of science still think are logically the
Same under the (temporal) skin.
2. Explanation of an _valuation is son ething else it may

involve. (a) .translating technicalities, (b) unpacking the
ihtv indicators about tne evidence, i e , justifying;
(c) exhibiting the micro- evaluations on separate dimensions

that added up to the global rating, (d) giving component
evaluations

EX POST FACTO DFSIGN One where we identify a
control group -after the fact,- i.e., after the treatment has
occurred A vent mucn weaker design than the true experiment since there must have been conwthmg different about
the subjec,s that got the treatment without being assigned
to it, in order to explain why they got it, aad that something
means they're not the same as the control group, in some
unkncn respect that may be related to the treatment
An external
EXTERNAL (evaluator or evaluation)
evaluator is someone «ho is at least not on the project or
program regular staff, or someonein the case of person_
net evaluation -other than the individual being evaluated,
or their statt It is tir!ter it they are not even paid by the
project or_,by any entity with a prior preference for the
success or faili:re of the project Where or to whom the
61)
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external evaluator reports i; what determines whether the
evaluation is formative or summative, either of which may
be done by external or by internal evaluators (con'trary to the

common view that external is for summative, internal for
formative), and both of which should be done by both.

EXTERNAL VALIDITY By contrast with internal
validity, this refers to the generalizability of the experimental/evaluation findings. Here the traps to avoid include
failure to identify key environmental variables that happen
to be constant throughout the experiment, decreased sensitivhy of participants to treatment at posttest due to pretest,
reactive effects of experimental arrangement, or biased
selection of participants that might affect the generalizabilitv of the treatment's effect to non participants thus jeopardizing the external validity. (Ref. Experimental and Quasi-

Experimental Designs for Research, D. T. Canipbell and J. C.
Stanley, Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, 1972, and Validity
IsSues in Eva:uative Research, ed. Bernstein (Sage, 1976)).
The references discuss the classical conception of Validity
in evaluation, but this is only part of the problem. Content
validity is extremely important in evaluation and essentially not discusssed in these (typical) references. See Gener-

alizability.

EXTRAPOLATE Infer conclusions about ranges of the
variables beyond those measuured. Cf. Interpolate.

FACE VALIDITY The apparent validity, typically of
test items or of tests; there can be skilled and unskilled
judgments of face validity, and-highly skilled judgments
which come pretty close to content validity, which does
require systematic substantiation.

FADING Technique used in programmed texts, where
a first answer is given completely, the next one in piri with
gaps, then with just a single cue, elm ...ailed for without
help A key technique in training and calibrating evaluators.

FAULT TREE ANALYSIS (CAUSE TREE ANALYSIS)
These terms emerged about 1%5, originally in the literature
of management science and sociology. They are sometimes
used in a highly technical sense, but are useful in a straight-

torward sense Basically, the model to which they refer is
the trouble-shooting chart, often to be found in the pages of

e.g. a Volkswagen manual. The branches in the tree identify

possible causes of the fault (hence the terms "causq" and
"fault" in the phrase), and this method of representation
with various refinementsis used as a device for management consultants, for management training, etc. Its main
use in evaluation is as a basis for needs assessment.
FIELD INITIATED This refers to proposals or projects
for the funding of grants or contracts that originate from
workers in the field of study, rather than from a program
announcement of the availability of funds by an agency for
work in a certain area (which is known as "solicited" research or development.)

FIE'D TRIAL (OR FIELD TEST) A dry run of a test
of a 'product /program, etc. Absolutely mandatory in any
serious evaluation or development activity. It is essential
that at least one tree field trial should be done in circumstances and with a population that matches the targeted
situation and population. Earlier ("hothouse") trials may
not meet this standard, for convenience reasons, but the last

one must. Unle.,s run by external evaluators (very rare),
there is a major nsk of bias in the sample or conditions or
content or interpretations used by the developer in the final
field trials.

FILTER Someone whoor a computer which
removes identifying information from evaluative input, to
preserve the anonymity of the respondent.

EISCAL EVALUATION The highly developed subfield that involves looking at the worth or probable worth of
e.g. investments, programs, companies. See ROI, Payback,
Time Discounting, Profit, etc.

FISHING Colloquialism for exploratory (phase of) research; or for true nature of large slices of serious (e.g.
program) evaluation; or for visits to Wasb.ngton in search of

funding support
FLOW CHART A graphic representation of the sequence
of decisions, including contingent decisions, that is set up to
guide the n..,nagement ra projects (or the design of computer programs), including evaluation projects. Usually looks

like a sideways organization diagram, being a series of
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boxes and triangles ("activity blocks," etc.) connected by
lines and symbols that indicate simultaneous or sequential
activities/decision points, etc. A PERT chart is a special
case.
FOCUS (of a program) A more appropriate concept for
most evaluation than "goal"; both are theoretical concepts,
both serve to limit complaints about things not done to the
general area where resources are available/legitimately useable. The focus of a program is often improved by good
evaluation.
FORMATIVE EVALUATION Formative evaluation is
conducted during the development or improvement of a
program or product (or person, etc.). It is an evaluation
which is conducted for the in -hot se staff of the program and
normally remains in-house; but it may be done by an internal
or an external evaluator or (preferably) a combination. The

distinction between formative and summative has been
well summed up in a sentence of Bob Stake's "When the
cook tastes the soup, that's formative; when the guests taste
the soup, that's summative." Typically, formative evaluation benefits from analytic evaluation, but holistic evaluation plus trial-and-error or expert advice IN ill also work and
may sometimes be all that is possible. Analytic evaluation,

in turn, may or may not involve/require/produce causal
analysis, so the connection between evaluation and causaS
lion is pretty remote, contrary to W. Edwards Demwig's
oft-quoted remark, "Evaluation is a study of causes."

FOUND DATA Data that already exists, pritr to the
evaluationcontrast is with experimental data or test and
measuremert data.
FUGITIVE DOCUMENT One which is not published
through the public channels as a book or journal article.
Evaluation reports have often been of this kind. ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) kis picked up some
of these, but since its standards for selection are so variable
and 'ts selection so limited, time spent in searching it is all
too often not cost-effective.

FUNDING (of evaluations) Done in many ways, but
the most common patterns are described here. The evaluation proposal may be "field-initiated," i.e. unsolicited, or
63
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sent in.response to (a) a program announcement, (b) an RFP
(Request for Proposal), (c) a direct request. Typically. (a)
tesults in a grant, (b) in a contract; the former identifies a
general charge or mission (e.g. "to develop improved tests

for early childhood affective dimensions") and the latter
specifies more or !ess exactly what is to be done, e.g. how
many cycles of field tests (and who is to be sampled, how
large a sample is to be used, etc.), in a "Scope of Work." The

legal difference is that the latter is enforceable for lack of
performance, the former is (practically) not But it scarcely
makes sense to use contracts for research (since you usually
can't foresee which way it will go), and it is rarely justifiable

to use them for the very specific program evaluations required by law. Approach c, "sole-sourcing," eliminates
competitive bidding and can usually only be justified when
only one contractor has much the best combination of relevant expertise or equipment or staff resouces; but it is much
faster, and it does avoid the common absurdity of 40 bidders, each spending 12K ($12,000) to write a proposal worth
300K to the winner. The wastage there (180K) comes out of
overhead costs which are eventually paid by the taxpayer,
or by bidders going broke because of foolish requirements.
A good compromise is the two-tier system, all bidders sub
mitting a two (or five or ten) page preliminary proposal, the

best few then getting a small grant to develop a full proposal. Contracts may or may not have to be awarded to the
lowest "qualified" bidder; qualification may involve financiakres.)urces, stability, prior performance, etc., as well as
technical and management expertise. On big contracts there
is usually a "bidders' conference" shortly after publication
of the RFP (it's often required that federal agencies publish
the RIP in the Business Commerce Daily and/or the Federal
Register). Such a conference officially serves to clarify the
RFP; it may in fact be a cross between a con job and a poker
game. If you ask clever questions, others may (a) be scared
off, (b) steal your approach, etc. The agency may be sniffing
around for a "friendly" evaluator and the evaluators may be

trying to look friendly but not so friendly as to reduce
credibility, etc Eventually, perhaps after a second bidders'
conference, the most promising bidders will be asked for
their Best and Final bid and on this basis the agency selects
one, probably using a possibly anonymous external review
64
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panel to lend credibility to the selection. After the first
conference between the winner and the project officer (the
agency's representative used to be called the monitor) it
ofteri turns out that the agency wants or can be persuaded to
want something done that isn't clearly in the contract; the
price will then be renegotiated. Or if the price was too low
(the RFP will often specify it in terms of "Level of Effort" as

N "person-years" of work; this may mean N x 30K or

N x 50K in dollar terms, depending on whether overhead
is an add-on) to get the job done, the contractor may just go
ahead till they run out of money and then ask for more, on
the grounds the agency will have sunk so mach in and be so
irreversibly committed (time-wise) that they have to come
through to "save their investment." The contractor of
course loses credibility on later bids but that's better than
bankre y; and the track-records are so badly kept that no
one may nold it against them (if indeed they should). In the
bad old days, low bids were a facade and renegotiation on
trumped -up grounds would often lead to a cost well above
that of another and better bidder. Since evaluations are
tricky to do in many ways, bidders have to allow a pad in
their budget for contingencies or just cross their fingers,
which quickly leads to bankruptcy. Hence another option is
to RFP for the best design and per diem and then let the
contract for as long as it takes to do it. The form of abuse
associated with this cost-plus approach is that the contractor is motivated to string it out. So no overall clear saving is
attached to either approach; but the latter is still used where
the agency wants to be able to change targets as preliminary

results come in, a sensible point, and where it has good
monitoring staff to prevent excessive over-runs (from estimates which of course are not binding). A major weakness in

all of these approaches is that innovative proposals will
often fail because the agency has appointed a review panel

of people committed to the traditional pproaches who
naturally tend to fund "one of their own,
.
Another major
weakness is the complexity of all this, which means that big
organizations who can afford to open branches in D.C., pay
professional proposal-writers and "liaison staff" (i.e., lobbyists), have a tremendous edge (but often do poor work,
since most of the best people do no work for them). A third
key weakness is that the system described favors the pro65
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duct of timely paper rather than the solution of problems,
since that's all the monitoring and managing process can
identify. Billions of dollars, millions, of jobs, thousands of
lives are wasted because we have no reward system for
really good work, that produces really important solutions.
The reward is for the proposal, not the product; and the
reward is the contract. Once obtained, only unreliability in
delivery or gross negli once jeopardizes future awards. You
can see the value sys em this arrangement produces from
the way the vice-presidents all move on to work on the next
,..

"presentation" as soon as negohahon iis complete. It would
only cost pennies to reverse this procedure via (partial)
contingency awards and expert panels to review work done
instead of proposals.

FUTURISM Since mans' evaluands are designed to
serve future populations and not (just) present ones, much

evaluation requires estimating future needs and perfor
mance. The simpler aspect of this task involves extrapolation of demographic data; even this is poorly done e g. the
crunch on higher education enrolments was only foreseen
by one analyst (Canter) although the inference was simple
enough. The harder task is predicting e.g. vocational pat-

terns twenty years ahead. Here one must fall back on
possibility-covering techniques, rather than probabilityselection e.g. by teaching flexibility of attitude or generalizable skills.

GENERA LIZABILITY

(Cf. External Validity) Al-

though external validity IS commonly equated with general.-

izability, it refers to only part of it. Typically one wants to
generalize to populations (etc.) essentially other than the one
tested, not just extrapolably other; and it's not just population
differences but treatment differences and effect differences

that are of interest. (See the generalizability checkpoint in
the Key Evaluation Checklist) In short, the generalizability
of eternal validity is akin to that of inferential statisticswe
might call it short-range generalization . But science and evaluation are constantly pushing for long-range etieralizatio,

involving tenuous inductive or imaginative leaps that require investigation. Generalization is thus often nearer
speculation than to extra/4)1am. And the value of things/
people is often crucially affected by their versatility, i.e.
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utility across ieneralization.
GENERAL-PURPOSE EVALUATOR Someone with a
wide range of evaluation expertise, not identified with a
particular field/area/discipline. (The contrast is with a local
expert.) It helps to have and the term may connote experi'ence outside a type of evaluation, too, e.g. outside program
,

evaluation, perhaps in policy/product/personnel, or outside the accreditation type of evaluation. The GP's weakness is a lack of local knowledgebut this trades off against
a lack of local biases. The best arrangement is the use of two
(or more) evaluators, one local and one general purpose.

See hared Bias.
G

AL (evaluation) See Holistic.

-GOAL The technical sense of this term restricts its use
to rather general descriptions of intended outcome; more
specific descriptions are referred to as objectives. It is important to realize that goals cannot be regarded as observable features of programs (or products, services or systems).
There is often an announced, official or original goalbut
usually several, in which case the problem of how to weight
their relative importance comes up and is rarely answered
with enough precision to pin down the correct evaluative
Conclusion. Usually, too, different stakeholders have diffe-

rent goalsconscious and unconscious --for a program;
and most of these change with time. The best one can hope
for is to get a general sense of a program's goals as theoretical constructs from the paper trail, interviews and actions.
Beginners often think the goals are the instigator's official
original goals, just as they think the program's correct description comes from the same source. Both are hard to get;
since the goal-hunt is not only difficult but often unnecessary and also often biasing, one should be very careful to
avoid it whenever possible. See Goal Free Evaluation.
GOAL - ACHIEVEMENT MODEL (of evaluation) The

idea that the merit of the program (or person) is to be
equated with success in achieving a stated goal. This is the
most naive version of goal-based evaluation.

GOAL-BASED EVALUATION (GBE) This type of
evaluation is based and focused on knowledge of the goals
and objectives of the program, person or product. A goal67

based evaluation often does not question the merit of goals;

often does not look at the cost side of cost-effectiveness;
often fails to search for or locate the appropriate critical
competitors; often does not search systematically for side
effects or valid process parameters such as ethicality; in
short, often does not include a number of important and
necessary components of an evaluation. Even if it does
include these components, they are referenced to the pro
gram's (or to personal) goals and hence the approach is
likely to be involved in serious problems such as identifying
these goals, handling inconsistencies in them and changes
in them over time, dealing with shortfall and overrun outcomes, and avoiding the perceptual bias of knowing about
them. GBE is not just goal-achievement evaluation -it can,
in principle, involve criticism of the goals. But such criticism
_would presumably involve a needs assessment of the im-

pacted populationand once one has that, direct comparison of it with the total effects of the program yields an
estimate of worth without reference to the goals, i.e., GFE.

So GBE is either too narrow or unnecessaryexcept as a
convenient reconceptualization of an evaluation for the
benefit of p

ners or managers who understandably must

use a god frame ork and would like feedback about the
program' effectivectess, in those terms. GBE is manageroriented valuation, close TO' monitoring and far from
consumer- riented evaluation. (See GFE). Defining evalua-

tion as the tudy of he effectiveness or success of programs
is a sign of (often u conscious) acceptance of GBE.
GOAL-FREE EVALUATION (GFE)

In this type of

evaluation, the 'evaluator is riot told the purpose of the
program but enters into the evaluation with the purpose of
finding out What the program actually is doing without
being cued as to what it is trying to do. If the program is

achieving its stated goals and objectives, then these
achievements should show up (in observation of process
and interviews with consumers (not staff)); if not, it is argued, they are irrelevant. Merit is determined by relating
program effects to the relevant needs of the impacted population, rather than to the program (i.e., agency or citizenry or
congressional or manager's) goals. It could thus be called
"needs-based evaluation" or "consumer-oriented evaluation" by contrast with goal-based or manager-oriented
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evaluation. It does

not substitute

the evaluator's goals nor

the goals of the consumer for the program's goals; the
evaluation must justify (via the needs assessment) all as-

signments of merit. GFE is generally disliked by both
managers/administrators and evaluators, for fairly obvious
reasons: it raises anxiety by its lack of predeterminate structure. It is said by supporters to be less intrusive than GBE,
more adaptable to mid-stream goal shifts, better at finding
side effects and less prone to social, perceptual and cognitive bias. It is risky, because the client may get a nasty shock

when the report comes in (no prior hand-holding) and
refuse to pay because embarrassed at the prospect of having
to pass the evaluation along to the funding agency. (But if
the findings are invalid, the client should simply document
this and ask for modifications.) GFE is reversible, a key
advantage over GBE; hence .an evaluation design should
(sometimes) begin GFE, write a preliminary report, then go
to GBE to see if serious errors of omission occurred. (Run-

ning a

parallel GFE effort along with a GBE reduces the
time-span.) The shock reaction to GFE in the area of pro
gram evaluation (it is the standard procedure used by all
Consumers evaluating products) suggests that the grip of
anagerrient bias on program evaluation was very strong,
and possibly that managers felt they had achieved consider-

able control over the outcomes of GBEs. GFE is analogous to

double-blind design in medical research; even if the evaluator would like to give a favorable report (e.g. because of
being paid by the program, or because hoping for future
work from them) it is not (generally) easy to tell how to
"cheat" under GFE conditions. The risk of failure by an
evaluator is of course greater in GFEs, which is desirable
since it increases effort, identifies incompetence, and improves the balance of power.

GOING NATIVE The fate of evaluators that get coopted by the programs they are evaluating. (Term originated with the Experimental Schools. Progam evaluation in
mid-60's.) The co-option was often entirely by choice and
well illustrates the pressures on, temptations for, and hence
the temperamental requirements for being a good evalu-

ator It can be a very lonely role and if you start thinking
about it in the wrong way you start seeing yourself as a
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negative forceand who wouldn't rather be a co-author
than a (mere) critic? One answer; someone who cares more

about quality than kudos. See Evaluation Skills. In aithropological field research, a closely related phenomenon

is known as the "my tribe" syndrome, characterized by
proprietary attitudes towards the subjects of one's field
work and defensive attitudes towards one's conclusions
about them. See Independence.
GRADE-EQUIVALENT SCORE A well-meant attempt

to generate a meaningful index from the results of standardized testing. If a child has a 7.4 grade-equivalent score,
that means s/he is scoring at the average level (estimated to

be) achieved by students four months into the 7th grade.
Use of the ncept has often led to an unjiistified worship of
averag ores as a reasonable standard for individuals, and
to overlooking the raw scores which may tell a very different

story. Suppose a beginning eighth grader is scoring at the
7.4 level; parents may be quite upset unless someone points
out that on this particular test the 8.0 level is the same as the

7.4 level (because of summer backsliding). In reading, a
deficit of two whole grade equivalents is quite often made
up in a few months in junior high school if a teacher succeeds in motivating the student for the first time. Again, a
student may be a whole grade-equivalent down and be
ahead of most of the classif the average score is calculated
as the mean not the median. Again, a student in the fifth
grade scoring 7 2 might flunk the seventh grade reading test
completely; 7.2 just means that s/he scores where a seventh
grader would score on the fifth grade test. A year's deficit
from the 5th grade norm isn't comparable to a year's deficit

from the 4th grade norm. And so oni.e., use with
caution But don't throw it out unless you have something
better for audiences not made up of statisticians

GRADING ("Rating" is sometimes used as a 4nonvm.) Allocating individuals to an ordered (usually small)
set of 'abeled categories, the order corresponding to ment,
e.g. A -F for "letter grading." Those within a category are
regarded as tied if the letter grade only is used; but if a

numerical grade ("scoring") is also used, they may be
ranked within grades. The use of plus and minus grades
simply amounts to using more categories. Grading pro-
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vides a partial ranking, but ranking cannot provide grading
without a further assumption, e.g. that the best student is
good enough for an A, or that "grading on the curve" is
justified. That is, the grade labels normally have some Inde-

pendent meaning from the vocabulary of merit ("excellent," etc.) and cannot be treated as simply a sequenced set
of categories separated by making arbitrary cuts in a ranked
sequence of individuals. In short, the grades are normally

criterion-referenced; it is ranking that is facilitated by
norm-referenced testing: that distinction frequently results
in confusion. For example, grading of students does not
imply the necessitx_for "beating" other students, does not
need to engender 'cl.stractive competitiveness" as is often
thought. Only pub ccal grading on a curve foes that. Pass/

Not Pass is a simple form of grading, not a no-grading
system. Grades should be treated as quality estimates by an
expert and thus constitute essential feedback to the learner
or consumer; corrupting that feedback because the external

society misuses the 'grades is abrogation of duty to the
learner or consumer, a confusion of validity with utilization. See Responsibility Evaluation.

GRANT See Funding.
HALO EFFECT The tendency of someone's reaction to
part or all of a stimulus (e.g. a test, a student's answers to a
test, someone's personality) to spill over into their reaction
to other, especially adjacent, parts of the same stimulus. For
example, judges of exams involving several essay answers
will tend to grade the second answer by a particular student
higher if they graded the first one high than they would if
this had been the first answer they had read by this student
(the error is often as much as a full grade). Halo effect is
avoided by having judges assess all the first components
before they look at any of the second components, and by
concealing from them their grade on the first component
when they come to evaluate the second one. The halo effect
gets its name from the tendency to suppose that someone
who is saintly in one kind of situation must be saintly (and
perhaps also clever) in all kinds of situations. But the halo
effect also refers to the illicit transfer of a negative assessment. The liartshorne & May work (Studies in Deceit, Columbia, 1928) suggests there is no good basis for this tranifer
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across categories of immorality.

HARD vs. SOFT (approaches to evaluation) Colloquial
way to refer to the differences between the quantitative/
testing / measurement / survey / experimental-design approich to evaluation and the descriptive ./ observational /
narrative / jnterview / ethnographic / participant observer
kind of approach.

HAWTHORNE, EFFECT The tendency of a oup or
person being investigated, or experimented on, r evaluated, to react positively or negatively to the fact

t they are

being investigated/evaluated, and hence to rform better
(or worse) than they would in the absence of the investigation, thereby making it difficult to identify anY4ffects due to

the treatment itself. Not really the same as the placebo
effect, i.e., the effect on the consumer of an enthusiastic
service-provider that results simply from the evident belief

in treatment power of provider or recipient, though the
term is often used to cover both. The Hawthorne effect
canand was originally defined in-a situation where the
resultsoccur without any belief in the merit of the treatment. See John Henry Effect.

HEADROOM See Ceiling Effect.
HIERARCHICAL SYSTEM See Two-Tier,
HOLISTIC SCORING/GRADING/EVALUATING The
allocatiyn of a single score/grade/evaluation to the overall
charact& or 'performance of an evaluand; by contrast with
analytical scoring/grading/evaluating. The holistic/analytical distinction corresponds to the macro/micro distinction in economics and the molar/molecular or gestalt /atomistic distinction in psychology Global is another cognomen,
ifas in the health field "holistic" has other, confusing
associations.

HYPERCOGNITIVE or TRANSCOGNITIVE The domain beyond the supercognitive, which is the stratosphere

of the cognitive; includes meditation and concentration
skills; originality; the intellectual dimension of empathic
insight (as evidenced in role-playing, acting, etc.); eidetic
imaging; near-perfect objectivity, rationality, reasonableness, or "judgment" in the common parlance; m(-11 sensi72
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tivity; ESP skills, etc. Some of this is Incorrectly referred to
as "affective education"; part of it belongs there; all of it
deserves more attention.

HYPOTHESIS TESTING The standard model of scientific research in the classical approach to the social sciences,
in which a,hypothesis is formulated prior to the design of
the experiment, the design is arranged so as to test its truth,
and the results come out in terms of a probability estimate
that the results were solely due to chance ("the null hypothesis"). If the probability is extremely low that only chance
was at work, the design should make it indectively highly
likely that the hypothesis being tested was correct. What is

to count as the high degree of improbability that only
chance was at work is usually taken to be either the .05
"level of significance" (one chance in 20) or the .01 (one
chance in a hundred) "level of significance." When dealing
with phenomena whose existence is in doubt, a more appropriate level is .001; where the occurrence of the phenom-

enon in this particular situation is all that is at stake, the
conventional levels are more appropriate. The significance
level is thus used as a crude index of the merit of a hypoth-

esis, but is legitimate as such only to the extent that the
design is bulletproof. Since evaluation is not hypothesis
testing, little of this is of concenvin evaluation, except in
checking subsidiary hypotheses e.g. that the treatment
caused certain outcomes.
An important distinction in hypothesis testing that carries over tv the evaluation context in.a useful way is the
distinction between Type 1 and Type 2 errors. A Type 1
error is involved when we conclude that the null hypothesis
is false although it isn't; a Type 2 error is involved when we
conclude that the null hypothesis is true when in fact it's
false. Using a .05 5iAnificance level means that in about 5%
of the cases studieti, we will make a Type 1 error. As we
tighten up on our level of significance, we reduce the'chance
of Type l error, but correspondingly increase the chance of a
Type 2 error (and vice versa). It is a key part of evaluation to

look carefully at the relative costs of Type 1 and Type 2
errors. (In evaluation, of course, the conclusion is about
merit rather than truth.) A metaevaluation should carefully
spell out the costs of the two kinds of error, and scrutinize
the evaluation for its failure or success in taking account of
73
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these in the analysis, synthesis, and recording phases. For
example, in quality control procedures in drug manufacture
(a type of evaluation), it may be fatal to a prospective user to
identify a drug sample as satisfactory when in fact it is not;
on the other hand, identifying it as unsatisfactory when it is
really satisfactory will only cost the manufacturer whate: r

that sample costs the manufacturer to make Hence it is
obviously in the interest of 'he pubhc and the manufacturer
(given the possibility of damage suits) to set up a system
which minimizes the chance of false acceptances, even at
the expense of a ratner iagh level of false rejections Because

of the totally non-mnemonic characteristics of the terms
"Type 1- and " Type 2," it's always better to use terms like
"incorrect acceptance" and "incorrect rejection" and make
the referant the evaltiand, lather than the mill Impothesis, the

latter concert being likely to proxe unenlightening to most
audiences

ILLUMINATIVE EVALUATION (Parlett and Hamilton)
A type of pure process evaluation, very heavy on multiperspective description and interpersonal relations, very
light on justified tough standards, very easy on valuephobes and very well defended in Beyond the Numbers
Game (MacMillan 1477) Congenial to responsive evaluation supporters, not unlike perspectival evaluation except
more relativistic

IMPACT EVALUATION An evaluation focussed on
outcomes or pay-off rather than process delivery or implementation evaluation
IMPACTED POPULATION

The population that is

crucial in ex aluahon, by cont, tst with the target population
and even the true consumers. See Recoil Effects.

IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION Recent reactions
to the generally unexciting results of impact evaluations on
social action programs have included a shift to ,, :ere monitoring of program delivery r e implementation evaluation.
oil can easil implement, it's harder to improxe

IMPLEMENTATION OF EVALUATIONS

The fre-

quent complaint (hi, ex ablators) that evaluations have little
t'ttt'ct, e are not implemented, reters to four quite WIte:ent situations (a) Many el, a'uations ire simply rncompeLL

(1
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tent and it's most desirable they

not be implemented;
(b) Some evaluations n-,akeand should makeno immediate recommendations (e.g. accountability evaluations);
nevertheless they have a powerful preventive effect and
some cumulative long-run effect, but neither is readily

mn.lsurable; (c) Many evaluations are commissioned in such
a way that even when done as , /ell as possible they will not
be of any use because they were set up so as to be irrelevant
to the real issues that affect the decision-maker, or are so

under-funded that no sound answer can be obtained

again, it ;s just as well these not be implemented; (d) Some
excellent evaluatiCns are ignored because the decision-

maker doesn't Ilk,. (e.g. is threatened by) the results or
won't take on the nsks or trouble of implementation. The
"lack of implementation"
enomenon thus has little or
large implications for the t,..d of evaluation, depending
entirely on the distribution of the causes across these four
categories. It is hardly something to be unduly concerned
about professionally as long as evaluation still has a long
way io go in doing its own jol, well; doctors shouldn't worry
that their patients ignore their advice if a grey Aeal of it is
bad. But as a citizen one can scarcely avoid worry about the
colossal wastage resulting from the fourth kind of situation;
here's a fairly typical quote from the 8/1/80 GAO reports on
their (usually very good) evaluations: "The Congress has an
excellent opportunity to save billions of dollars by limiting
the number of noncombat aircraft to those that can be adequately justified
Dept. of Defense justifications (were]
.
based on unrealistic data and without adequate consideration of more economical alternatives." GAO has been
issuing reports on this topic since 1976 without any effect so

tar See Risk Evaluation.

IMPLEMENTATION OF TREATMENT The degree

to which a treatment has been instantiated in a particular

situation, typically a keld trial of the treatment or an experimental investigation of it. The notion of an "index of implementation consist.ng of a set c f scales describing the
key features of the treatment, and allowing one to measure 1
the extent to which it is manifested in each dimension, is a
useful one for checking on implementation, an absolutely
fundamental check if we are to find out whether the treat-

ment has merit This is part of the "purely descnptive':
effort in evaluation, and is handled under the description
checkpoint and the process checkpoint of the Key Evaluation Checklist. If the description checkpoint provides a

correct account of the treatment that is supposed to be
implemented, and the process checkpoint provides a correct description of what is actually occurring, the match
between the two is a measure of the implementationand
hence of the extent to which we can generalize from the
results of the test to an evaluation of the ex-Aland which we
are supposed to be evaluating.

IMPROVEMENT, EVALUATION FOR See Formative Evaluation.
INCESTUOUS RELATIONS (in evaluation) Refers to
(a) extreme conflict of interest (where the evaluator is "in
bed with" the program being evaluated), as is typical of
ordinary program monitoring by agencies and foundations
where the monitor is usually the godfather (sic) of the pro
gram, sometimes its inventor and nearly always its advocate at the agency, and a co-a .thor of its modifications as

well assupposedlyits evaluator, (b) incestuous validation of test items occurs then they are sPlected/rejected on
the basis of the correlation of performance on that item with
overall score on the test. Many widely-used tests have lowered thee" construct validity by dumping tace-valid items
because of this The correct procedure is check for other

errors (e.g. irrelevance, ambiguity) perhaps by ext.mal
judge review or rewriting the item(s), hoping the correlation won't be highbecause then you have tapped to an
independent dimension of criterion performance

INCREMENTAL NEED An unmet or add-on need.
0 maintenance or met need.
INDEPENDENCE Independence is only a relative notion, but by increasing it, we can decrease certain types of
bias Thus, the external evaluator is somewhat more independent than the internal, the consulting medical specialist
can provide a more "independent ipinion" than the family
physician, and so on But of course both may share certain
biases, and there is always the particular bias that the external or "second opinion" is tvpicaliv hired by the internal
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one and is thus dependent upon the latter for this or later
fees, a not inconsiderable spurce of bias. The more subtle
social connections between members of the same profession, e.g. evaluators, are an ample basis for suspicion about

the true independence of the second or meta-evaluator's
opinion. The best approach is typically to use more than one

"second or'. son" and to sample as widely as possible in
selecting these other evaluators, hoping from an inspection
of their (independently written) reports to obtain a sense of
the variation within the field, from which one can extrapolate to an estimate of probable errors.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE See Dependent Variable.

INDV2ATOR A factor, variable, or observation that is
empirically or definitionally connected with the criterion; a

correlate. For example, the judgment by students that a
course has been valuable to them for pre-professional training is a (weak) indicator of that value. Criteria, by contrast,
are, or are definitionally connected with, the "criterion" (real
pay-off) variable. Indicators thus include but are not limited
to criteria. Constructed indicators (or "indexes") are variables designed to reflect e.g. the health of the economy (a
social indicator) or the effectiveness of a program They, like
course grades, are examples of the frequent need for concise
evaluations even at the cost of some accuracy and reliability.
Indicators, unlike criteria, have very fragile validity and can
often be easily manipulated.

INFERENTIAL STATISTICS That part concerned with
making inferences from characteristics of samples to characteristics of the population from which the sample comes,
which of course can only be done with a certain degree of
probability (cf. Descriptive Statistics). Significance tests
and confidence intervals are devices for indicating the de-

gree of risk involved in the inference (or "estimate")but
they only cover some dimensions of the risk. Fo: example,
they cannot measure the risk due to the presence of unusual

and possibly relevant circumstances such as freakish
weather, an incipient gas shortage, ESP, etc. Judgment thus
enters into the final determination of the probability of the
inferred condition. See External Validity for the distinction
between the inference in inferential statistics and in generalization, or other plausible inference
77
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INITIATION-JUSTIFICATION BIAS (or "Boot Camp is
Beautiful") The tendency to argue that unpleasant experi-

ences one went through oneself are good for others (and
oneself). A key source of bias in the use of alumni interviews
for program evaluation. See Consonance/Dissonance.

INFORMAL LOGIC Several evaluation theorists consider evaluation to be in some respects or ways a kind of
pet suasion or argumentation (notably Ernest House, in
Evaluating with Validity, Sage, 1980). In terms of this view,
it is relevant that there are new movements in logic, law and
science which give more play to what have previously been
dismissed as "merely psychological" factors e.g. feelings,
understanding, plausibility, gedibility The "informal logic
movement" parallels that of the New Rhetoric and naturalistic methodology in the social sciences Ref. Informal Logic
ed. Johnson and Blair, Edgepress, 1980.

INFORMED CONSENT The state which one tries to
achieve in conscious, rational adults as a good start toward
discharging orw's ethical obligations towards human subjects. The tough cases involve semi-rational semi-conscious
semi-adults, and semi-comprehension

INPUT EVALUATIOIV Usually refers ti the undesirable practice of using ualih, of ingredients as an index of
quality of output (or of the evaluand) e.g. proportion of
Ph.D.s on a college faculty as an index of merit. It has a
d-fferent and legitimate use in the CIPP model.
INSTITUTIONAL EVALUATION A complex evaluation, typically involving the evaluation of a set of prograrnc
provided by an institution plus an evaluation of the overall
management, publicity, personnel policies and so on of the
institution The accreditation of schools and colleges is ?ssentiallv institutional evaluation, though a very pour ex-

ample of it One of the key problems with institutional
evaluation is whether to evaluate in terms of the mission of
the institution or on some "Solute basis. It seems obviously
unfair to evaluate an institution against goals that it isn't
trying to achieve, on the other hand, the mission statement,
are usually mostly rhetonc a ni virtually unusable for generating criteria of merit, and the are at least potentially subject to criticism e g because of ma ppropnateness to need Of
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clientele, internal inconsistencies, impracticality with respect to the available resources, ethical impropriety, etc. So

one must in fact evaluate the goals and the performance
relative to these goals or do goal-free evaluation. institutional evaluation always involves more than the sum of the
component evaluations; for example, a major defect in most
universities is departmental dominance, w.th the attendant

costs in rigidifying career tracks, virtually eliminating the
role-model of the generalist, blocking new disciplines or

programsand preserving outdated onessince in
steady-state new ones have to come out of the old departments' budget, etc. Most evaluations of schools and colleges fail to consider these system features, which may be
more important than any components.

INSTRUMENI Covers not only calipers etc. but alsc
(especially standardized) paper-and-pencil tests, and a person used to esti,nate e.g. quality of handwriting. See Calibration, Measurement.

INTERACTIVE (evaluation) One in which the evaluees have the opportunity to react to the content of a first
draft of an evaluative report, which is reworked in the light
of any valid criticisms or additions. A desirable approach
whenever feasible, as long as the evaluator has .the courage
to make the appropriate criticisms and stick to them despite

hostile and defensive responsesunless they are disproved. Very few have, as one can see by looking at sitevisit or personnel reports that are not confidential, by comparison with those that are, e.g. verbal supplements by the
site visitors. See Balance of Power.

INTERACTION Two factok or variables interact if the
effect of one, on the phenomenon being studied, depends
on the magnitude of the other. For example, math ectucation interacts vc ith age, being more or less effectiVe on
children depending on their age; and it interacts with mat)
achievement. There are plenty of interactions between vanables governing human feelings, thought and behavior but
they are extremely difficult to pin down with any precision.
The classic example is the search for aptitude-treatment or
trait-treatment interactions in education; evervom knows
from their own expenence that they learn more from certain
teaching styles than from others, and that other people do
sU
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not respond_ favorably to the same styles Hence there's an
interaction between the teaching style (treatment) and the
learning style (aptitude) with regard to learning. But, despite all our technical armamentatium of tests and measuring instruments, we have virtually no solid results as to the
size or even the circumstances under which these ATI's
occur. (Ref: The Aptitude-Achievement Distinction, ed.
D. R. Green, McGraw Hill, 1974.)

INTERNAL Internal evaluators (or evaluations) are
(done by) project staff, even if they are special evaluation
staff, i.e., even if they are external to the production/writing/
tetching/ service part of the project. Usually, internal evaluation is part of the formative evaluation effort, but long term
projects have often had special summative evaluators on
their staff, despite the low crec:ibilitv (and probably low
validity) that results. Internal/external is really a difference
of degree rather than kind; see Independence.
INTERNAL VALIDITY The kind of validity of an eval-

uation or experimental design that answers the question:
"Does the design prove what it's supposed to prove about
the treatment on the sublet-h., actually studied?" (cf. External

Validity). In particular, does it prove that,the treatment
produced the effect in the experimental subjects? Relates to
the EFFECTS checkpoint in the Key Evaluation Checklist.

Com.-.-,on threats to internal validity include poor instruments, participant maturation, spontaneous change, or
assignment bias. (Ref. Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research, D T. Campbell and J.C. Stanley, Rand McNally & Co , Chicago, 1972.)

INTERLOCULAR DIFFERENCES Fred Mosteller,,the
great practical statistician, is fond of saying that he's not
interested in statistically significant differences, but only in
interocular ones--those that hit you between the eves. (Or
that's what people ace fond of saving he's fond of saving.)
INTERPOLATE Infer to conclusions about values of the
variables within the range sampled. Cf. Extrapolate.

INTERRUPTED TIME SERIES A type of quasiexperimental design in which the treatment is applied and

then withheld in a certain temporal pattern, to the ,rune
,ulned, The somewhat ambiguous term "self-controlled"
811
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used to be used for such cases, since the control group is the
same as the experimental group. The simplest version is of
course the "aspirin for a headache" design; if the headache

goes away, we credit the aspirin. On the other hand, "psy-

chotherapy for a neurosis" provides a weak inferericebecause the length of the treatment is so great and spontan-

eous recovery rates 4e so high that the chance of the
neurosis ending during that interval for other reasons than
the psychotherapy is very significant. (Hence short-term
psychotherapy is a better bet, ceteris paribus ) The next
fancier self-controlled design is the so-called "ABBA" de-

sign, where A is the treatment, B the absence of itor
another treatment. Measurements are made at the beginning of each labeled period and at the end. Here we may be
able to control for the spontaneous remission possibility
and sundry interaction effects. This is quite a good design
for experiments on supportive or incremental treatments,
e.g. we teach 50 words of vocabulary by method A, then 50
more by method Band to eliminate the possibility that B
only works when it follows A, we now reverse the order,
and apply it first, and then A. Obviously more sophisticated
approaches are possible by using curve-fitting to extrapolate (or interpolate) to an expectable future (or past) level
and compare that with the actual level. The classic fallacy in
this area is probably that of the Governor of Connecticut
who introduced automatic license suspension for the first
speeding violation and got a very large reduction in the
highway fatality rate immediately, about which he crowed a
good deal. But a look at the vanability of the fatality rate in
previous years would have made a statistician nervous, and
sure enough, it soc,,i swung up again in its fairly random
way. (Ref Interrupted Time Series Designs, Glass, et at ,
University of Colorado.)

JOB ANALYSIS A breakdown of a job into functional
components, often necessary in order to provide remedial
recommendations and a framework for micro-evaluation or

needs assessment lob analysis is a highly skilled task,
which, like computer programming, is usually done badly
by those hired to do it because of the failure of the pay scale
to reflect the pay-offs from doing it well

JOHN HENRY EFFECT (Gary Saretsky's term)
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correlative effect to, or in an extended sense a special case

of, the Hawthorne effect, i.e., the tendency of the control
group to behave differently Just because of the realization
that they are the control group. For example, a control group
of teachers using the traditional math program that is being

run against an experimental program mayupon realizing
that the honor of defending tradition lies upon them
perform much better during the penod of the investigation
than they would have otherwise, thus yielding an artificial
result. One cannot of course assume that the Hawthorne
effect (on the experimental group) cancels out the John
Henry effect.
'S.

JUDGMENT It is not accidental that the term "value
judgment" erroneously came to be thought of as the paradigm of evaluative claims; judgment is a very common part
of evaluation, as it is of all serious scientific inference. (The
absurdity of supposing that "value judgments" could have

no validity, unlike all other judgments, was an additional
and gratuitous error.) The function of the discipline of ,waluation can be seen as largely a matter of reducing the element of judgment in evaluation, or reducing the element of
arbitrariness in the. necessary judgeents e.g. by reduting
the sources of bias in the judges by using double-blind
designs, teams, parallel teams, convergence sessions, cali-

bration training etc. The most important fact about judgment is not that It isn't .1s objective as measurement (true)
but that one can distinguish good judgment from bad judgment (and train good judges.)
JUDICIAL OR JURISPRUDENTIAL MODEL (of evaluation) Woltf s preferred term and a term sorrietimes used
for his version or, rather, extension of ad-rocate-adversary
evaluation Ile emphasizes that the law as metaphor for
evaluation involves much more than an i..dversarial de-

bateit also includes the fact - finding phase, crossexamination, evidentiary and procedural rules, etc It involves a kind of inquiry process that is markedly different
from the social scientific one, one that in several ways is
tailored to needs more like those of evaluation (the actionrelated decision, the obligatory simplifications because of
time, budget and audience limitations, the dependence on a

particular judge and iury, the fate of individuals at stake,

9
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etc.). Wolff sees the educational role of the judicial process
(teaching the jury the rules of just inquiry) as a key feature of
the judicial model and it is certainly a strong analogy with
evaluation.

JURY TRIAL Used in TA and evaluation. See preceding entry.

KEY EVALUATION CHECKLIST (KEC) What follows is not intended to be a full explanation of the key
evaluation checklist and its application, something which
would be more appropriate for a text on evaluation. It simply serves to identify the many dimensions that must be
explored prior to the final synthesis in an evaluation. All are
usually very important. A fp.w words are given to indicate
the sense in which each of the headings is intended, the
headings themselves being kept very short in order to make
them usable as mnemonics; some are expanded elsewhere
in the Thesaurus. Many iterations of the KEC are involved
in a typical evaluation, which is a process of successive
approximation. (If the evaluation is to be goal-free, at least
the field personnel will not follow the given sequence.)
The purpose of exhibiting the KEC here is partly td, make
the point that evaluation is an extremely complicated discipline, what one might call a multi-discipline. It cannot be
seen as a straightforward application of standard methods
in the traditional social science repertoire. In fact only seven

of the fifteen checkpoints are seriously addressed in that
traditional repertoire, and in most cases not very well addressed as far as evaluation needs are concerned.
1. DESCRIPTION. What is to be evaluated? The evaluand, described as neutrally as possible. Does it have com-

ponents? What are their relationships? It's useful to divide description into four parts: ( 11) the nature and operation, (1 2) the function, (1.3) the deliiery system and
(1 4) the support system. These are not sharply distinct,
nor are any of them sharply distinct from effects and
process What does it doWhat is its function? How does
it do it e.g. what is the tielwery !,vstent that connects it with

consumers? How does it continue to do itwhat is the
!support si,stem. this includes the naintenance/ service/
upoate sv item, the Instruction/ training system for users,
the monitonng system (if any) for checking on proper
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use/rhaintenance etc. (Monitoring, like maintenance etc.
may be done by someone wholly other than the vendor/

manufacturer/service provider.) When the evaluation
process begins, the evaluator usually has only the client's
descriptions of he evaluand and its functions etc. As the
evaluation proceeds, descriptions from staff, users, rnpnitors, etc. will be gathered, and direct observation/tests/
measurements will be made. Eventually only the most
accurate description will survive under this checkpoint,

but the others are most important and will be retained'
under checkpoint 3 (Background and Context):because
they provide important cues as to what problems (e.g.
misperceptions, inconsistent perceptions) should.be addressed in the evaluation and in the final report.
2. CLIENT. Who is commi4ioning the evaluation? The

client for the evaluation, who may or may not be the
initiator of the request for the evaluation; and may or may
not be the instigator of the evaluand, e.g. its manufacturer

or funding agency or legislative godparent; and may or

may not be its inventor e.g. designer of a product or
program The client's wishes are crucial but not completely paramount in determining the focus of the evaluahon. As with any professional activity, the obligations of
professional ethics occasionally supervene e.g. one must
always check (at least bnefly) for bad side-effects in program evaluation even if the client thinks that a report on
goal achievement is all that evaluation requires.

4

3. BACKGROUND & CONTEXT of (a) the evaluand
and (h) the evaluation. Includes identification of stakeholdets (such as the non clients listed in 2, the monitor,
community representatives, etc.); intended function and
supposed nature of the evaluand, believed performance;
expectations from the evaluation, desired type of evaluation (formative vs summative vs ritualistic, holistic vs
analytical), reporting system, organizatior charts, history
of project, prior evaluation efforts, etc.
4. RESOURCES (Sometimes called the "Strengths Assessment" by contrast with the needs assessment of
checkpoint 6) (a) available to or for use of the evaluand;
(b) available to or for use of the evaluators These are not
what is used up, in e g purchase or maintenance, but
what could be They include money, expertise, past ex-

9 a)

perience, technology, and flexibility considerations.
These define the range of feasibility and hence delimit the
investigation and criticism.
5. CONSUMER. Who is using or receiving the effects of

the evaluand? It is often useful to distinguish the group
that needs the evaluand from those who get it or to whom
it could be delivered (the market). It may even be useful to

distinguish targeted populations of consumersintended
marketfrom actually and potentially directly impacted
populations of consumersthe "true market,"or customers, or recipients, or clients for the evaluand (often called
the clientele). These should be distinguished from the total

directly or indirectly impacted recipient population
which makes up the "true consumers." Note that the instigator and others (see 2 and 5) are also impacted, e.g. by
having a job, but this does not make them consumers, in

the usual sense. We should, however, consider them
when looking at total effects and can describe them as
part of the total affected, imyacted or involved group
the provider population. (TaiIpayers are usually part of
this population.) Recipients + providers = impactees.
6. VALUES. Sometimes called the "Needs Assessment" of the Impacted and potentially impacted populations. But it must look at wants as well as needs; and also
values such as judged or believed standards of merit and

ideals; the defined goals of the program where a goalbased evaluation is undertaken; any validated standards
that apply to the field; and the needs etc. of the instigator,
monitor, inventor etc., since they are indirectly impacted.
The relative importance of these often conflicting considerations will depend upon ethical and functional considerations. It is from this checkpoint alone that one gets the
value component in the evaluation; the values may apply
to either process or outcome.

7. PROCESS. What constraints and values apply to,
and what conclusions can we draw about, the normal
operation of the evaluand (as opposed to its effects or
OUTCOMES (8))? In particular, legal / ethical-moral /
political / managerial / aesthetic / hedonic / scientific
constraints? With this checkpoint we begin to draw evaluative conclusions. The ones here are the most immediate
consequences of all, because they involve what are some35
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times called intrinsic values (truth, beauty, ethics) We
call it the process checkpoint partly for reasons of continuity with traditionbecause in program/service evaluation, it's the process that we look at fo1- intrinsic evalua-

tion But in product evaluation the same checkpoint
appliesfor example, we would look at the scientific
accuracy ot the contents of a textboo

r this heading.

Given a basic description of the rocess from the first
checkpoint and the values fro checkpoint 6, we can
sometimes draw an immediate evaluative conclusion e.g.
"violates safety standard X." More commonly we have to

do some further investigation of the process in order to
see if the relevant standards are upheld. There are four

other reasons for looking at processto see if what's
happening is what's supposed to be happening (the degree of implementation issue), to get clues about ausanon that will not appear frorifa Milk box approach (but

which we may need for determining long-term outcomes), to spot immediate or very fast outcomes, and to
look for indicators that are known to be correlated with
certain long-term outcomes (whose emergence we may

not have time to await). The first of these eventually
results in corrections to DESCRIPTION; the others feed
into OUTCOMES. Thus, some "process phenomena" are
effects of the program e.g. enjoyment (instant outcomes),
some are part of it, and some are part of the context /
environment / system containing it. One managerial process constraint of special significance concerns the "degree

of implementation," i.e , the extent to which the actual
operation matches the program stipulations or sponsor's
beliefs about its operation One scientific process consideration would be the use of scientifically validated process indicators of eventual outcomes; another would be
the use of scientifically (historically etc ) sound material in

a textbook/course One ethical issue would involve the
relative weighting of the importance of meeting the needs
of needy target population people and the career or status
needs of other impacted-population people e g. the program statt

8 OUTCOMES What effects (long-term outcomes or
concurrent effects) are produced by the eyaluand7 (Intended or unintended) A matrix of effects is useful to get

07,

"

Rr

one started on the search; population affected x type of
effect (cognitive/ affective/ psychomotor/ health/ social/
environmental) x size of -each x time of onset (immediate! end of "treatment'later) x duration x each component or dimension (if analytical evaluation is requied).
For some purposes, the intended effects should be separ-

ated from the unintended (e.g. Prograin rnonibring,
legal accountability), for others; the distinction should
not be made (consumer-oriented summative product
evaluation).
9 GENERALIZABILITY (or potential or versatility) to
other people, places/times/versions. ("People" means
staff as well as recipients ) These can be connected with
Deliverability,' Saleability/ Exportability/ Durabilit0
Modifiability

10. COSTS Dollar vs Psychological vs Personnel vs.
Time Initial vs Recurrent (including Preparation-Maintenance-Improvement), Direct/Indirect vs Immediate,'
Delayed 'Discounted, by components if appropriate
11 COMPARISONS with alternative optionsinclude
options recognized and unrecognized. those now available and those constructable the ieadingfoiitenders in
this field are the -critic?' competitors" andare identified
on cost plus effectiveness plus everything else grounds
They normally include those that produce similar or better effects for less cost, and better effects for a manageable
(RESOURCES) extra cost

12. SIGNIFICANCE. A synthesis of all the abt,ve The
validation of the synthesizing procedure is often one of
the most difficult tasks in eYaluation. It cannot normally
be left to the client who is usually ill-equipped by expo.
once or objectn, itv to do it, and the formula approaches of
e r, cost-benefit calculations are only rarely adequate
"flexible weighted sum vs, ith overrides" is often usetui
See Weight and Skim
13 RECON1MEND Al IONS The -ce play or mat not be
requeu.ted. and may or may not follow from the eValua-

bon, :ven it riquested it rnav not be leasable to provide
any, bet atise the orilt type that would be appropriate are

not sodi that any scientini evidence h spec:c ones is
available in the relek ant ficid of ce,,ccirch (RESOURCFS
allable for the dictation art. crucial ht-re

(fin

.

tC.

14. REPORT. VocabUlary, length, format, medium,
time, location, and personnel for the presentation(s) need
careful scrutiny as d9es protection/pnvacy/publicity and
lirior screening or ,circulation of final and preliminary
draftS.
,
15. METAEVALUATION. The evaluation mus(be evaluated, preferably prior to final dissemination of report, and
certainly prior to implementation. External evaluation is
desirable; but first the
evaluator should apply the
Key Fvaluatipn Checklist to the evaluation itself. Results

of the metaevaluation should be used formatively but
may also be incorporated in the report or otherwise conveyed (summalively) to the client and other appropriate

audiences ("Audiences" emerge at metacheckpoint 5,
since they are the ';Market' and -"Consumers" of the
evaluation.)

KILL THE MESSENGER (phenomenon) The tendency to punish the bearer of bad tidings. One aspect of
valuephobia. Much of the current attack on testing e.g.
minimum competency testing i pure KTM, like many of the
elaborately rationalfzed earlier aftacks on course grades.
The presence of the rationalizations idenhfv these as ex-

amples of a sub- specie's; Kill the MessengerAfter a Fair,
Trial, Of Course.

LAISSEZ FAME (evaluation) "Let the facts,, speak for
themselves." But do they? What do they say? Do they say
the same thing to different listeners? Once in a while this
approach is justified, but usually it's simply a cop-out, a
refusal to do, the hard profer.sional task of synthesis and its

justification. The laissez-faire approach is attractive to
valuephobesand, to anyone else when ,the results are
going to be controversial. The major risk in the naturalistic/
responMve/ illuminative approach is sliding into laisseL-

Gre evaluation, i.e.to put it slightly tendentiouslyno
evaluation at all.

DARNER VERIFICATION A phrase of Ken Komoski's, president of EPIE; refers to the processof (a) establish-

ing that educational products actually work with the intended audierrce, and (b) systematically improving them in
the light gf the results of field tests. Now required by law in
e.g. Florida and being considered for that status elsewhere.
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The first response of publishers was to submit letters from
teachers testifying that the materials worked. This is not the

R&D process that the term refers to. Some of the early
programmed texts were good examples of learner venfication. Of course, it's costly, but so are four-color plates and
glossy paper. It simply represents the application to educa-

tional products of the procedures of quality control and
development without which other consumer goods are illegal or dysfunctiOnal or suboptimal.
LEVEL OF EFFORT Level of effort is normally specified

in terms of *Ierson-years of work, but on a small project
might be specified in terms of person-months. It refers to
the amount of direct "labor" that will be required, and it is
presumed that the labor will be of the appropriate professional level; subsidiary help such as clerical and janitorial is

either budgeted independently or regarded as part of the
support cost, that is, included in a professional person-year
of work. Person-years (originally man-years) is the normal
unit for specifying level ipf effort. RFP's will oftiv_not describe the maximum sun dollars that is countenanced for
theproposal, but may instead specify it in terms OrpersonYears. Various translations of a person-year unit into dollars
are used; this will depend on the agency, the level of profess
sionalism required, whether or not overhead and clerical
support is separately specified, etc. Figures from S30,000 to
over $50,000 per person-year are used at times.

LICENSING (of evaluators) See Evaluation Registry.
LITERARY CRITICISM The evaluation of works of literature; in many ways an illuminating model for evalua-

tionaigood corrective for the emphases of the social
science model. Varibus attempts have been made to
"tighten up" literary criticism, of which the New Criticism
movement is pe'rhapslhe best known, but they all involve
= rather blatant and unjustified preferences of their own (i.e.,'
biases), exactly what.they were alleged to avoid. The time
may be ripe to try again, using what we now know about

sensory evaluation and perhaps responsive and illuminative evaluationto remind us of how to objectify the objectifiable while clarifying the essentially subjective. Conversely, a good deal can be learnt from a study of the efforts -

1

of F.R. Leavis (the doyen of the New Critics) and T.S. Eliot
n hiskritical essays to precisify and objectify criticism. His
"view that "comparison and analysis are the chief tools Of t ?e
critic" (Eliot, 1932), and even more his practice of di4playing
very specific and carefully chosen passages to make points

Would find faVoi with the responsive evaluators (and
others) today. Ezra Pound and LeSvis went even further
towards exhibiting the concrete instance_ (rather than the
general principle) to make a point.. This idiographic, antinOmothetic approach is not, contrary tainuch popular philosophy of science, anti-scientific as such: but in practice it
failed to avoid various stylj or process biases, and too bften
(e.g. with Empson) became precious at the expense of logic.
One can no more forget the logic of plot or the limits of
possibility in fiction than the logic of function and the limits
of respoVility in program evaluation.
LOCAL EXPERT A local expert (used as an evaluator)
is someorte4rcim the same field as the program or person

being evaluated e.g. a "health area evaluator," ormore
specifically
nursing program evaluator, oreven more
commonly "someone else from Texas in nursing educa-

/

tion" (but without evaluation expertise). The gains are in
relevant specific knowledge; the losses are in shared bias
and (usually) lack of knowledge of or experience with the
more serious aspects of e.g. program evaluation as a discipline. If you're looking for a friendly evaluator, use a.local

oneand maybe they'lLxturn the favor one day, too. If
You want objectivity/ validity always go for the mix--one
local, one general-purposeand ask for separate reports If

your budget is too small for the travel costs or fees of a
national -level evaluator, just find a geographically local
general-purpose evaluator or at the worst just an evaluator

from another discipline there are plenty aroundto form
team with 'our."loca I" favorite.

LOCUS OF CONTROt. Popular "affective" vanable,
referring roughly to the location someone feels is appropriate for the center of power in the universe on a scale from
"inside me" to "far, far away A typical item might ask

about the extent to which the subject feels s /he controls
their own destiny, In fact, this is often a simple test of
knowledge about reality *and not affective (depending On
.
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how much stress is put on the feeling part of the item), and
where it is affective, the affect may be judged as appropriate
or inappropriate. So these items are ustralW misinterpreted;

e.g. by taking' any movement towards internalization of
locus of control as a gain, whereas it may be a sign of loss of
contact with reality.

LONGITUDINAL STUDY An investigation in which
a particular individual or group of individuals is followe4

over a substantial period of time, in order to discover
changes due t the influence of all evaluand, or maturatioh,

or environment. The contrast is with-ia cross-sectional
.study. Theoretically, a longitudinal study could also be an
experimental study: but none of those done on the effect of
smoking on lung cancer are of this kind although the results
are almost as solid. In the human services area, it is very
likely that longitudinal studies will be uncontrolled, certainly not experimentally controlled.

LONGTERM EFFECTS In many cses, it is important
to examine the effects of the program or product afttkr an
extended period of time; often this is the most worthwhile
'criterion. Bureaudacticarrangements such as the difficulty
of carrying funds over from one fiscal year to the next often
make investigation of these effects virtually impossible.
"Longitudinal studies" where one-group is "followed-up"
over 3 long period are more commoniy recognized as standard procedure in the medical and drug areas; an important
example in education is the PROJECT TALENT study, now
in its third decade. See Overlearning.
MACRO-EVALUATION. See Holistic Evahiation.

MAINTENANCE NEED A met but continuing nt;ed

MAN-YEARS (properly, person-years) See Level of
Effort.
MARKET The market consideration in the Key Evaluation Checklist refers to the disseminability of the product or

program. Many needed products, especially educational
ones, are unsaleable by available means. lot is only possible
to argue for developing such products if these is a special,

preferably testes plan for getting them used. No delivery
system, no market. No market, no needs met. (It does not
91
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-follow` that the existence of a market implies needs met or
any other basis for worth.)

MASSAGING (the data) Irreverent teen for .(mostly)
Legitimate synthesis of the raw results.
MASTERY LEVEL The level of performance actually
on a criterion. Focus on mastery level training does
not accept anything less, and doe not care about anything
more. In fact, the "mastery level" is often arbitrary. Closely
tied to competency-based approaches. Represents one application of criterion-referenced testing.
needed

MATCHING See Control Group.
MATERIALS (evaluation) See Product E;aluation.

MATRIX SAMPLING if you want to evaluate a new
approach to preventive health care (or science'education),
you do not have to give a complete spectrum of tests (perhaps a total of ten) to all those allegedly affected, or even tea
sample of them; you can perfectly well give one or two tests

to each (or each in the sample), taking care that each test
does get giVeii to a random sub-sample, and preferably that
it is randomly associated with each of the others, if they are

administered pairwise (in order to reduce any bias due to
'Interactions between tests)..This can yield (a) much less cos,t
to you than full testing of the whole sample, (b) less strain

on each subject, (c) some contact with each subject, by
contrast with giving all tests to a smallersaniple, (d) ensur-

ing that all of a larger pool of items are used on some
students. Butthe trade- off you will not be able to say
much about each individual. You are only evaluating the'
treatment's overall value. A good example of the importance
of getting the evaluation question clear before doing a
design.
MBO Management By Pbjectives, i.e. state what you're
trying to do in language that will make it possible to tell
whether ,you succeeded. Not bad a4 guide to planning
(though it tends to overrigidify the institution), but disastrous as a model for evaluation (though acceptable as ,
one element in an evaluation design.) See Goal-Based
Evaluation.

to

A
I MEAN (

t.) (Cf. Median, Mode) The mean score on
a test is t obtained by adding all the scores and dividingby the number of people taking it; one of the several exact
senses of "average." The mean is, however, heavily affected by the scores of the top and bpitom few in the class,
and can thus be non-representative o(the majority.
..

I.

MEAS, EMENT Determination of the magnitude of a
'quanti .,4, not necessarily, though typically, on a criterionreferenced test scale, e.g. feeler gauges, or on a continuous
, numerical scale. There are various types of measurement
scale, in the loose sense, ranging from ordinal (grading or
ranking) to cardinal (numerical scorina). The standard scientific use refers to the latter only. WhItever is used to do

the measurement, Apart usually - -from the experi-

menter, is called the instrument. It may be a questionnaire
-

or a test or an eye or a piece of apparatus. In certain contexts;
we treat the observer as t`.. ,,instrument needing calibration

or validation. Measurement is a.common and sometimes
large component of standardized evaluations, but a very
small part of its logic, i.e. of the justification for the evaluative conclusions.
,

MEDIAN (Stat.) (Cf. Mean, Mode) The median performance on a test is that score which diVides-the group into

two, as nearly as possible; the "middle" performance. It
provides ene exact sense' for the ambiguous term "average." The median is not affected at all by the performance of
the few students at the top and bottom of a class (cf. Me.an).
On the other hand, as with the mean, it may be the case that

no one scores at or near the median, so that it doesn't ,
identify a "most representative individual" in the way that
the mode does. Scoring at the 50th percentile is (usually)
the same a stiaving the median score, since 50% are below
you and 50% above.

MEDIATED EVALUATiJN A mow precise term for
what is sOmetimes called (in a loose sense) process evaluation, meaning eve...:ation of something by looking atrcop-

dary indicators of merit, e.g. name of manufacturer, Proportion of Ph.D.s on faculty, where gpmeone went to col:
lege. Victerm "process evaluation" also refers to the direct,
check on e.g. ethicality of process. See Key Evaluation
93
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Checklist.

t

MEDIATION (OR ARBITRATION) model of evaluation. -Little attention has been paid toethe interesting social
role anchskills of the mediator or arbitrator, which in several
ways provide amodel for the evaluator e.g. the combination
of distancing-with considerable dependence upon reaching
agreement, the role of logic and persuasion, of ingenuity
and empathy-.
MEDICAL MODEL (of evaluation) In Sam Messii:k's
version (in the Eniyclopedia of Educational Evaluation) the
contrast is drawn between the engineering model and the

medical model'. The engineering model "focuses upon sit
input-output difference3, frequently in relation to cost."
The medical model, on the other hand, (which Messick
favors) provides a considerably more complex analysis, en-

ough to justify: the treatnini's generalization into other
field sengs; remediation suggestions; and side effect predictions. The problem here is that we cross the boundaries

between evaluation and general causal investigations,
thereby diluting the distimtive features of evaidation and so
`expanding its scope as to make results extremely difficult to
obtain. It seems more sensible to appreciate Consumer Reports for what itsives us, rather tharicomplain that it fails to
give us expianactioni of the underlying mechanisms in the
products and services that it rates. Cf. Hiclistic and Analytic
Evaluation.
\
. . MERIT (Cf. Worth, Success) "Intrinsic" value as 'op-

posed to extrinsic or systern-I5ased value/worth. For example, the merit of-researchers lies in their 4kill and origin-

ality.their worth (to the institution that employs them)
would include the income they generate.

META-ANALYSIS (Gene *ass) The name for a particular 'approach to 4'ynthesing studies on.a common topic,
parameter for each
involving the" Calculation. of a spec'ia.10..so
mething of value
("Effect Size"). Its promise is to pick u
even from studies which do not meet *Usual "minimum
standards"; its danger is what is referred to ih,the computer
programming field as the GIGO Principle-r--Garbage In,
Garbage Out. While it is clear that a numt>er of studies,
none-of which is statistically significant, can be integrated by

1 fl f)
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a meta-analyst into a highly significant result (because the
combined N is larger), it is not clear how-invalid designs can
be integrated. An excellent review of results and methods
will be found in Evaluation in Education Voluzhe 4, No. 1,
1980, a special issue entitled "Research Integration: the
State of the Art". Meta-analysis is -a special approach to

what is called the general problem pf research (studies)
, integration or research synthesis, and this array of terms for
it reflects the fact that it i§ an intellectual activity that lies
between data synthesiS on the one hand and the evaluation
of research on the other. As Light points out (ibid.) there is a
residual element of judgment involved at several places in
meta-analysis as in any research synthesis process; clarifying the basis for these judgments is a task for the evaluation

methodologist, and Class' efforts to do so have led to the
burgeotling of a very fruitful area of (meta-)research. It's an
example of self-referent research in the same way as metaevaluation.

META-EVALUATION Meta-evaluation is the evaln-

ation of evaluations, and hence typically involves using
another evaluat9r to evaluate a proposed or completed ev.
aluation. This practice puts the primary evaluator in a simi-`
lar position to the evaluee; both are going to be evaluated on
their performance. It can be. done formatively or summa tively. Reports should go to the original client, copy to the

first-level evaluator for reaction. Meta-evaluation then
gives the client independent evidence about the technical
competence of the primary evaluator. No infinite regress is
generated because extrapolation shows it doesn't pay after
the first meta-level on most projects and the second qqtany.
Meta-evaluation is a professional obligation for evaluators,
as psychoanalysis is forpsychoanalysts. A dimensional approach might consider the validity, the credibility, the utility (timeliness, readability, relevance), robustness and cost.
The Key Evaluation Checklist can also be applied, in two
ways: either by using it to generate a correct evaluation (or
design), which can then be compared to the actual one
(secondary evaluation), orby applying the checklist to the
original evaluation as a product (true metaevatuation). The
latter process includes the former as an appropriate scientific process consideration; but it also requires us to look at
'95
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e.g. the cost-effectiveness 9.1-0* eva luation itself, and hence
does something to assist-the balance of power It should, for

example, nonniWinclude a look at the differential costs of
the evaluation. Evaluations
Type 1_,and Type 2. errors

not, however, be evaluated in terms of their actual
m
----Consequences, but only in terms of their consequences if
used appropriately. Besides the IcEC,one might use the vari-

ous Evaluation Standards or Bob Gowin'sQUEMAC
approach. Professionalism'in evaluation requires regulation
of the subject's self-reference and hence of theobligation
true meta-evaluation. See also Consononce:(Ref. Dan StufIlebearh, "Metaevaluation:Concepts, Standards and Uses"

Educational rvaluation Methodology: the State of the

in
p Art,
ed. Ronald Berk (Johns-Hopkins, 1981).

MICRO-ANALYSIS This can either refer to: an evaluation which includes evaluations of the componer,its of the
evaluand; or to evaluation broken out by dimensions (see

Analytical Evaluattn); or to a causal explanation of the
(valued-or disvalue ) petformance of the evaluand, which
is not (usually} a concern of the evaluator. See Exploration.

MICRO-EVALLIATION Sec Analytical Evaltatior.
MINIMAX The decision strategy of acting so as to mini,mize the maximum possible loss e.g. buying fire insurance
simply because it eliminates the'worst case of aotal uninsured loss.''Contrasted with maximax (maximizing maximum gain) e.g. enter the lotterc, with the largest prize,
regardless of ticket price or number of tickets sold. These are

said to be significant alternatives to optimization, which
maximizes expectancf (the product of the utility of. an outcome by the probability that it will occur.) In fact, insofar as
they can be justified At all, they are simply limit cases,
applicable in limited special cases. Empirically, they are altern1.tive strategiis acrd people use th'trrf in all sorts of cases;

but normatively that is mainly a sign of irrationality or ignorahoy or tack of training.

MINIMUM COMPETENCY TESTING A basic leitel
of (usually) basid skills is a minimum competency. Success
in such tests has been tied to graduation, giiide promotion,
remedial education; failure has been tied to teacher evaluation, program non-funding etc. With all this at stake, MCI
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has been a very hot political issueand an ethical one, and
a measurement one. Introduced with due warning and
:support it can represent a step towards honest schooling;
done carelessly, it is a disaster. See Cutting Score.

MISSION BUDGETING A generalization of the notion
of program budgeting (see PPBS); the idea is to develop a
system of budgeting which will anstrer questions of the
type, "How much are we spending on such and such a
mission?" (by contrast with program, agency, and personnel- the previous kinds of categories to which budget amounts
were tied). One limitation of PPBS has been that a good
many programs overlap in the clientele they-serve and the
services they deliver, so that we may have a very poor idea
of how much we're putting Into e.g. welfare or bilingual
education. by merely looking at agency budgets or even
PPBS figures, unless we have an extremely clear picture
which decision makers rarely can have, especially a new
Executive Cabinetof the actual impacted populations and
the level of service delivery from each of the programs. This
concept, along with zero-based budgeting, was popular
with the early Carter administration but we hear little about
it later in that regime, just as MacNamara's introduction of
PPBS (into DOD, from Ford Motor Company) under an
earlier administration has faded considerably.

.

MODE (Stat.) (Cf. Mean, Median) The mode is the
"most popular" (most frequent) score or score interval. It's
more likely that a studeht about whom you kriow nothing
except their membership in this group scored the "modal"
score of the group than any other score. But it may not be

very likely, e.g. if every student gets a different score, except
two who get 100 out of 100, then the mode is 100, but it's not
-very "typical." In a "normal" curve, on the other hand, like
.the (alleged) distribution of IQ scores in the U.S. population, the mean, the median, and the mode are all the same
value corresponding to the highest point of the curve. Some
distributions, or curves representing them, are described as
bi-modal, etc., which means that there are two (or more)
peaks or modes; this is a looser sense of the term mode, but
useful.

MODELS (of evaluation) A term loosely used to refer
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to a conception or approach or sometimes'even a methol!.
(naturalistic, goal -free) of doing evaluation Models are to
paradigms as hypotheses are to theories, which means less
general and some overlaps. Referenced here are the following, frequently referred to as models: advocate - adversary,
black box, connoisseurship, cipp, discrepancy, engineering, judicial, medical, responsive, transactional and social
science. The best classification of these and others (many,
have bete I attemkesj.), is Stufflebeam and Webster's (forthcoming, 1982)

MODUS OPERANDI METHOD A procedure for
identifying the cause of a certain effect by detailed analysis

of the chain of events preceding it and of the ambient
conditions: it is sometimes feasible when a control group is
impossible, and it is useful as a check or strengthening of

the design even when a control group is possible. The
concept refers to the charactenstic pattern of links_ in the
causal Zhain which the criminalist refers to as the tnodit?
operandi of a cnminal. These can be qugntified and even 1
configurally scored, the problem of identifying the cause (_,
can thus be converted into a Pattern-recognition task for a
computer. The strength of the approach is that it can he
applied in individual cases, informally, semi-formally (as in
4nnunalistics), and formally (full computenzation) It also
leads to MOM-oriented designs which deliberately employ
"tracers" i.e. aitefactual features of a treatment which will
show up in the effects. An example would be the use of a
particular sequence of items in a student questionnaire disseminated to faculty for instructional development use
(Details in a section by this title in Evaluation in Education,
ed J. R. Popham, McCutcheon, 1976 )
MONITOR The term "monitor" was a ceginal term
for what is now often called by an egen -"the project
officer," namely the person from the agen staff that is
responsible for supervising progress and comphance.on a
particular contract or grant. "Monitor" was a much clearer
term, since "project officer" could equally well refer to
somebody whose responsibilities were to the project manager, or' to somebody who merely handled the contract
paper work (the "contract officer," as the fiscal agent at the
agency is sometimes called) But It was apparently thought
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to .cave "Big Brother" connotations, or not to reflect adequately the full range of responsibilities, etc See MOnitoring.

MONITORING A monitor (of a project) s usually a
representative of the funding agency why' watches for
proper use of funds, observes progress, provides information to the agency about the pioject and vice versa Monitors
badly need and rarely have evaluation skills, if they were all
even semi-competent formative evaluators, thet (at least
quasi-) externality could make them extremely valuable
since many projects either lack evaluation staff, or have
none worth having, or never supplement them with external evaluation Monitors have a schizophrenic role which
few learn to handle, they have to represent and defend the
agency to the project and represent and defend the project
to the agency. ran these roles be further complicated by an
attempt at evaluation' They already include it and the only
question is whether it should be done reasonably well.

MOTIVATION The dispoition of an organism or institution to expend effort in a particular direction. It is best

measured by a study of behavior, since self-reports are
intnnsically and contextually MAN/ to be unreliable CI
Affect.
MOTIVATIONAL EVALUATION The deliberate use
of evaluation as a management tool to alter motivation can

be content-dependent or content-independent If the
evalu4eon recommends a tie between raises and workoutplit which is adopted it may affect motivation; if it cuts
the (supposed or actual) connection, it will be likely to have
the opposite effect on ncotivation. But the mere announce-

ment of an evaluation even without its occurrence, and
certainly the presence of an evaluator, can have very large
(good or bad) effects on motivation, as experienced managers well know Evaluators, on the other hand, are prone to
suppose atat the contents of their reports are what counts,
and tend to forget the reactive effects, while they would be
the first to suspect the Hawthorne effect in a study done by
someone else
Establishing a sustained level of self _critical awareness

the evaluative attituderequires a sustained effort by a
manager or team leader That effort might comprise fir-

.
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rangements for regular external evaluation, or quality cu.-.
cles, or simply role-modeling self-evaluation When people
say that "in Japan projects are not evaluated for the lust ten
years" they show a complete misunderstanding of evaluation, it IS not restricted to "major external summative review and japan is ist the place where internal evaluation
quality circles) his bec.ome so well accepted that
(e g
one can iitakt scitN' of a !Ong trial period before the stop and

go review It would be idiotic to do that in the absence of a
tong evaluative commitment and annpelence in the work
group Thae is no worthwhile commitment to quality without competent and frequent self-evaluation.

MULTIPLE-TIER

See

Two-Tier.

"MY TRIBE" SYNDROME.

See

Going Native.

NATURALISTIC (evaluation or methodology). An
approach which minimizes nuich of the paraphernalia of
science e g technical jargon, prier technical knowlcige,
stAtistical inference, the effort to-formulate general laws, the

separation of ta, observer from the subject, the commitment to a ;Ingle correct perspective, theoretical structures,
causes, predictions and propositional knowledge Instead
there is a focus on the use of metaphor, analogy, informal
(but valid)interence.; irividness of description, reasons-exinter-activeoess, meanings, multiple (legitii-ate) perspectives, tacit knowledge. For an excellent discussion, see Appendix B
turalistic Evaluation in Evalu44ing with Validity, E House, Sage, 1980.) The Indiana
University group (Cuba and Wolf particularly) have paid
particular attention to the naturalistic mogiel, and their
definition (Wolf, personal communication) stresses that it
(a) has more orientation towards "currentarad-spontaneous
activities. behaviors and expressions rather than to some
statement of prestated formai objectives; (b) responds to
educators, administreors, learners and the public's interest

in different kinds of information, and (c) accounts for the
different values and perspectives that exist ", it also
stresses contextual tactors; unstructured interviewin observation rather than testing, meanings
than mere
behaviors Much of the debate about the legitiu.acv 'utility
of the naturalistic approach recapitulates the idiographic/
nomothetic debate in the methodology of psychology and
10 ,f_1)

ino

the debates in the analytical philosophy of history over the
rose of laws. At this stage the principal exponents of the
naturalistic approach (e.g. Stake) may have gone too far in
the laissez-faire direction (any interpretation the audience
makes is allowable); but their example has shown up the
impropriety of many of the formalists' assumptions about
the applicability of the social science model. And a new
model of excellence is clearly emerging, in Stake's work and
in Guba and Li..._oln's Effective Evaluation (Jossey-Bass,
1981).

NEEDS ASSESSMENT (NEEDS SENSING is a related
recent variant) This term has drifted from its literal meaning to a jargon status in which it refers to any study of the
needs, -wants, niarket preferences, values or ideals that
might be relevant to e.g. a program. This sloppy sense
Might be called the "direction-finding" sense (or process),
and it is in fact perfect legitimate when one is looking for
all possible guidance in planning, or justification for continuance of a program. Needs assessment in the literal sense
is just part of this and It is the most important part, hence, even
if the direction-finding approach is taken, one must then
sort out the true needs. Needs provide the first priority for

response just because they are in some sense necessary
whereas wants (merely) are desired and ideals are "Idealistic," i.e., often impractical. It is therefore very misleading
to produce something as a NA (needs assessment) when in
fact it is just a market survey, because it suggests that there
is a level of urgency or importance about its findings which
simply isn't there. True needs are considerably harder to
establish than felt wants, because true needs are often
unknown to those who have thempossibly even contrary

to what they want; as in the case of a boy who needs a
certain diet and wants an entirely different one.

The most widely used definition of needthe "discrepancy definition"does not confuse needs with wants but
does confuse them with ideals. It defines need as the gap
between the ac_ual and the ideal, or whatever it takes to
bridge it. This definition has even been built into law in
some states. But the gap between your actual income and
your ideal income is quite different (and much larger) than
the gap between your actual income and what you really
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need. So we have to drop the use of the ideal level as the key

reference level in the definition of needwhich is just as
well, because it is very difficult to get much agreement on
what the ideal curriculum is like and if we had to do that
before we could argue for any curriculum needs, it would be
'
hard to get started.
A second fatal flaw in the discrepancy definition is its
fallacious identification of needs with one particular subset
of needs, namely unmet needs. But there are many things
we absolutely needlike oxygen in the air, or vitamins in
our dietwhich are already there. To say we need them is
to say they are necessary for e. p life or.health, which distinguishes them from the many inessential things in the environment. Of course, on the discrepancy definition they are
not needs at all, because they are part of "the actual," not
part of the gap (discrepancy) between that and the ideal. It
may be useful to use the dietary terminology for met and
unmet n:?dsmaintenance and incremental needs. People

sometimes think that it's better to focus on incremental
needs because that's where the action is req Jed; so maybe

they thinkthe discrepancy definition doesn't get us
into too much trouble. But where will you get the resources
for the-necessary action? Some of them usually come from

redistribution of existing resources, i.e., from robbing
Peter's needs to pay for Paul's, where Peter's (the maintenance needs) are just as vital as Paul's (the incremental).
This leads to an absurd flip-flop in successive years: it is
much better to look at all needs in the NA, prioritize them
(using apportioning methods n)t grading or ranking) and
then ac' to redistribute old and new resources.
A better definition of need, which` we might call the
diagnostic definition, defines need as anything essential for a
satisfactory mode of existence, i.e., anything without which
that mode of existence or "level of performance" would fall
below a satisfactory or acceptable leyel..The slippery term i.iii
this is of course "satisfactory" and it is context-dependent;

satisfactory diets in a nation gripped by famine may. be
considerably nearer the starvation level than those regarded
as satisfactory in a time of plenty. But that is part of the
essentially pragmatic component in NAit is a prioritizing
and pragmatic concept. Needs slide along the middlelange
of the spectrum from disaster to utopia as resources become
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available. They never cover the ends of the spectram-t-no
riches, however great, legitimate the claim that everyone
needs all possible luxuries.
The next major ambiguity or trap In the concept of need
relates to thedistinction between what we can call performance needs and treatment needs. When we say that children
need to be able to read, we are talking about a needed level
of perfonr-nce. When we say they need classes in reading,
or instruction in the phonics approach to reading, we are
talki.igabout a needed treatment. The gap betv een the two

is vast, and can only be bridged bran evaluation of the
alternative possible treatments that could yield the allegedly needed performance. Children need to be able to con-

versebut it does not follow they need classes in talking,

since they pick it up without any. Even if it can be shown
that they do need the "treatment" of readin&classes, that's
a long way from the conclusion that any particular approach
to reading instruction is needed. The essential points are
that the kind of NA with which one shbuld begin evaluations is performance NA; and that treatment needs claims
essentially require both 1 performance NA and a full-scale
evaluation of the relative merits of the best candidates in the
treatment stakes.
Conceptual problems not discussed here include the
problem of whether there are needs for what isn't feasible,
and the distinction between artificial needs (alcohol) and
essential needs (food); methodological problems including
the flaws in the usual procedures for performing NA are
discussed elsewhere (LE).
The crucial perspective to retain on NA is that it is a
prrw:ess for discovering facts about organisms or systems;
it's not an opinion survey or a wishing trip. It is a fact about
children, in this environment, that they need Vitamin C and
functional literacy skills, whether or not they think so or
their parents think so or for that matter witchdoctors or
nutritionists or reading specialists think so. What makes it a
fact is that the withdrawal of, 3r failure to provide these
things, results in very bad consequences, by any reasonable'
standardi of good or Mad. Thus, models for NA must be
models for truth-finding, not for achieving political agreement. That they are all too often of the latter kind reflects the
tendency of those who design them to think that value
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judgments
are, not part of the domain of truth. For NAlire
value judgments just as surely as they are matters of fact;
indeed, they are the key value j u gments in evaluahon the
ally makes the concluroot source of the value that eve ally
sion an evaluative one rather tharia purely descriptive one.
It's easy to see this if we began with a statenient that referred to an ideal as we (implicitly) do with the discrepancy
definition; or if we are looking at a treatment-need statement (since that is an evaluation). And it's easy to see that if
we began with mere market sdrveys, we would not have an
evaluative conclusion, just a descnptive one (possibly de-.
scribing,a population's evacuation, but not making evaluations). But diagnostic-definition -performance NAs are also
evaluative because they -z-equire the identification of the
essential, the important, that which avoids bad results. Of
course, these are often relatively uncontroversial value
judgments. Evaluations build on NAs like theories build on
observations; it's not that observations are infallible, only
that they're much less fallible than theoretical speculation.

NNTRAL Not supporting any of the warring factions,
i.e. a political category. No more likely to be nght than they
are; more likely to be ignorant; not always more likely to be
' objective. Hence, to be used with care, not as the alwaysideal choice for judges, juries, evaluators, etc. Non-evaluative language is also said to be neutral; it is no more objective
than evaluative Ian age e.g. "We have just received a visit
from extra-terrestrial ngs" may be far more tendentious

tlian "He's a muroleitc_ r vice versa

NORMAL DISTRIBUTION (Stat.) Not the way
things are normally distributed, though some are, but an
ideal distribution which results in the familiar bell-shaped
curve (which, for example, is perfectly symmetrical though
few real distributions are), A large part of inferential statistics rests on the assumption that the population from which
we are sampling is normally distributed, with regard to the

variables of interest, and is invalid if thic assumption is
grossly violated as it quite often is. Height and eye color are
often given as examples of variables that are normally dis-

tributed but neither are well-supported examples. (The
term "Gaussian distribution" is sometimes and much less
confusingly used for this distribution )
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NORMATIVE A technical term in the social sciences
that has essentially come to mean "evaluative." It came to
have that meaning (one surmises) because the only factual
basis that the so-called "empiricists" could see for eXaluative language was as-a way to express a judgment of deviance from a nor (e.g. of acceptability or merit ).Hence to

say a performance was "excellent" was to say it was a
standard deviation or two above the norm (or average or
mean.) This superficial analysis led to such practices as
"grading on the curve" i.e the confusion of "better" with
"good." It is superficial becauseamongst other reasons

it fails to account for the meaning of "above" in "above the
norm" which is of course an evaluative term but not reducible to statisticsor, if so reducible, is only reducible in a
much more sophist, ed waywhich would then show

the original reductie to be superficial. The language of
ranking is norm-related, the language of grading is not
(entirely) and the use of the,term "normative" confounds
the two.

The usual contrast of "normative" with "descriptive"
would make nn sense on this analysis, since "normative"
h,as carefully beer yen a descriptive meaning. In fact,
"normative" does contrast with descriptive, in the usual
social scientists' usage, because they ignore the analysis and
use "normative" to mean "evaluative" But then, of course,
the term "normative" is entirely -edundant, a monument to
a dead analysis and a love of Jargon. Like the equally confused use of the term "value judgment" to mean "expression of preterence," the term "n
ative" sacrifices a useful
term to a false god. "Norm, 'e" should simply mean "directly referring to norms, whether they are descriptive or

evaluative" and thus shouldzIver "unusually tall",
"different" etc., as well asNicjaijanguage (which is
ealuative) but should not refer to "worthlyss," "perfect."
But Jo not such terms refer; to standards i.e norms of
valueand hence qualify as normative/ So they do, in a

sense But it's an irrelevant sense. "Hiteves are blue"
refers -- -in that senseto standards of color; "He's 6'3"

refers to standards of length But those are the paradigms of
language, so that sense of "normative" destroys
the distinction "Prescriptive" is a somewhat better term to
use, as a contrast with "descriptive
desertphve
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NORM- REFhRENCED TESTS These are typically constructed so as too yield a measure of relative performance of

the individual (or group) by comparison with the performance of other individuals (or groups) taking the same test
e.g. in terms of percentile raaking (cf. Criterion-Refer-

enced Tests). That means throwing out items which
,(nearly) all testees get right (or wrong) because those items
do not "spread" the testee population, i.e. help in ranking.
What's left may or may not give a very reliable int,tation of
e.g. reading ability as such (by contrast with bear readir,g
ability). Since the simplest and often the best quick way to
determine whether a test involves unrealistic standards is

by findinPut how many students in the state succeed, at
that level norm-referencing is a valuable part of any testing
program. It is not ideal as a sole basis since it makes discriminating or competing more important than (or the only
meaning of) achieving, and severely weakens the test as an
indicator of mastery (or excellence or weakness), which you
should also know about. The best comproMise is a critenon-

referenced test on which the norms are also proYided,
where the criteria are independently documented needs.

NULL HYPOTHESIS The hypothesis that results are
due to chance Statistics only tells 'us about the null hypothesis; it is experimental design that provides the basis
for inferences to the truth of the scientific hypothesis of
interest. The "significance levels" referred to in expenmental design and interpretation are the chances that the null
hypothesis is correct. Hence, when results "reach the .01
level of significance" that means there's only one chance in

a hundred that they would be due to chance. It does not
mean that there's a99 perCenechance that our hypothesis is
correct, bee: use, of course, there may be other explanations

of the result that we hasn't thought of See Hypothesis
Testing.

NUT ("making the nut") Management consultant jargon for the basic cost oc. running the business for the year
After "making the nut" one may become a lit 0 choosier
about which jobs to take on, and what rates to set.
OBJECTIVE Unbiased, which does not exclude evaluative or controversial Cf. Neutral, Bias, Subjectivity.
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.OBJECTIVES the technical sense of this term refers to
a rather specific description of an intended outcome; the
more generatdescription is referred to as a goal.

OBSERVATION The process or product of direct sensory inspection, frequently involving trained observers.
The line between observation and its normal anto:iym "in,

terpretation" is not sharp and is in any case contextdependent, i.e. what counts as an observation in one
text ("a very pretty dive") will count as ari:interpretation in
another k where, the diving judges' scores appealed). Just as
it is very difficult to get trainees in evaluationeven those
with considerable scientific training to write non-evalwfive descriptions of something that is to be evaluated, so it is
difficult to get observers to see only what's there rather than
their inferences from it. The use of checklists and training
can produ"ce'very weat increases in reliability and validity in
observers; observation is thus a rather sophisticated process, and not to be equated with the amateur's perceptions or
reports on them It should be clear from the above thatthere
are contexts in which observers, especially trained observers, can cortectiv report their observations in evaluative
terms (An obvious eewriple, where rlo special training is
involved, is reporting scores at a rifle range.)

OPPORTUNITY COSTS Opportunity costs are what
one gives up by engiting in a particular activity. The same
concept applies to in% esting money or any other resource
There 9re itheinis opportunity costs; one at least has to give
up leisure to do something, or give up work to do nothing,
c , enjoy leisure Calculating them (like profit) is a conceptual task first, `and an anthmetic one later. In the first
- place, there is always an infinity )f alternatives to any action, all ot which one gives up. Does it follow tbatopportunitv costs are always infinite? The contention is that the OC rs
the value ot the most zwitiable of these. So, calculating one
OC often involves calcuhiting a great many costs of alternatives See Cost.

OPTIMIZATION The decision strategy according to
which one should select the alternative with the maximum
expectancy (i e product of the probability of that p4off by
its utility, should it eventuate). It is evaluatively always the

correct strategy rt the analysis is done correctly e g. by
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introduOig the utility of risk ot gambling, of anxieties
raised aid
illd time s plit on calculating strategies, and of information t at could be obtained byexploration
explortion or inquiry and
hear on the best mainstream strategy. (Of course,
search has its own costs, as does costing search. Only com-

pi'ters could handle the full spread of calculations, especially when there is a high "ne.2r.d for speed" e.g. in weapon

systems control.) Descriptively, people often operate on
alternative strategies e.g. satisficing, minimax, maximax;
these are apprAimations to optimization in certain limiting
cases And, of course, they use their estimates of the utility
of the alternatives, not necessarily the true utility of those

alternatives to them.Additionailly, some of themof us
simply choose without thou ht or based on irrational
simply
(some or much of the' time). Evaluation should be
mainly concerned with, identifying correct choices not predicting actual choices (the task of the psychologist, economist, sociologist, etc.)

OUTCOME EVALUATION Outcomes are usually the
post-treatment effects, there are often effects dunng treatment, e.g. enjoyment of a teaching stAe,'which we sometimes (casually) call process. Quite different outcomes may
occur to different groups of impactees or "true consumers,"

just as costs differ from group to grou0Ccsts are not
shdrplY distinct from outcomes e g staff exhaustion is a cost
and an outcome of a demanding program (a recoil effect))
Outcomes may be factual and evaluative (reduction of murder rate) or factual and not evaluative (reduction of..moi biditv) in which case they have be coupled to needs ass, ,smen t results to get into an e\ .native conclusion. See Pay-

off Evaluation.
OVERLEARNING

Overleiirning is learning past the

point of 100°'0 recall, and is aimed at generating tong-term

retention. In order to avoid boredom on the part of the
learner, and for other reasons, the best way to do this is
through reintroducing the concept ietc.), in a variety of
different contexts One reason that long-term studies, or
the follow-up phase of an evaluation, often reve 1 grave
detenoration of learning is that people have forge ten the
distinction between learning to cntenon at t1 and learning to
cntenon at ti; in tact,' the latter is the correct criterion, where
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t2 is the time when the knowledge is needed, while t1 is the
end of the instructional penod

PAD,TADDING When a bidder goes up with a budget
for a proposal, there has to beone way or another-1
some allowance in it f r unforeseen eventualitiesat least
if it is to be done acc

mg to sound business practices. This

is often referr
as the pad," and the practice of doing
this is the lei mink' version of "padding the budget." Padding the b dget is also used as a term to refer to illegitimate
addition to the budget (excessive profits); but it must be
realized hat the pad is the only recourse :tint the contractor
has for andling the obvious unreliabilities in predicting the
ease of implementing some complicated testing program,
the ea of designing a questionnaire that will get past the
questio naire review panels, the gap between contracts,
etc. See

PARADIGM A
cipline, which may
"the class
PA

dremely general conception of a dis-

very influential in shaping it, e.g.
nce paradigm in evaluation."

LLEL DESIGNS (in evaluation) Those in which

two or

ore evaluation teams or evaluators procetd independent y (not necessarily concurrently). They are of great
importa ce because of the light they shed on the unknown
extent of iiilerevaluator agreement; becalise such a process

increases the cart with which each 'team proceeds; and
because the reconciliation process (synthesis) leads to a
deeper analysis than is achieved by the evaluators indepen-

dently. For these reasons, it is usually better to spend a
given evaluation budget on two smaller teams getting half
as much than on one well-funded team. But managers
dislike this idea just bemuse the teams may disagreetheir
real virtue'

PARALLEL FORMS Versions of a test that have been
tested for equal difficulty and validity.
PARALLEL PANELS In proposal review, for example,
it is important to run independent concurrent panels in
order to get some idea of the reliability of the ratings they are

producing. On the few occasions this has been done, the
results have been extremely disquieting, since unreliability
guarantees both invalidity and injustice. One would expect
")9

'us

a federal science foundation to have enough commitmentto
validity and justice to do routine 'checks of this kind, but
they usually cry poormouth instead of looking for ways to
get validity within the same budget. In any case, dispensing

funds invalidly and unfairly is not justified by saying it
would cost slightly more to do it reasonably well, even if
true, since the payoffs 'would be higher (from the definition
of "doing it" and "reasonably well"), and justice is supposed to be worth a little.

PARETO 011TIMAL A tough cntenon for changes irk

e.g. an organization or program which requires that
changes be made only if nobody suffers and somebody
benefits. Crucial feature is that it appears to avoid the problem of juStifying so-called "interpersonal comparisons of
utility," i.e., showing that the losses some sustain as a result

of a change are less important than the gains made by
others Improving welfare conditiong"by raising taxes is not
pareto optimal, obviously. But selecting between alternative pareto optimal changes still involves relative hardship

and benefit considerations. A major weakness in Rawls'
theory of justice is the commitment to Pareto optimality

PARETO PRINCIPLE A triartagement maxim possibly
more illuminating than the peter Principle and Parkinson's
Law; it is "sometimes described as the 80/20 ride, or the
"principle of the vital few and the trivial mady," and asserts
that about 800/0 of significant achievement (e.g. at a meeting) is done by about 20% of those present; 80% of the sales
come from 20% of the salespeople, 80% of the pay-off from
a task-list can be achieved from 20% ot the tasks, etc. Worth
remembering because it's sometimes true, and often stir-

pnsing
PARKINSON'S LAW "Work (and budgets, timelines
and staff size), expands to fill the space, time and funds
available." If the converse wete true it would mean we
could do everything by allowin& no time for it; but as it
stands it is a considerable insight about large organizations.
The fact that bids on RFP's come in dose to the estimated

limit may not illustrate this, only that the work could be
done at various levels of thoroughness or that RFP writers
aren't dumb
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PATH ANALYSIS A procedure for analyzing setF of
mathematical relationships which can shed some light on
the relative importance of the variables. It may even place
some constraints on their causal relationship. It cannot definitely identify any one or group of them as a cause.

PAYBACK (PERIOD) A term from fiscal evaluation
which refers to the time before the initial cost is recovered;
the recovery cash .flows should of course be lime-dis-

counted. Payback analysis is what shows that buying

a

$12,000 word-processor may be sensible even if the price
will probably drop to $80Q0 in a year; if the payback period
is, say, 15 months (typical of many carefully-chosen installations), you will in fact lose several thousand dollars by
waiting-for the price to drop.

PAYOFF. EVALUATION Evaluation focused on results; the method of choice apart from costs, delay, and
intervening loss of control or responsibility (See Process
Evaluation.) Essentially similar to outcome evaluation.

PEER REVIEW Evaluation, usuallybf proposals or college faculty, done by a 4anel of judges with qualifications
approximating those of the author or candidate. The traditional approach but extremely shaky. Matched panels produce different results, fatigue, learning and halo effects are
widespread, etc. The process can be greatly improved, but
there's little interest in doing so, possibly because it's primanly serving as a legitimating or symbolic kind of evaluation, not a truth-seeking one. Possibly the reluctance is just
due to ignorance of the social cost of errors, plus nervousness about the time-costs for panelists. See Calibration,
Two-Tier.

PERCENTILE (Stat.r If you arrange a large group in
the order of their scores on a test, and divide them into IuU

equal-sized groups, beginning with those who have the
lowest score, the first such group is said to consist of those
in the 1st percentile (i.e., they have scores wore than 99%
of the group), and soon to the top group whicFi should be
called the 100th percentile: for boring techriical reasons the
actual procedure used only distinguishes 99 groups, so the
best one can do is get into the 99th percentile. With smaller
numbers or for cruder estimates, the total group is divided

into ten deciles; similarly for four quartiles, etc

PERFECTIONISM' Marks' Principle: -The price of perfection is prohibitive." Never get letters or papers retyped
when fully legible corrections can be made by hand; there
aren't enough trees; days or dollars for that. Legal documents and typographical works of art may be exceptions,
but the Declaration of Independence has two insertions by
the scribe so there's a precedent in a legal case. (Cited by
Bliss.)

PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING The system of hiring and' paying someone to deliver (e.g. educational) services by results. They might be paid in terms of the number
of students times the number of grade equivalents their
scores are raised. Widely tried in 'the 60s, now rare. Usual

story is that it didn't work or worked only by the contractor's staff cheating ("teaching to the test"): Actual situa:
Lion was that the best contractors did a consistently good job
-but the pooled results of all contractors were nett good. As
with most innovations, the total lack of sophistication (in,
evaluation) of the educational decision makers treated this

result as grounds for giving up, instead of for hiring the
better, ,contractors, from which we might have gone on to
still better teaching methods for everyone. See regression to
the mean for an example of the need for some sophistication
in setting the terms of the contract.

PERSONNEL EVALUATION Personnel evaluation tvpically involves an assessmentbf job-related skills, in one or
more of five ways; first, judgmental observation of job-perforrnance by untrained but well-situated observers e.g. co-

workers; second, judgmental observation by supposedly

skilled and certainly more experienced observers e.g.
supervisor or personnel manager or consultant; third, direct
"measurement of job perf6rmance parameters, on the job, by

calibrated instruments (human or, usually, other); fourth,
observation or measurement or evaluation of performance
on job simulations; fifth, the same on paper and pencil tests
which examine job-relevant knowledge or attitudes. These
results must be (a) synthesized; (b) related to an analysis of
the job requirements (the needs assessment). These two
skills are usually far more difficult to master than the performance rating, and are usually underemphasized. Per112

sonnet evaluation not only involves ethical constraints
eon the way it should be done, it must also involve an
ethical dimension on which the performance of the personnel is scored The importance of that will vary depending
upon the'nmount of authority and interpersonal contact of
the individual being evaluated. There are inumber of standard traps in personnel evaluation which invalidate most of
the common approaches For example, the failure to provide appropriate levels of anonymity for the raters, cones=-

tent with relevant legislation, or a general fear of/badmouthing others because it involves the sin referre to in
"judge nat that ye be not judged," leads to an umyilli, gness
to voice criticism even if deserved; this (solvable) ,Oroblem
requires sustained and ingenious attention The seales used
in personnel evaluation are rarely based upon,,senous job
analysis and consequently can hardly give an accurate
picture of someone's performance for evaluation purposes
Another common mistake is to put style variables into evaluation forms or reports, in situations where no satisfactory
evidence emsts that a particular style is superior to others
Even when style variables have been validated as indicators
of supenor performance, they typically cannot be used in
persinnel evaluation because the correlations between
their presence and good performance are merely statistical.
and are thus as illegitimate in the evluahon of individual5 as
skin color, which of course does correlate statistically with
various desirable and'or undesirable characteristics. "Guilt
by association" is as inappropriate when the association is
via a common style as when it is via a common fnend, race
Or religion See Style Research. A third comp; .m fallacy is
hetivy dependence upon MBO (Management by Objectives) techniques These are essentially limited because they
ignore good shooting at targets of opportunity, and good
fire-fighting skills, and they are too easily manipulated See

Goal-Free Evaluation.
PERSON-YEARS

See

Level of Effort.

PERSPECTIVAL EVALUATION This approach to or
part of an evaluation requires the evaluator to attempt an:
OILS conceptualizations of the program or product being
evaluated Programs and products can be seen from rnarA
different perspectives which affect even aspect of the ei al-

12'1

uation, including cost analysis Advocate-adversary is a
special case of perspectival evaluation; consumer-based or
manager-based evaluations are special perspectivesM-1n
architecture, multiple perspectives are required in order to

see something in full depth. Different from illuminative,
responsive etc. in its total commitment to the view that
there is an objective reality of winch the perspectives are
merely views and inaccurate by themselves. The correct
strand in the naturalistic approach.,,stresses this, the weak
strand favors the "each perspective is legitimate" approach,
which is false if the perspective is claimed to be the reality
and not iust one aspect of it

PERT, PERTCHART Stands for Program Evaluation
Review Technique, a special type of flow charting, of which
perhaps the most interesting feature is the fact that an effort

is made to project times at which vanous points in the
project's development will be reached (and outputs at those

points) at three levels, namely the maximum likely, the
minimum likely and the most probable (date or level) This
provides a-good approach to contingency planning, in the
hands of a skilled manager. As with all these uevices, they
can become a pointless exercise if iv closely tied to reality_ ,
and the tie to reality can't be read off the chart.

PLACEBO EFFECT The effect due to the L;chve, ontert
of a treatment as opposed to the delivered content In meclicine, the placebo is a dummy pill, given to the control group
in exactly the same way as the test drug (or more generally,

the expenmental treatment) is given to the experimental
group, i e., with the nurses, the doctors and (sometimes)
the patients in igriorance as to whether the piths a placebo
° tir not (Notice thii` there are two errors in this as a valid
design for nientifvniN placebo effect, but it's a considerable
improvement over giving no placebo to the control group.)

"Bedside manner" carries the placebo effect with it and
Since it is estimated that prior to the sulfa drugs, 90"4, of all
therapeutic results were due to the placebo effect, it's a little
unfortunate that bedside manner gets little play in medical

practice and training 'and, until 1948, no research) This
was presumably because of the status need to distinguish
medicine from faith healing Legitimation of placebo research was therefore greatly facilitated by the use of the
4.3.3"
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Latin name, which gave it medical respectability. Psychotherapy has been said to be entirely placebo effect (Frank); a
design to investigate this view presents interesting challenges. In education and other human service areas, the
placebo effect is roughly equivalent to the Hawthorne effect
which probably accounts for most successes with innovations. This is as licit as bedside manner, as long as it is not
ascribed to the snake-oil itself. But if we're honest about it
being only a placebo, won't the placebo effect evaporate?
Not if the charismatic context is preserved; "the heart has its
reasons that Reason doesn't know." One should not think
that the Hawthorne effect (or the slightly less general placebo effect) are the results of enthusiasm or chansma on the
part of the service provider sine_ they occur in its absence
But enthusiasm may precipitate Hawthome/placebo (H/p)
effectit's one special case. It is probably correct to regard
Hip effect as an effect of the beliefs of the treatment-red-

pi nt, but it would then be very difficultto demonstrate
because it is certainly not an effect restricted to conscious
beliefsand the unconscious ones are hard to establish. So
it is here defined without reference to belief
PLANNING (evaluation in) See Preformative Evaluation.

POINT CONSTANCY REQUIREMENT (PCR) The
requirement on numerical scoring e.g. of tests that a point,

however earned (i e on whatever item and for whatever
increment of performance on a particular item), should
reflect the same amount of merit. It is connected with the
definition of an Interval scale If the PCR is violated, addi-

tivity fails, i.e some total performance A will add up to
more points than performance 3 although it is it `act in 6
ferior. PCR is a very severe requirement and rarely even
attempted in nny serious way, hence one should normally
give a holist grade as well as a score to tests to provide some
protection against PCR failure. The key to PCR is the rubric

in essay/simulation scoring and item-matching on multiple-choice tests POINT OF ENTRY The point of entry problem is-.the
problem for she client of when to bring an evaluator in on a
project, and the problem for the cpuluntor of the point in the
time flux of decisions when s/he should start evaluating the
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options (critical competitors). Project di4ors and program
managers often feel that bringing in an external evaluator
(and often any evaluator ilt all) at the very beginning of a
project is likely to producta "chilling effect," and that the
staff should have a chance tb "run with the ball" in the way
they think is most likely to be productive for at least some
time without admonitions about measurability of results,
etc. The result is often that the evaluator is brought in too
late to be able to determine base-line performance, and too
late to set up control groups and is hence unable to determine either gains or causation, to mention only two of
the major problems that occur in trying to do evaluations of
projects that were designed without evaluation in mind.
This is not to say that evaluators never or Tardy exert a
chilling effect, they often do Often they could have avoided
-14 sometimes not. GFE is one way to avoid it but impossible

in the planning phase. It's possible on a small project to
have an evaluator in for at least one series of-disctissious
during the planning phase, maybe get by without one for a
while after that, bring one or more back in after things begin

toi2y shape, and perhaps dispense with most of them
again for a second period of "unfettered creativity." However, there are many good evaluators that exert a constantly

supportive and helpful effect on projects, in spite of being
on board all the time. They will need external evaluation
help to avoid the bias of co-option, but on a ln,c project
there's really no alternative to an in-house early-on-board
evaluation staff. From the evaluator's point of view, the
question is what to consider "fixed," What to consider as
pointless second-guessing in doing an evaluation. Suppose

that one is brought in very late in A project For formative
evaluation purposes. there's really no point in second-,
guessing the early decisions about the form of the project,
because they're presumably irreversible For summative
evaluation, it will be necessary to second-guess those, and
that means that the point of entry of the summative evaluator will be back at the moment when the project design was
being determined, a point which presumably antedates the
allocation of funds to the project The formative evaluator,
however, should in fact not be restricted to looking at the set
of choice-points that are seen by the project staff as doiA, nstream froin the point at which thi,,,evaluator is called in Foi
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the formative evaluator, the correct point of entry for evaluation purposes is the last irreversible decision Even though
the staff hasn't thought of the possibility of reversing some

earlier decisions, the formative evaluator must look into
such possibilities find the cost/value of reversals.
POLICY ANALYSIS The evaluation of policies, plans,
proposals; a '.'normative" (better, "prescriptive ") quasiscience, and very closely related in its recency and methodology to evaluation as a discipline.

POLMCS OF EVALUATION Dependiand the day of the week, one it-. likely to ti

i one's role
Jf politics as

dirty politicsan intrusion into scientific evaluationor as
part of the ambient reality i,,N ,.,ch evaluators are too often too

careless about including as relevant considerations. If one
has a favorable attitude towards politics, or uses the term
without pejorative connotations, one will include virtually
all program background and contextual factors in the political dimension of program evaluation. The jaundiced view
simply defines it as the set of pressures that are not related

to the truth or merits of the case The politics of competency-based testing as a retjuirement for graduating is a
good example. The situation in many states is that it has

become "politically necessary" to institute such requirements, now or in the near future, Athough the way in which
they have been instituted virtually destroys all the reasons
for the requirements. That is, the requirement for graduating from the 12th grade is "basic skills" at the 7th or 8th or
5th grade level depending on the state; no demonstration of
other skills; not even any demonstration of application skills
on the basics; the exams set up so that multiple retakes of
exactly the same test, or a very few versions of it, are possible

(hence there is no proof that the skill is present); teachers
have acc'ess to and teach to the test; other subjects are
completely dropped from the 11th and 12th grade curriculum in order to make room fot vet more repetitive teaching
of drill level basics, etc A strong case can be made that this
version of MCT does more harm than good, though a seri-

ous version would certainly contribute towards truth-inpackaging of the diploma te. This is politics without payoff. But on many occasions, the "politics" is what gets
equity into personnel evaluation, and racism out of the
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curriculum, though it also keeps moral education out of the
public schools, a ,Tible handicap for the society. Better
education about d in evaluation may be the best route to
improvement, sh6rt of a political leader with the charisma
to persuade us of anything and the brains to persuade us to
improve our self-crittcal skills.

POPULATION (Stat.) The grOup of entities from
which a sample is drawn, or about which a conclusion is
stated. Originally meant people, obvious extension to
things (e.g. the objects on the production line, which is the

population which is sampled for quality control studies);
less obvious extensions to circumstances (a field trial
samples the population of circumstances under which a
product might be used); still fancier extensions in statistical
theory to possible configurations, etc.

PORTRAYAL Semi-technical term for an evaluationby-(rich)-description, perhaps using pictures, quotes, photographs, poetry, anecdotes as well as observations. See

Responsive Evaluation, Naturalistic Evaluation.
POSTTEST The measurement made after the "treatment," to get absolute or relative gains (depending on
whether the ccmparison is with pre-test scores or companson group sa,res.)

POWER (of a test, design, analysis) An important technical concept involved in the evaluation of experimental
designs and methods of statistical analysis, related to efficiency. It is in tension with other desiderata such as small
sample size, as is usual with evaluative criteria.

POWER TEST A speed testone where e.g. the number of itt ms answered correctly in a given time is of importanc- (e.g. a typing test).

PHIS Program Planning and Budgeting System The
management tool developed by. MacNamara and others at

Ford Motor Company and taken to the Pentagon when
MacNamara became Secretary of Defense; since then
widely adopted in other fed,- al and state agencies. Principal advantage and feature: identifying costs by program and
not by conventional categories such as payroll, inventory,

etc. Facilitates rational planning with regard to program

1 2"
1
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continuance, increased support, etc. Two problems: first,
it's too often' virtually always) instituted as a mere change
in bookkeeping procedures, without a prograni:evaluation
component worth the name, so t.ts gains in decision validity don't occur. Second, it's ofte very expensive to implement and unreliable in distribution of overhead and it never
seems to occur to anyone to evaluate the problem and cost
of shifting to PPBS before doing it, a typical example of
missing the point of the whole enterprise. Cf. Meta-evaluation, Mission Budgeting.
PRACTICE EFFECT The specific form of practice effect
refers to the fact that taking a second test with the same or
closely similar items in it, will result in improvenient in
performance even if no additional instruction or learning
has occurred between the two tests. After all, one has done
all the "or ;anizing of one's thoughts" before the second
test. There is a general practice effect, which is particularly

important mith respect to individuals who have not had
much recei Lt experience with test-taking; this practice effect
simply refs rs to improving one's,test-taking skills through
practice, e.g. one's ability to control the time spent on each

questior., to understand the way in which various types of
multipie-choice questions work. etc. The more speeded the
test is, the more serious the practice effect is likely to be. The
use of control groups will enable one to estimat,_ the size of
the practice effect, but where they're not possib e, the use of
a posttest-only design for some of the experimental group
will do very nicely instead, since the difference between the
two sub-groups on the posttest will give an indication of the
practice effect, which one then subtracts from the gains of

the posttest only group in order to get a measure of the
gains due to the treatment.
PREDICTIVE VALIDITY See Construct Validity.
PREFORMATIVE ( evaluation) Evaluation in the planning phase of a program; typically involves gathering baseline ckti, improving evaluability, designing the evaluation,
improving the planned program etc. See Evaluation.

PREORDINATE EVALUATION See Responsive
P

S RELEASES The rules are: (1) Don't bother to
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hand (or send) ut the techVcal version, even as a supplerritrrf. (2) Don't ' they to hand of t a summary of the technical document. '(3) Don't bother to hand out a statement

which says favorable things and then qualifies them
either the qualificatym or the favorable comment will be
dropped. (4) Issueionly a basic description of the-program
itself plus a single overview claim, e.g. "Results do not as
yet show any advantages or di dvantages from this ap-

proach, because it's much too e rly to tell. May have a
definite conclusion in n months." (That's an interim release;
in a final release vou drop the second sentence.)

PRETEST Pretests are normally said to be of two kinds;
diagnostic and baseline. In a diagnostic pretest, the pedagogical (health etc./ function is to identify the presence or
absence of the prerequisite skills, or the places where remediation instruction should be provided. These tests will
typically not be like the postteVs. In baseline pretesting, on
the other hand, we are trying to determine what the level of
knowledge (etc.) is on tne criterion or pay-off dimensions,
and hence it should be matched exactly, for difficulty, with
the posttest. Instructors often think that using this kind of
pretest will have bad results, because students will have a
"failure experience." Properly managed, the reverse is the
case; one frequently discovers that some r all students are
not as ignorant as one had thought a
the subject matter
of the course, in which case very
ful changes can be
made in content, or "challenging out" can be allowed, with

a red iction in costs to the student and possibly to the
instructor. Moreover, the pretest gives an excellent and
highly desirable preview of the kind of work that will be
expected, and if it isas it should begone over carefully
in class, one has provided students with an operational
definition of the required standards for passing. Furthermore, one has created a quite useful climate for interesting
the students in early discussions, by giving them a chance to

try to solve the problems with then native wit, anth hen
explaining how the content of the co irse helps them t
better. In many subjects, though not air, this constitutes zl,

very desirable proof of the importance of the course. Of

course, treating the pretest as defining the early
course content is likely to qualify as teaching to the test if
one uses many of the items tram the pretest in the posttest.
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But there are times when this is entirely appropriate; and in
general it is very sensible to pull items for the posttest out of

a pool that includes the items from the pretest, so that at
least some of them will be retested. This encourages learning the material covered in the pretest, which should certainly not be excluded from the course just because it has
already been tested. Instructors who begin to give pretests
also begin to adjust their teaching-in a more flexible way to
the requirements of a specific class, instead of using exactly
the same material repeatedly; Thus the use of a pretest is an

excellent example of the integration of evaluation into
teaching, and a case of evaluation procedures paying off
through side effects as well as through direct effects (which,

in this case, would be the discovery that students are not
able to learn certain types of material from the text; notes
and lectures provided on that topic.) Similar points apply to
detesting in other fields e.g. health.

PRICE The charged cost (charged by vendor to con -,
sumer or client), usually a small part of true cost, and often
more than true worth.
PROCESS EVALUATION Usually refers to evaluation
of the treatment (or evaluand) by, looking at it instead of the

outcome. With exceptions to be mentioned, this is only
.hmate if some connection is known (not believed) between

process var bles and outcome variables, and it is never the
best approach because such connections, where they do
exist, are rc' .tively weak, transient, and likely to be irrelevant to many new cases. The classic case is evaluation of
teachers by classroom observation (the universal procedure
K-12), where there are no'valuation- useable connections
between classroom behavior and learning outcomes, quite
apart from the problem that the observer's presence produces atypical teaching behavior, and the observer is nor-

mally someone with other personal relatior, with the
ieacher that are highly conducive t I bias. (ThiekraluatiOn of

administrators is no better.) Certain aspects of process
.

Nliould be looked at, as part of an evaluation, not as a substitute for inspection of Outcomes, 2. g. its legality, its morality,

its enjoyability, implementation of alleged treatment, and
whether it can provide any clues about causation. It is better

to use the term mediated evaluation to refer to what is
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descrilxd in the opening sentence of this entry, angl allow
process evaluation to refer to chat and to the direr evaluation of process variables as part of an overall evaluation
which involves looking at outcomes. People sometimes

wrongly suppose that process evaluation is the proper
method when formative evaluation is being done, an example of the hoMeopathic fallacy ("use a process to evaluate

a process"). Checking on the adequacy of the literature
search falls under process; checking for sexist language; for

the presence of a quality control checking system; on the
hidden costs and causal connections; on the ethicality of
testing procedures; on the accuracy of the warranty claims;
on the validity of instruments usedthese are some of the
less obvious process checks. Some of them lead to changes
in the basic description of the evaluand; some to changes in
outcomes or costs; some finish up as e.g. ethical conclusions

about the process which do not have to pick up a value
component from the needs assessment in order to graduate

into the final report.

PRODUCT Interpreted very broadly, e.g. may be used
to refer to students, etc., as the "product" of a t ling
program; a pedagogical process might be the product of a
Research and Development effort.
...

PRODUCT EVALUATION The best-developed kind of
evaluation; Consumer Reports used to be the paradigm
though it has deteriorated significantly in recent years. See
Key Evaluation Checklist. Ref. "Product Evaluation" in
ed. N. Smith, Sage, 1981.
New Techniques for Evaluation,

PROFESSIONALISM, PROFESSIONALITY Somewhere above minimum competence in a profession but
short of the realm of professional ethics there is a set of
obligations e.g. to keeping current, and to self-evaluation,
which should be supported and counted in personnel
evaluation Professional ethics for quarterbacks prohibits
kick-backs, professionalism requires kicking practice.

PkOFIT This term from fiscal evaluation has unfortunate connotations to the uninformed. The gravity of the
misconception becomes clear when a non-profit organization starts doing serious budgeting and discovers that it has
to introduce something which it can scarcely call profit, but
122
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which does the same job of funding a prudent reserve, new

programs and buildings, etc. (It calls it "crntribution to
margin," instead.) The task of defining profitis essentially a

philosophical one. Granted that we should distinguish
gross profit from net profind that gross "rrofit" has to
coverall overhead (e.g. administrative, amortization, insurance and space expenses) which may leave no (net) profit at
all, what should we do about the cost of the money capital
and time invested when both are furpished by a proprietor/

manager or by donors? Is a proprietor who.,:- "net profit"
covers his time at the rate of $5 per hour really making a
profit or a loss when s/he could make $20/hour in salary? If
ROI on the capital investment is 3% in a market which pays
10% on certificates of deposit, is this "making a profit"?
Using opportunity cost analysis, the answer is, No; but the
usual analysis says, Yes. That's correct for thg Internal
Revenue Service, but not for employees considering a
strike. As usual:cost analysis turns out to be conceptually

very complex although few people realize this; consequently serious mistakes are very common. If the, buildings
(or equipment) have been amortized completely, ahould
one deduct a slice of the eventually-necessary replacement
cost down-payment before one has a profit? Should some
recompense for risk (or prior losses) be allowed before we
get to "profit ? Cost analysis/fiscal evaluation looks pre*cise because i quantitative, like statistics, but eventually
the conceptua / ractical problems have to !.:,e faced and
most current dtfinitions will give vou absurd consequences, e.g. "the business is profitable, but I can't afford to

keep it going:"

/

PROGRAM The general effort which marshals staff
and protects towards some (often poorly) defined and
funded goals. Program evaluation is the largest area of
self-conscious evaluation, though product evaluation may
be the largest area of practice Much of this book refers to
problems in program evaluation; see, for example, Point of
Entry, Bias Control.

PROGRAMMED TEXT One in which the material is
broken down into small components ("frames"), ranging in
length from one sentence to several paragraphs, within
which some questions are asked about the matenal, e by
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leaving a blank which the reader has to fill in with the
correct word, potsiblv from a set of options provided. This
interactive feature was widely proclaimedto have great virtue in itself. It had none, unless very thorough R&D effort
was also employed in the process of formulating the exact
content and sequence of the frames and choices provided
Since the typographic format does not reveal the extent of
the field-testing and rewriting (and hence conceels the total
absence of it), lousy programmed texts quickly swamped
the market (late 50s) and showed that Gresham's Law is not
dead. As usual, the consumers were mostly too naive to
require performance data and the general conclusion was
that programmed texts were "just another fad " In fact, the
best ones were extremely powerful teaching tools, were in
fact "teacher-proof" (a phrase which did not endear them to

one group of consumers), and some are still doing well
(Sullivan /BRL reading materials, fo example). A valiant
effort was made by a committee under Art Lumsdaine to set

up standards, but the failure of all professional training
programs to teach their graduates serious evaluation skills
Meant there was no audience for the standards. We shall see
whether the new Evaluation Standards from the Stuff lebeam group suffer a better fate
PROJECTS Projects are time-bounded efforts, often
within a program.
PROJECTIVE TESTS Tftese are tests with no right answer; the Rorschach inkblot test is a classic example, where
the subject is asked to say what s/he sees in the inkblot The

idea behind pi-elective tests was that they would be useful
diagnostic tools, and it seems quite possible thAt there are
clinicians who do make good diagnoses from projective
tests. However, the literature on the validity of Rorschach
interpretations, i e. those which can be expressed verbally
as unambiguous rules-for interpretations, does not establish
substantial validity The same is unfortuglately true of mans'
other projective tests, which fail to show even test-retest
reliability, let alone interjudge reliability (asOiming that

shared bias is ruled out by the experimental design), let
alone predictive validity Of course, they're a lot of fun, and

very attractive to valuephobes --both testers and testees
just because there are no right answers
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PROPOSAL EVALUATION

See Two-Tier.

PROTOCOL gee Evaluation Etiquette.

PSEUDOEVALUATION See Ritualistic Evaluation,
Rationalization Evaluation.
PSEUDO-NEGATIVE EFFECT An outcome or datum
that appears show that an evaluand is having exactly the
wrong kind of effect, whereas in fact it is not. Four paradigm

examples are: the Suicide Prevention Bureau whose creation is immediately followed by an increase in the rate of
reported suicides; the school intercultural program which
results in a sharp rise of interracial violence; the college
faculty teaching improvement service whose clients score
'worse than non-clients; the drug education (or sex education) program which leads to "experimentation," i.e. increased use. (See text of Principles and Practices of Evaluation, Scriven (1982); for treatment of these examples.)
PSEUDO - POSITIVE EFFECT Typically, an outcome
which is consistent with the goals of the program, but in
circumstances where either the goals or this way of achieving
the goals is in fact harmful or else side effec s of an overwhelming and harmful kind have been overloo
case: "drug education" programs which aim to and get
enrollees off marijuana and result in getting them on regular

cigarettes or alcohol, thereby trading some reduction in
(mostly artificial) crimes for far more deaths.from lung cancirrhosis of the liver and traffic accidents. (A typical
example of ignoring opportunity costs and side effects, i.e.
bad GBE.)

PSYCHOMOTOR SKILLS (Bloom) Learnt muscular
skills. /The distinction from cilgnitive and affective is not
always sharp e.g. typing looks psychomotor but is highly
cognitive as well. 1
PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION, PSYCHO-THERA-

PEUTIC EVALUATION Particular examples of practical
evaluation, the first often primarily taxonomical, the second
often primarily predictive. The usual standards of validity
apply, but are rarely checked; the few studies suggest that
even the 'reliability is very low, and what there is may be
largely due to shared bias. The term "assessment" is often
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used here instead of evaluation.

QUALITATIVE (evaluation) A great deal of good
evaluation (e.g. of personnel and products) is wholly or
chiefly qualitative. But the term is sometimes used to mean

"non-experimental" or "not using the quantitative methods of the social sciences,," and this has confused the issue,
since there is a major tradition and component in evaluation

which fits the just-quoted descriptions but is quantitative,
namely the auditing tradition and the cost analysis component! What has been happening is a gradual convergence of
the accountants and the qUalitative social scientists towards
the use of the others' methods and the use of some qualitative techniques from humanistic disciplines and low-status

social sciences (e.g. ethnography). Obviously evaluation
requires all this and more, and the dichotomy between
qualitative and quantitative has to be defined clearly and

seen in perspective or it is more confusing than enlightening.

QUALITY ASSURANCE, QUALlri CONTROL A
type of evaluative monitonng, originating in the product
manufacturing area, but now used to refer to evaluative
monitoring in the human services delniery area. This kind
of evaluation is formative in the sense that it is run by the
staff responsible for the product, or their supervisors, but It
is the kind of formative that is essentially "early- warning
summahve," because one is endeavoring to ensure that the
product, when it reaches the consumer, will appear to be
highly satisfactory from the consumer's point of view. Thus
quality control is not at all like a common type of evaluative
monitoring, which is checking on whether the project is on
target; that is a form of goal-based evaluation. Quality con-

trol should be consumer-oriented evaluation, i e at least
supplemented by goal-free, or needs-based evaluation.

QUANTITATIVE (evaluation) Usually refers to the
use of numerical measurement and analysis methodology
from social science or (rarely) accounting. Cf. Qualitative.
QUARTILE (Stat.) See Percentile.
0,--

QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN (Term due to
Donald Campbell) When we cannot actually do a random
allocation of subjects to the control and experiffiental groups,
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or cannot arrange that all subjects receive the treatment at
the same time, we settle as next best for quasi-experimental
design, where we try to simulate a true experimental design
by carefully picking someone or a group for the "control
group" (i.e., those who did not in fact get the primary
treatmept) who very closely matches the experimental person/group. Then we study what happens to and perhaps
trt our "experimental" and "control" groups just as if we
had set them up randomly. Of course, the catch is that the
reasons (causes) why the expenmental group did in fact get
the treatment may be because they are different in some
way that explains the difference in the outcomes (if there is
such a difference), whereas wenot having been able to

detect that differencewill think the difference in outcome
is due to the difference in the treatment. For example,

smokers may, it has been argued, have a higher tendency to
lung irritability, an irritation which they find is somewhat
reduced, in the short run by smoking; and it may be this
irritability, not smoking, that yields the higher incidence of
lung cancer. Only a "true experiment" could exclude this
possibility, but that would probably run into moral problems. However, the weight and web of the quasi-experiments in cancer research has virtually excluded this possibility See Ex Post Facto

QUEMAC Acronym for-a-n approach to metaevaluation introduced by Bob Gowin, a philosopher of education
at Cornell, which emphasizes the identification of unquestioned_ assumptions in the design. (Questions,. Unquestioned Assumptions, Evaluations, Methods, Answers,
Concepts.)
QUESTIONNAIRES The basic instrument for surveys
and structured interviews. Design of them takes major skill
and effort. Usually too long, which reduces response rate as
well as validity (because it encourages stereotyped, omitted, or superficial responses.) Must be field-tested; usually
a second field-test still uncovers problems e.g. of ambiguity. Interesting problems arise with respect to evaluation
questionnaires e.g. what type to use in personnel evaluation when the averahe response turns out to be a 6 on a
7-point scale, providing inadequate upside discrimination

\One can use stranger anchors; or rephrase as a ranking
12-
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questionnaire; or impose grading-on the-c,

o'-sort)

vable
methodology, by putting limits on the ni
. donary
7's or 6's from any one respondent; or or:- -fin
introduce
instructions or syst ns The first and last of t:
!ess distortion where ment levels really are high; the U.S.
Air Force once ran into a minor rebellion when it adopted
-the third alternative. See also Rating Scales, Symmetry.

RANDOM A "pnrnitive" or ultimate concept of statistics and probability, i.e , one that cannot be defined in tem..;
of any other except circularly. Texts often define a random
sample from a population as one picked in a way that gives
every inctividoel in the popuietion an ee,-..4a1 probability of
being chosen; but one can't dine "equal probability" without reference to randomness or a cognate. A distinctly tricky

notion. It is not surprising that the first three "tables of
random numbers" turned out to have been doctored by
their authors. Although allegedly generated (in completely

different ways)by mechanical and mathematical procedureswhich met the definition lust given, they were doctored into non-randomness, e g. because pages or columns
which held a substantial preponderance of a particular digit
or a deficit of one particular digit-pair were deleted, whereas of course such pages must occur in approximations to a
complete listing of all possible combinations. No finite table
can be random by the preceding definition The best definition is relativistic and pragmatic; a choice is random with
regard to the variable X if it is not significantly affected by
variables that significantly affect X. Hence a die or cut of
,ards or turn of the roulette wheel is random with regard to
the interests of the players if the number that comes up is
caused to do so by variables which are not under the influence of the players' interests. Tables of random numbers are
random only with respect to certain kinds of bias (which one
should state) and certain ranges of sample size.

RANKING, RANK-ORDERING Placing individuals
in an order, usually of merit, on the basis of their relative
pertormance on (typically) a test or measurement or obsers. anon Full ranking does not allow ties i e two or more
individuals with the same rank ("equal third"), partial ranking does, it may then, in the limit cases, s here there are
large numbers of ties and a small number of distinct groups,
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not be different from grading.

RATING Usually same as grading.
RATING SCALES Device for standardizing responses
to requests for (typically evaluative) judgments. There has
.been some attempt in the research literature to idei0i the
idill number of points on a rating scale. An even number
counteracts the tendency of some raters to use the midpoint

for everything by forcing them to jump one way or the
other on the other hand, it eliminates what is sometimes
t
only correct response. Scales with 10 or more points
generally prove confusing and drop the reliability; with 3 or
less (Pass/Not Pass is a two point scale), too much informa-

tion is thrown away Five- and (especially) seven-point
scales usually work well. It should be noted that the A-F
scale is semantically asymmetrcal when used with the
usual anchor points i.e. it will not give a normal distnbution
(in the technical sense) of grades for a population in which
talent is normally distributel.) With + and and fence-,

sitting supplements (A+, A,A-,AB,B+,B,B-,BC

.

.), it

runs to 19 points and with the double + (double -), ithas29

points and the refinements become esst rally ritualistic.
Note that the translation of letter grades into numbers, e.g.
for purposes of computing a grader-point average, involves
assumptions about the equality of the intervals (of merit)
between the grades, and about the location of the zero
point, which are usually not met (LE). See also Questionnaire, Point Constancy Requirement.

RATIONALITY See Optimization.
,RATIONALIZATION Pseudo-justifications, usually
provided ex post facto. See Consonance.

RATIONALIZATION EVALUATION An evaluation
is sometimes performed in order to provide a rationalization

for a predetermined decision. This is much easier than it
might appear, and a good many managers know ery well
how to do it. If they want a program shot down, they hire a
gunslinger, if they want one praised or protected, they hire
a sweetheart, Every now and again evaluators are brought
in by clients who have got them into the wrong category and
the early discussions are likely to be embarassing, annoying
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or amusing, depending pon how badly you needed the
job. (Suchman's "whitewash" was an example.)

RAW SCORES The actual score Oa test, before it is
converted tntp percentiles, grade equivalents, et.
R&D Research and Development; the basic /clic (iterative) process of improvement, e.g. of educational materials
or consumer products: research, design and prepare, pilot

run, investigate (evaluate) results, design improvements,
run improved version, etc. It is normally an evaluative score
since the points are usually given for the merit of an answer,
which'means that much data (e.g. raw scores) is evaluative,

i.e. the qu, atitative science rests on the qualitative discipline.

RDD&E Research, Development, Diffusion (or Disseminati-ii) and Evaluation. A more elaborate acronym for
the development process.
REACTIVE EFFECT A phenomenon due to (an artefact
of) the measurement procedure used: one species of evaluation or investigation artefact. It has two sub-species, content-reaction effects and process-reaction effects. Evaluation-content reactions include cases where a criticism in a
preliMinary draft of an evaluation is taken to heart by the
evaluee and leads to instant improvement, thereby "invali-

dating" the evaluation. Evaluation-process reactions include cases where the mere occurrencefor :,ven the prospect) of the evaluation materially affects the behavior of the

evaluee(s) so that the assessment to be made will not be
typical of the program in its pre-evaluated states. Process
reactivity is thus content-independent. Although reactive
measurement!, have not previously been thus sub-divided,
the distinction does apply there and not just to evaluation;'
but it is less significant. In both cases, unobtrusive approaches may be appropriate to avoid process- reactivity;
but on the other hand openness may be required on ethical
grounds. The openness may be with respect to content or
with respect to process or both. See Reasons for evaluation.
Example: Hawthorne Effect.

REASONS FOR EVALUATION Twt.: common reasons
are to improve' something (formative evaluation) and to
make various practical decisions about something (sumrna-
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tiye evaluation). Pure interest in determining the ments of
something is another kind of surninative evaluation. (Lincoln;s evaluation of the five generals from which he chose
Ulysses S. Grant is summative evaluation of the applied
kind (decision-oriented); 2. :on temporary historian's evalu-

ation of them is pure evaluation research (conclusion=

oriented), i.e. of the second kind. The two are different only

in role, not intrinsically.) There' are also what might be
called content-independent reasons for doing evaluation
e.g. as a rationalization or excuse (for a hatchet job or for
funding a favorite) or for motivation (to work more carefully

or harder). In the excuse case, the general nature of the

evaluation's content must be known or arranged in advance

e.g. by hiring a known "killer" or "sweetheart." A ritual
evaluation is done only because it is required. Other reasons, not wholly independent of the above, are for accountability, advocacy, political advantage, and postponement
(Suchman) i.e. to gain time

RECIPIENTS. See Cons -per, Recoil Effects.
RECOMMENDATIONS In a trivial sense, an evaluation involves an implicit recommendationthat the evaluand be viewed/treated in the way appropnate to the value it
was de;.crmined to have by the evaluation. But in the specif-

ic sense often assumed ;,) be appropnate where "recommendation" is taker to meal "remetii..1 actions," evaluations
may not lead to them even if cie. igned :-,o as to do so (which is
much more costly.) That car ?diation recommendations are
not always possible, in, c- 'when evaluation is possible, is
obvious in medicine and product evali...-fion; but because
the logic has not been well thought out, it is widely supposed to be a sign of had design or an absence of humanity

when personnel or program evaluations do not lead to
temor even when they do not lead to guaranteed-to-besuccessful recommend 'ions. But there are some people
who are irremediat Iv incompetent at a given complex task

e g teaching in a "war zone" school, and not even the
progress of 5.-ience will Per that qualitative fact though it
may alter ttw percentage that can be trained It is a very
grave design decision in evaluation to commit a design to
producing remedial suggestions, just as It is to undertake to
discover explanations, it may Increase cost and the chance
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of failure by 1000 percent. But most evaluations spin off a
few useful recommendations without much extra effort.
The main obstacle to doing more than this is that remedia-.
tion requires 'not only local knowledge but very special
skills. A road-tester is not a mechanic; an evaluator is not a
management trouble-shooter.

RECOIL EFFECTS When a hunter shoots a deer, he
(sic) sometimes bruises his shoulder. Programs affect their

staff as well as the clientele. The effect is of secondary
importance compared to what happens to the deer or the
clientele, but must be included in program evaluation. The
staff is impacted, but is not a recipient population.
REGRESSION TO THE MEAN You may have a run of

luck in roulette, fru it won't last; your success ratio will
regress (drop back) to the mean. When a group of subjects is
selected for remedial work on the basis of low test scores,
some of them will have scored low only through "bad luck,"
i.e., the sampling of their skills yielded by (the items on) this
test is in fact no typical. If they go through the training and
are retested, they will score better simply because any second test would (almost certainly) result in their displaying

their skills more impressiiply. This phenomenon gives an
automatic but phony boost to the achievements of "performance contractors" if they are paid on the basis of improvement by the low-scorers. If they had to improve the score of
a random sample of students, regression down to the mean
would offset the regression up to the mean we have just
discussed. But they are normally called in to help the students who "need it most" and picking that group by testing
will result in including a number who do not need help. (It
will also exclude some who do.) Multiple or longer tests or the

addition of teache (expert judge) evaluations reduce this
,-"`..4....

source of error.

RELATIVISM/SUBJECTIVISM Roughly speaking,
the View that there is no objective reality about which the
evaluator is to awertain the truth, but only various perspectives or approaches or responses, amongst which selection
is fairly arbitrary or is dependent upon aesthetic and psychological considerations rather than scientific ones. The

contrary point of view would naturally be referred to as
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absolutism or objectivism; in one technical sense used in
philosophy the opposite of subjectivism is called the doctrine of realism. The fundamental logical fallacy that confounds many discussions of this issue is the failure to see the

full implications of the fact that relativism is a self-refuting
doctrine, i.e., "relativism is true" can be no more true than
"r ativism is false," and hence relativism can hardly represent a Great Truth, since it is self-refuting. One very important implication of this point for evaluation practice is as

follows: in a situation where a number of different approaches, methodologies or perspectives on a particular
program (for example) are possible and all are about eqUally

plausible, it does not follow that any one of them would
constitute a defensible evaluation. The only thing that follows is that giving all of them and the statement that all of
them are equally defensible, would constitute a defensibly
evaluation. The moment that one has seen that general
alternative approaches are equally well-justified, although
they Yield incompatible results, one has seen that no one of
these can be thought of as sound in itself, lug' because the
unqualified assertion of any one of them implies the denial
of the others and that denial is, in such a case, illegitimate.
Hence the assertion of any one of them by itself is illegiti-

mate. lf, on the other hand, the different positions are not
incompatible, then'they must still be given in order to present a comprehensive picture of whatever is being evaluated. In neither case, then, is giving a single one of these
perspectives defensible. In short, the great difficulties of
establishing one evaluation conclusion by comparison with
others cannot be avoided by arbitrarily picking one, but
only by proving the superionty of one or including all as
perspectives, a term which, correctly used, implies the existence of a reality which is only partly revealed in each

view. Thus it converts incompatible reports into complementary ones i.e. It converts relativism into objectivism.
Merely giving several apparently incompatible accounts in

an evaluation is incompetent; showing how they can be
reconciled i.e. seen as perspectives, is also required. (Or else
a proof that one is right.) The presupposition that there is a

single reality is not an arbitrary one, any more than the
assumption that the future will be somewhat like the past is
arbitrary; these are the best-established of all truths about

4

the world. ..Determinism was equally well-established and
we have now had to qualify it slightly because of the Uncertainty Principle. We have not yet encountered good reasons
for qualifying the assumptions of realism and induction (the
technical names for the two previously mentioned.)
As the practical end of these considerations, it must be
recognized that even evaluations ultimately based on "mere
preferences" may still be completely objective. One must
distinguish sharply between the fact that the ultimate 'oasis

of merit in such cases is mere preference, on which the
sjibject is the ultimate source of authority, and the fallacy of

stpposing that the subject must therefore be the ultimate
source of authority about the merits of whatever is being
evaluated. Even in the domain of pure taste, the subject
may simply not have researched the range of options properly, or avoided the biassing effects of labels and advertising, or recommendations by friends, so the evaluator may
be able to identify critical competitors that outperform the
subject's favorite candidate, in terms of the subject's own taste.

And of course identifying Best Buy for an individual involves a second dimension (cost) which the evaluator
often able to determine and combine more reliably than the
amateur. The moment we move the least step from areas

where supenority is unidimensional, instantaneous, and
entirely taste-dependentessentially the pre-evaluative
areas, since it's not superiority but mere preference that is
being judgedthen we find the subject beginning to make
errors of synthesis in putting together two or three dimensions of preference (halo or sequencing effects, for example), or in extrapolating to continued liking; errors that
art evaluator can reduce or eliminate by appropriate experimental design, often leading to a conclusion quite different

from that which the subject had formed. One step further
awa-4, and we find the possibility of the subject making
first-level errors of judgment, e.g. about what they need (or
even what they want) by contrast with what they like, and
these can certainly be reduced or eliminated by appropnate
evaluation design In the general case of the evaluation of
consumer goods, the question of whether one can identify
"the best" product with complete objectivity, despite a substantial range of different interests and preferences at the
basic level by the relevant consumer group, is simply z

1
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question of whether the interproduct variations in performance outweigh the interconsumer variations in preference. Enormous variations in preference may be completely
blotted out by the tremendous superiority of a single product over another, such that it "scores" so much on several
dimensions which are accorded significant value by all the

relevant consumers, that even the outlandish tastes

(weightings) of some of the consumers with respect to some
of the other dimensions cannot elevate any of the competitive products to the same level of total score, even for those
with the atypical tastes. Thus huge interpersonal differences in all the relevant preferences do not demonstratepthe
relativism of evaluations which depend on them. See Perspectival Evaluation, Sensory Evaluation.
RELIABILITY (Stat.) Reliability in the technical senses
the consistency with which an instrument or person measures whatever it is designed to assess. If a thermometer
always says 90 degrees Centigrade when placed in boiling
distilled water at sea-level, it is 100% "reliable," though
inaccurate. It is useful to distinguish test-retest reliability
(the example just given) from interjudge reliability (which
would be exhibited if several thermometers gave the same
reading). There are many psychological tests which are
test-retest reliable but not interjudge (i.e., inter-administrator) reliable: the reverse is less common. In the everyday
sense, reliability means the same as the technical term validity; we'd say that a thermometer which reads 900 C when
it should read 1000 C wasn't very reliable. This confusing
situation could easily have been avoided by using the term
"consistency" instead of introducing a technical use of reliability" but that was in the days when jargon was thought
to be a sign of scientific sophistication. As it is, reliability isa

necessary but not a sufficient condition for validity, hence
worth checking first since in its absence validity can't be
there. (There is, unfortunately, a hyper-technical exception
to this.)

RELIABILITY (of evaluation) A largely unknown

quantity, easily obtained by running replications of evaluations; either serially or in parallel. The few data on these
make clear that reliability (apart from spurious effects such
as shared bias) is not high. The use of calibration exercises
1 35
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and checklists and trained evaluators can improve this
enormously. Paul Diederich showed how to do this with the

evaluation of composition instruction, and that paradigm
generalizes.
REMEDIATION A specific recommendation for improvement, characteristic ofand certainly,desirable in
formative rather than summative evaluation. But formative
can be useful without any remediation suggestions, and it is
in general more difficult (sometimes completely impossible)
and more expensive if it aims for remediation. See also

Recommendation.
%..

REPLICATION A very rare phenomenon in the applied human studies fields, contrary to reports, mainly because people do not take the notion of serious testing for
implementation (e.g. through the use of an index of im-

plementation) as an automatic requirement on any supposed replication. Even the methodok.gy for replication is
poorly thought out; for example, whether the replicator
should have any detailed knowledge of the results at the
primary site. Such knowledge is seriously biaIingon the
other hand, it significantly simplifies th,2 preparations for
ranges of measurement, etc. It is probably quite important
to arrange at least some replications where the (e.g.) program to be replicated is simply described in operational
terms, perhaps with the incidental remark that it has shown
"promising results" at the primary site.
REPORT WRITING/GIV- 7; One of several areas in
evaluation where creativity and originality are really important, as well as knowledge about diffusion and dissemination. Reports must be tailored to audience as well as
client needs and may require a minor needs assessment of
their own. Multiple versions, sometimes using different
media, as well as different vocabularies, are often appropriate. Reports are products and should be looked at in
terms of the KEC field-testing them is by no means inappropriate. Who has time and resources for all this? tf depends whether you are really interested in implementation
of the evaluation. Would you write it in Greek? No, so why
assume that you are not writing it in the equivalent of Greek,
as far as Your audiences are concerned?
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RESEARCH The general field of disciplined investigation, covering the humanities, the sciences, jurisprudence,
etc. Evaluation research is one subdivision, there is no way
to distinguish other research from evaluation (apart from
content) except by distorting one or the other. "Evaluation
research" is usually just a self-important name for serious
evaluation; it would be better used to refer to research on
evaluation methodology, or research that pushes out the
frontiers of evaluation, or at least research that involves
considerable investigatory difficulty or originality. Cf. performing arts vs. creative arts.
RESEARCH INTEGRATION, RESEARCH SYNTHE-

SIS See Meta-analysis.

RESEARCH EVALUATION Evaluating the quality
and/or value and/or amount of research (proposed or performed) is crucial for e.g. tunding decisions and university
personnel evaluation. It involves the worth /merit distinction"worth" here refers to the social or intellectual payoffs from the research, "merit" to its intrinsic (professional)
quality. While some judgment is always involved, that is no
excuse for allowing the usually wholly judgmental process;
one can quantify and in other ways objectify the merit and
worth of almost all research performances to the degree re'quistte for personnel evaluation. (The solution does not lie in
the use of Citation index.)

RESPONSE- SET Tendency to respond in a particular
way, regardless of the merits of the part!,-ular case. Some
respondents tend to rate everything yell/ high on a scale of
merit, others rate everything low, and yet others put everything in the middle. One can't argue out of context that such
patterns are incorrect; there are plenty o' situations in which
those are exactly the correct responses. W!-en we're talking
about response set, however, we mean the 'cases where
these rigid response patterns emerge from general habits
and not from well thought-out consistency.
RESPONSIBILITY EVALUATION Evaluation that is
oriented to identification of the responsible person(s) or the
degree of responsibility, and hence usually the degree of
culpability or ment. Responsibility has causality as a neces-

sary but not a sufficient condition. Culpability similarly
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presupposes responsibility but involves further co 'Itions
from ethics. Social scientists like most people not tr.: ed in
the law or casuistry are typically totally 'confused about such
Issues e.g. supposing that certain evaluations shouldn't be

done (or published) because "they may be abused " The

abuse is culpable; but so is failure to publish (professionalquality work of some prima facie intellectual or social value)
(e.g. the Jensen case) A different kind of example involves
.41 keeping really bad teachers on in a school district because the
alternative of attempting dismissal involves effort, is uripopular with the union, and usually unsuccessful. The responsibility is to the pupils who are sacrificed at the rate of
30 per annum per bad teacher; and that responsibility is so
.enous that you (the superintendent or the board) have to
try for removal because (a) you may succeed, (b) the effects
may be on balance good e.g. there may be a gain in overall
motivation even if you lose the case, (c) you may learn how
to do it better next time. The evaluation of schools should
(normally) only be done in terms of the variables over which
the school has control. In the short run and often in the long
run, this does not Include scores on standardized tests. (See
SEP). The evaluation of evaluations should never be done in
terms of results, because the evaluator is not responsible for
Implementation; but it should be done in terms of results if
Implemented. Ref. Primary Philosophy, Scriven, McGrawHill, 1966

RESPONSIVE EVALUATION Bob Stake's current approach, which contrasts with what he calls "preordmate"
evaluation, where there is a predetermined evaluation design. In responsive evaluation, one picks up whatever turns
up and deals wish it as seems appropnate, in the light of the
known and Unfolding interests of the various audiences.
The emphasis is on rich description, not testing. The risk is
of course a lack of structure or of valid proof, but the tradeoff is the avoidance of the risk of a preordinate evaluation

a rigid and narrow outcome of little Interest to the audiences. See Evaluation, Evaluation-Specific Methodology,
Naturalistic Evaluation, PerspectiVal Evaluation, Relativism.
RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI) One of the measures of merit or worth in fiscal evaluation, usualIy quoted
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as a per annum percentage rate

RISK(S), EVALUATING The classic expectancy approach in which the products of the probability of each
outcome by its utility are compared, thus converting the
two .dimensions of risk and utility into the one (of expectartcyl,,,is conventionally said to have certain weaknesses.
For example, it ignores the variable value of nsk itself to
different individuals; the gambler like., it, many others seek
to minimize it. However, one can put in a nsk-utility function. Sometimes expectancy analysis is criticized on the
grounds that "peciple don't thnk that way." The discussion
of minimax or satisficing strategies is often introduced as a
step towards "a more sophisticated analysis of decisionmaking." This kind of remark often confuses descriptive
science with normative science. Minimax and satisficing are

simply less sophisticated methods of making decisions,
though they may be more common, and hence appropriate
objects for study by descriptive scientists (and the attendant
jargon). "Risk management" is a topic that has begun to
appear with increasing frequency in planning and management training curncula. One reason that evaluations are not
implemented is because the evaluator has failed to see that
risks have different significance for implementers by con-

trast with consumers; a program or policy (etc.) which
(

should be implemented, in terms of its probable benefit to
the consumers may be one which carries a high risk for the
implementers, because their reward schedule is often radically different from that of the consumer (usually as a result
of bad planning and management at a higher level ) Two
classic examples are the classification of documents as Top
Secret, and the hiring of personnel about whom there is a
breath of suspicion. In each situation, the implementer gets
zapped by review panels exercising 100 percent hindsight
after a disaster if there is the least trace of a negative indicator, and in neither case is there ever a reward for taking a
reasonable riskin fact, there's never a review panel to
look at the big winners Consequently, the public's utilities

are not optimized and are often reversed. The present
political-plus-media environment in the U.S. may be one in
which the nsk configuration for the road to the Presidency
(or the legislature) is so different from that required to do
the ph right as to guarantee the election of poor incumbents
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who were great candidates.

RIGHT-TO-KNOW The legal domain of impacted
populations' access to information; much increased in Carter period e.g. through "open file" legislation. Decreased in
Reagan period.
RHETORIC, THE NEW The title of a book by C. Perelman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca (Notre Dame, 1969), which
attempted to develop a new logic of persuasion, reviving
the spirit 'f pre-Ramist efforts. (Since Ramus (1572), the
view of rhetor:c as the art of empty and illogical persuasion
has been dominant; the concept of "logical analysis," as
separate from rhetoric is Ranust.) This area is of the greatest
importance to evaluation methodologyas E- mest House has
stressed (e:g. in Evaluating with Validity, Sage, 1980), be-

cause of the extent to which evaluations havewhether
intentionally, .or notthe function of persuasion and not
just reporting. Th e New Rhetoric emerged from the context

of studying legal reasoning where the same situation obtains and was poorly recognized; The same push for reappraisal and new models has occurred in logic (see Informal
Logic, eds. Blair and Johnson, Fdgepress, 1980); and in the
social sciences with the move towards naturalistic method-

ology. It is all part of the backlash against neo-positivist
philosophy of science and the worship of the Newtonian/
mathematical model of science. Evaluation's fate clearly lies
a
with the new movements.

RIPPLE EFFECTS SeeErickle Effects.
RITUALISTIC) or SYMBOLIC EVALUATION One
of the reasons for doing evaluation that has nothing to do
with the content of the evaluation (and hence is unlike

formative and summativeor rationalizationevaluation) is the ritual function i.e. the doing of an evaluation
because it is required, although nobody has the faintest
intention of either doing it well or taking any account of
what it says. Evaluators are quite often called in to situations
like this, although they may not even be recognized as cases
of ritual evaluation by the client. (Evaluation irrthe bilingual

education area is currently. mostly ritualistic.) It is an important part of the preliminary discussions in serious evaluation to get clear exactly what kind of implementation is
.
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planned, under various hypotheses about what the content
of the evaluation report might be; unless, of course, you
have time to spare, need the money, andare not misleading
any remote audiences. The third condition essentially never
applies. See also Motivational Evaluation, Reactive Effect.
ROBUSTNESS (Stat.) Statistical tests and techniques
depend to varying degrees on assumptions especially about
the population of origin. The less they depend on such

assumptions, the 1,"re robust they are. For example, the
t-test assumes normality, whereas non - parametric ("distribution-free") statistics are often considerably more
robust. One might translate "robust" as "stable under variation of conditions." The concept is also applicable to and
most Important in the evaluation of experimental designs
and meta-evaluation. Designs should be set up to give
definite an.overs to at least some of the most important ques-

tions no matter how the data turns out, a entter quite

different from their cost-effectiveness, power, or elegance
(the latter is a kind of limit case of efficiency or power.)
Evaluations s.'iould be set up so as to "go for the jugular" i.e

get an adequately reliable answer to the key evaluative -----question(s) first, adding the trimmings later if nothing goes
,wrong with Part One. this affects budget, staff and time-line'
planning. And it has a cost as does robustness in statistics;
for example, robust approaches will not be maximally elegant or cost-effective if everything goes right. But metaevaluation will normally show that a minimax approach is
called for, which means robust evaluation.
ROLE (of evaluator) The evaluator plays more roles
than Olivier, or shoiild. Major ones incl
erapist/
confessor, educator,' arbitrator, Co-autho
the enemy"

trouble-shooter, jury, judge, attorney.
RORSCHACH EFFECT An extreme!, complex evalu-

ation, if not carefully and rationally synthesized into an
executive summary report, provides a confusine mass of
positive and negative comments, and the unskilled and/or
strongly biased client can easily project onto ("see in,"
rationalize from) such a backdrop whatever perception s/he
originally had.
RUBRIC

Scoring or grading or (conceivably) ranking
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key for a test. Term onginated in the field of evaluat n ot
student compositions and commonly refers to a ke.
grading them or other essay answers.

SALIENCE SCORING The practice of requesting respondents (e.g. when rating proposals) to use only those
scales which, they felt, most significantly influenced them,
It focuses attention on the most important features of whatever is being rated, and it greatly reduces processing time
SATISFICING Herbert Simon's term for a commo,i
management policy of picking something acceptable rather
than the "best choice" (optimizing). See Risks.

SCAL' See Measurement
SCOPE -oF WORK This is the part of an RFP or a proposal which describes exactly what is to be done, at the level
of description which refers fo the activities as they might be

seen by a visitor without special methodological skills or
insight, rather than to their goals, achievements, process dr
purpose. In point of fact, scope of work statements tend to
drift off into descriptions that are somewhat less than obser-

vationally testable The scope of work statement is an important part of making accountability possible on a contract,
and is therefore an important part of the specifications in an
RFP or a proposal

SCORING Assigning numbers to an evaluand (usually
a performance), usually trom an interval scale i.e. one in
which the points all have equal value Sometimes numbers
are used as gradestwithout commitment to point constancy,
but this is misleadingletters shout be used instead, and
the attempt to convert them to numbers e.g to calculate
CPAs should be protested unless point constancy holds at
least to an approximation that will not yield errors (LE )
Usually tests should be impressionistically graded as well as
vide insurscored, both to get the cutting scores and to
ance against deviations from point constancy. Econng not
only requires point constancy but also s,!rious consideration
ot the definition of a zero score. no answn? hopelessly bad

answer' both' ("both" is a hopelessly had answer
Raw Scores, Grading, Ranking, Anchoring.
SECONDARY ANALYSIS
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Reassessment ot dr. experi-

ment or investigation, either by reanalysis of the data or
reconsideration of the interpretation Gathering new data
would normally constitute replication; but there are intermediate cases. Sometimes used to refer to reviews of large
numbers of studies; See Meta-analysis, Secondary Evaluation.
SECONDARY EVALUATION (Cook) Reanalysis of
originalor original plus n 1,1, data in order to produce a
new evaluation of a particular project (etc ). Russell Sage
Foundation commissioned a series of books in which fan, ous evaluations were treated in this way, beginning with
Tom Cook's secondary evaluation of Sesame Street. Extremely important because. (a) it gives potential clients
some basis for estimating the reliability of evaluators (in the
case just cited, the estirriate would be fairly low), (b) it gives
evaluators the chance to identify and learn from their mistakes. Evaluations have all too often been fugitive docii-

ments and hence have not received the benefit of later
discussion in "the literature" as would a research report
published in a journal; a weakness in the field. (Similar
problem appl le' to classified material). Cf. Metaevaluation.

SECRET CONTRACT BIAS In proposal. personnel,
and particularly institutional and training-program evaluation, raters are often too lenient because they know that the
roles will be reversed on another occasion and they think or
intuit that if everyone sees that, and acts accordingly, "we'll
all come out smelling like roses." Typical unprofessional
conduct ivpical of the profession A good counterbalance
would be to rate everyone on t
g-terrn validity of their
ratings. A more feasible contro is the use of external and/or
general-purpose 'evaluators See Accreditation.
SELECTIVITY BIAS. Arises in program evaluation
when selection of control or experimental group members is
influenced by an unnoticed connection with desirable out-

comes Irrelevant to studies with random assignment. If
differential attrition occurs, as between experimental and
control group, the possibility of selectivity bias reemerges
even in the randomized design (See "Issues in the Analysis
of Selectivity Bias," Barnow et at , Evaluation Studies Review Annual, y 5, 1980. Sage)
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SEMI-INTERQUARTILE RANGE (Star) Half the interval between the score that marks the top score of the
lowest or first quartile (i.e. of the lowest quarter of the group
being studied, after they have beer ranked according to the

variable of interest, e.g. test scores), and the score that
marks the top of the third quartile. This is a useful measure
of the range of a variable in a population, especially when it

is not a normal distribution (where the "standard deviation" would usually be used). It amounts to averaging the
intervals between the median and the individuals who are
halfway out to the ends of the distribution, one in each
direction Thus it is not affected by oddities occurring at the
extreme ends of the distribution, its main advantage over
the standard deviation, an advantage which it retains even
in the case of a normal population.

SENSORY'EVALUATION Wine-tasting when done
scientifically, the better restaurant reviews, the Consumers
Union report on bottled water, remind us of the important
difference between dismissing something as a "mere matter

of taste" and doing sensory evaluation which does not
ettrutrtate dependence on preference but improves the relia-

bility of the judgments of preferences, and improves the
evaluative inference e g. by eliminating distractors (such as

labels), using multiple independent raters and standar
dized sets of critena

SERVICE EVALUATION Ret Service Evaluation,
Vol

1, no 1, Fall 1981, Center for the Study of Services,
, N W , Washington, D C 20005

Suite 406, 1518 K St

SEP4School Evaluation Profile) An Instrument for
evaluating the performance of schools (and hence distncts,

principals etc ), which looks only at those variables the
school controls See Responsibility Evaluation.
SEQUENCING EFFECT The influence of the order of
items (tests etc ) upon responses A test's validity may be
compromised when items are removed e g fur racial bias,
since the item might have preconditioned the respondent
(in a way that has nothing to do with its bias) so as to give a
different and more accurate responst,v to the next (or an
later) question, an example of sequencing effect
SES

Socio Economic Status

SHARED BIAS The orincipal problem with using

multiple expert opinion for .'alidation of evaluations is that
the agreement (if any) may be due to common error; obvious and serious examples occur in peer review of research
proposals, where the panelists tend to reflect current fads in
the field to the detriment of innovators, and in accreditation. The best antidote is often the use of intellectually and
not just institutionally external judierg. radical critics of
the field The inference from reliability to validity must
bndge the chasm of shared bias. The meaning is self-evi-

dent, the applications are not. Shaied bias is the main

reason why interjudge or in teriest consistency i.e. reliability in the technical sense, is no substitute for validity. A
typical example occurs in- accreditation, when the driver
education department is checked (e.g. of a high school) by

the drive: ed person on the visiting team. There is little

solace to be found in the discovery that: (a) they both like the
department, and the visitor does not recommend its abolitionalthough there are very serious reasons for dropping

such departments when money is tight e g. they do not
reduce accident rates. (b) a second visiting panel agrees with
the first one's judgment on driver ed (because Its judgment
was formed by one more member of a self-seryinig group).
See Bias Control.

f

EFFECTS Side effects are the unintended good
and had effects of the program or product being evaluated.
Sometimes the term refers to effects that were intended but
-1,re not part of the goals of the program e.g employment of
staff In either case, they may or may not have been expected, predicted or anticipated (a minor point). In the Key
Evaluation Checklist a distinction is made between side
c
effects
and standard effects on impacted non-target populations, i e -side-populatrolv, but both are often called side
effects
--------..-,
SIGMA (Sto t

dard Deviation.

)

Greek symbol of kiii a s\name for Stan-

SIGNIFICANT, SIGNIFICANCE Th overall, synthesued conclusion of an evaluation, may e to to social or
professional or intellectual significanLe Statistical signifi(ance, when relevant at all, us usually o e of s veral necesbars' conditions for real significance. T
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trance of an

intervention may be considerable even if it had no effects in
the intended directions, which might be cognitive or health
gains; it may have employed many people, raised general
awareness of problems, produced other gains. The absence
of overall significant effects may also .he due to dilution of,

good effectsin a pool of poor programs producing no effects: one cannot infer from an overall-null to individualnulls. For this reason, "lumping designs" are much less
desirable than "splitting designs" in which separate studies
are made cf many sites or sub - treatments' (see Replication,
Meta-ana.ysis.) Omeg'a-statistics and Glass' "standardized

effect size" are attempts to produce measures that more
nears reflect true significance than does the p level of the
absolute size of the results. See Statistical Significance,
Educational Significance.
,i situations
SIMULkTIONS Re-creations of typica
to provide a realistic test of aptitudes or abilities. See Clinical Performance Testing, Personnel Evaluation.

SMILES TEST (of a prdgram) People like it. Typical
example of substituting wants for needs

SOCIAL INDICATOR See Indicator.

SOCIAL SCIENCE- MODEL (of evalui..t on) The
(l'a've) view that evaluation is an application of standard
social science methodology One look at the usual social
scientist's effort at needs assessment, or at the absence of
one, when doing an evaluation, is enough to make clear
why this is naive. The relation of the social science model to
the multidisciplinary mum -trait multi-field (3M) model im-

plicit in many entries in this work is like that between
classical statistics and decision theory the latter is a substantial generalization of the former; involves massive new
research areas, applies better to practical cases, bridges to a
larger number of other disciplines; brit does not invalidate
the former See Evaluation

SOFT (approach to evaluation)
data or the smiles test. See Hard.

Uses implementation

SOLE SOURCE "Sole sourcing" a contract is an alternative to "putting it out to bid," via publishing an RFP Sole
sourcing is open to the abuse that the contract officer from
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the agency may let contracts to his or her buddies without
regard to whether the price is excessive or the quality un-

satisfactory; on the other hand, it is very much faster, it
costs less if you take account of the time for preparing RFP's
and proposals in cases where a very large number of these
would be written for a very complex RFP, and it is some-

times mandatory when it is provable that the skills and/or
resources required are available from only one contractor
within the necessary time-frame. Simple controls can prevent the kind of abuse mentioned.

SPECIALIST EVALUATOR

See

Local Expert.

SPEEDED (tests) Also called power tests ,or timed
tests; those tests with a time limit (the time taken by each
individual is usually not recorded). These are often better
instruments for evaluation or prediction than the same test
would be with no time limitusually because the cnterion
behavior involves doing something under time pressure,
but sometimes, as in IQ tests, just as a matter of empiricalfact. A test is sometimes defined as speeded if only 75
percent finish in time.

SPILLOVER (effects)

See

Trickle Effects.

SPONSOR (of evaluation) Whoeveror whatever funds
or arranges tunding or facilitates release of personnel and
space: referred to as "instigator" in KEC. Cf. Client.
STAKEHOLDER An interested party in an evaluation
e g a politician who supported the original program.

STANDARD(s) The performance level associated with
a particular rating or "grade" on a given criterion or dimension of achievements; e g. 80 percent success may be the
standard for passing the written portion (dimension) of the
driver's license test A cutting score defines a standard; but
standards can be given in non-quantitative grading contexts, e.g by providing exemplars, as in holistic grading of
composition samples

STANDARD DEVIATION (Stat ) A technical measure of dispersion, in a normal distribution, about two
thirds of the population lies within one standard deviation
of the mean, median, or mode (which are the same in this
case ) The S D is simply the mean of the squares of the
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deviations i.e. the distances from the mean.

STANDARD ERROR OF MEASUREMENT (Stat.)
There are sevenl alternative definitions of this term, all of
which attempt to give a precise meaning to the notion of the
intrinsic inaccuracy ofarvinstrument, typically a test

STANDARD SeDRE Originally, scores defined as dethe standard deviation.
viations from the-mean, divided
(Effect-Size is an .example.) More casually, various linear,
transformations of the above (Z-scores) aimed to avoid

\

negative scores.

STANDARDIZED TEST Standardized tests are ones
with standardized instructions for administration, use
scoring and interpretation, standard printed forms and con-

tent, often with standardized statistical properties, that
have been validated on a large ample of a defined population. They are usually norm=referenced, at the moment, but
the terms are not synonymous since a criterion-referenced
test can also be standardized. Having the norms (etc ) on a
test does mean it's standardized in one respect, but it does

not mean it's /list a norm-referenced test in the technical
sense;"it may (also) be criter.on-referenced, which implies a
different technical approach to its construction and not just

different purpose.

STAN1NES (or stanine scores)

if you are perverse

enough to divide a distribution into nine equal parts instead
of ten (see decile), they are called stanines and the cutting
scores that demarcate them are called stanine scores They
are numbered from the bottom up. See also Percentiles.
ALCANCE (Stat) ) When the difSTATISTICAL S
ference between wo results is determined to be "statisti-

c-ally significa

" the evaluator can conclude that the differ-

ence is probably not due to chance The "level of significance" determines the\degree of certainty or confidence
with which we can rule out chance (i e rule out the "null
hypothesis"). Unfortunately, if verv,large samples are used
eti en tiny differences become statistically significant though
they may have no social, educational or other value at all

Omega statistics provides a partial correction for this Cf
Interoculat Difference. The literature on the "significance
test controversy" shows why quantitative approachespre-
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suppose qualitative ones, and is indeed an example of the
evaluation of quantitative measures. See also Hypothesis
Testing, Raw Scores.

STEM The text of a multiple-choice test Item that precedes the listing of the possible responses.
-

STRATEGY Also called "decision function" or "response ride." A set of guidelines for choices which may be

predetermined, wiiditionai upon the outcomes of early
choices, or even purely exploratory, i.e. preliminary to main
choices. See Optimization.

STRATIFICATION A sample is said to be stratified if it
has been deliberately chosen so as to include an appropriate

number of entities from each .of several population subgroups. For example, one usually stratifies the sample of

students in Kitteducational evaluations with regard to
gender, aiming at 50 percent males and 50 percent females.
If one selects a random sample of ferry les to make up half of

the experimental and half of the ccntrol group and a random sample of males for the other half, then one has a
"stratified random sample." If you stratify on too many
variables you may not be able to make a random choice of
subjects in a particular stratumthere may be no or only
one eligible candidate. If one stratifies on very few or no
variables, one has to i:se larger rardom samples to compensate. Stratification is only justified with regard to van' ables that probably intact with the treatment variable, and
it only increases efficie cy, not validity unless you do it in
addition to using large umbers i.e. abandon the efficiency
gains it makes possible: i deed it runs some risk of reducing
validity because you may not cover a key variable (through
igndrance) and your reduced sample size may not take care
of it.

STRENGTHS ASSESSMENT Looking at resources
available, including time, talent, funds, space, it defines the

"range of the possible" and hence is important in both
needs assessment and the identification of critical competi-

tors, as well as in making remediation suggestions, and
responsibility evaluation.
STYLE RESEARCH Investigations of two kinds; either
descriptive investigations of the actual stylistic characteris140
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tics of people in e.g. certain professions such as teaching or
managing; or investigations of the correlations between certain style characteristics and successful outcomes. The second kind of investigation is of great importance to evaluation, since discoveries of substantial correlations would allow certain types of evaluation to be performed on a process

basis, which currentlyn only be done legitimately by
looking at outcomesr (However; personnel evaluation
co

e, in that way, even if the correlations were

discovered.) The former kind of investigationa typical
example is studying the frequency with which teachers
utter questions by comparison with declarative sentences or
commandsis pure research, and extremely hard to Justify
as of either intellectual or social interest unless the second
kind of connection can be made. In general, style research

has come up with disappointingly feW winners. (Actual
Learning Time is probably the most important and possibly
the only exception.) No doubt the interactions between the
personality, the style, the age and type of recipient and the

subieC, matter prevent any simple results; but the poor
results of research on interactions suggests that the interactions are so strong as to obliterate even very limited recommendations. We must instead fall back to treating positive
results as possible remedies, not probable indicators of merit

SUCCESS Goal-achievement of defensible goals. An
evaluative term, but not, one of the most important. Cf
Merit, Worth.

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION Summative evaluation
of a program (etc ) is conducted after completion and for the
ilenefit of some evternal audience or decision-maker (e g.
funding agency, historian, or future possible users), though
it may be done by either internal or external evaluators or a
mixture For reasons of credibility, it is much more likely to
involve external evaluators than is a formative evaluation.
Should not be confused with outcome evaluation, which is
simply an evaluation focused on outcomes rather than on

processwhich could be either formative or summative
(This confusion occurs in the introduction to the ERS Evalu-

ation Standards, 1980 Field Edition) Should not be confused with holistic evaluation -it may be holistic or
analytic.

SUNSET LEGISLATION Legal commitment to automatic close-out of a program after a fixed period unless it is
specifically refunded. An intelligent recognition of the importance of shifting thekurden of proof, and thus analogous to zero-based budgeting.

SUPERCOGNMVE The),domain of performance on
cognitive (or information /communication) skills that is a
quantum jump beyond normal levels, e.g. speed reading,
lightning calculating, memory mastery , speedspeak or fastalk, tri-linguality, stenotyping, shorthand. Cf. -Hypercognitive:
SURVEY METHODS (in evaluation) See Evaluation
Specific Methodology.
SYMBOLIC EVALUATION Another term for Ritualistic Evaluation.
SYMMETRY of evaluative indicators. It is a common
error to suppose (or unwittingly to arrange) that the converse or absence of an indicator of merit is an indicator of
demerit. This is illustrated by the assumption that items in
evaluative questionnaires can be rewritten positively or
negatively to suit the configuralrequirement of foiling
stereotyped responses. But "frequently lies" is a strong
indicator of demerit, while "Does not frequently lie" is not
even a weak indicator of (salient) merit. (Salient merit i.e.
commendable behavior, is what one rewards, not "being
better than the worst one could possibly be.") The preceding is an epistemological point about symmetry (related to
the virtue/supererogation distinction in ethics). There are
also methodological asymmetries; for example, an item requesting a report on absences e.g. "Was sometimes absent
without leave" can be answered affirmatively by respondents who were often not there themselves but who observed one or more such absences by the evacuee; but "Was
rarely absent without leave" will be checked "Don't know"
by the same respondents since it calls for knowledge they
do not possess.

h

SYNTHESIS (of studies) The integration of multiple
research studies into an overall picture is a field which has
re
recently received
considerable attention. These "revi s of
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the literature" are not only evaluations in themselves,
withit turns outsome quite complex methodology and
viable alternatives involved on the way to a bottom line; but

they are also a key element in the evaluator's repertoire
since they provide the basis for identifying e.g. critical competitor's and possible side-effects See Meta-analysis.

SYNTHESIS (in evaluation) 1. The process of combining a_set'of ratings on several dimensions_ intaan ayerall
evaluation. Usually necessary and defensible, sometimes
inappropriate because it requrres a decision on relative
weighting which sometimes is impossible. Those occasions
require giving just the ratings on the separate dimensions. It
licit statement and justification
is desirable to require an
uf the synth-2 7 proced re since this will often expose: (a)
arbitrary assumptions; ) inconsistent applications. In the
example, the de- facto weighting of
evaluation of faculty
research vs. teaching is often marer to,.5:1 in institutions

whose rhetoric claims panty; but it may vary widely between departments or between successive chairs in the
same department The evaluation of student course work
by the letter grade is often cited as an example of indefensible synthesis; in fact it is a perfectly defensible summative
evaluation, though it is unjut gnable for formative feedback
- summary" illustrates
to the student. "Synthesis by salt,
35
scales by students and
another trap, a teacher is rated or

,

the printout only shows cases of statistically significant
departures of the ratings from the norms. This seems plausible enough, but since the dimensions have not been independently validated, (and are not independent) it ndt only
involves focusing on style characteristics which are being
appraised on a priori grounds, but it also involves all the
confusions of ranking instead of grading. The importance
of correct synthesis is illustrated by a psychiatrist on the
staff at the UniversitN$61 Minnesota who became legendary
for requesting a grant so that a graduate student could "pull
his research results together", his "research results" being a,

complete set of taped recordings of five years of therapy
Evaluators that are tempted to "turn the facts over to the
deasion-makers, and let them make the value-judgments"
should remember that evaluations are interpretations that
require nil the professional skills in the repertoire, a scientist's role dots not end with observation and measurement
152
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Weighted-sum synthesis is linear synthesis and usually
works well. Rarely, as in the evaluation of backgarnmon
board positions or in evaluating patients on the MMPI, we
need non-linear synthesis rules Synthesis is perhaps the
key cognitive skill in evaluation; it covers evaluating invoked by the phrase "balanced judgment" as well as apples
and oranges difficulties. Its cousins appear in the core of all
intellectual activity; in science, not only in theorizing and_
identifying the presence of a theoretical construct from the
data but in research synthesis. In evaluation, the wish to
avoid it manifests itself in laissez-faire evaluation's extreme
forms of the naturalistic approach. Balking at the final synthesis is often (not always) balking at the value judgment
itself and close to valuephobia.
2 Synthesis may also refer to the process of reconciling
multiple indep' dent "ev luations. In this sense, it is a
much-abused nd little-st died process of great importance. For exam e, if dr s of the independent evaluations
have to be submitte o the client prior to the group synthesis session, the final results are very different from those
where this requirement is not imposed (because of the need
to fight for an already "public" conclus'- t). See Parallel
Designs, Convergence.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS The tent is generally used interchangeably with systems approach and system theory
This approach places the product or program being evaluated into the context of some total system. Systems analysis includes an investigation of how the components of the
program/product being evaluated interact and how the environment (system) in which the program/product exists
affect it The "total system" is not clearly defined, varying
from a particular institution to the universe at large, hence
the approach tends to be more an orientation than an exact
formula and the results of its use range from the abysmally
trivial to deep insights (Ref C W Churchman, The Design
of Inquiring Systems).

TA Technology Assessment An evaluation, particularly with respect to probable impact, of (usuallly new) tech-

nologies Discussed in more detail under Technology
below
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TARGET POPULATION The intended recipients or
consumers. Cf. Impacted Population.
TAXONOMIES Classifications, most notably Bloom's
taxonomies of educational objectives, a huge literature has
grown up around, these taxonomies, which are rather simplistic in their assumptions and excessively complex in their
ramifications. But a useful spirt for an evali ation design.

TEACHER EVALUATION Faculty are hot always
teachers (sometimes they are researchers, and sometimes
just failures) and not all the teachers are on the faculty (e g.
administrators, counselors and nurses). The "teachers" are
normally staff who are supposed to teach but may have.
other duties. "Teacher evaluation" thus requires more than
merely evaluating their teaching (see Personnel Evaluation,
Style Research). A6--11 first step, it requires identifying the
other duties and weighting them xelahve to teaching. The
evaluation of teaching itself requires evidence about: (a) the
quality of what is taught (its correctness, currency and com-

prehensiveness); (b) the amount that is learned; (c) the
professionality and ethicality of the teaching process. The
ethics refers to e.g. justice in grading, and the avoidance of
racism, favontisni r d cruelty; professionality refers to the
possession and use of appropriate skills in e.g. discipline,
the construction of test items, in spelling and in writing on a
chalkboard or report card. There are two.surprises,First,
40.

professionalitv does not include most of wha-goes into

"methods" courses, because little of it has been validated.
(The time would have been better spent trying to get the
teachers' competence up in the subject-matter or testing).
Second, orofessionalitv not only Includes the obligation to
take workshops on new material/ theones/approaches to
teaching, but the obligation to steady self-evaluation e g
using student questionnaires, gain scores Whenever possible, teachers should be evaluated on the amount of learning they impart to comparable classes, using Identical tests,
blord-radeci and late-created (i e made up by random
sampling from a large item pool with external validation)
They should never be evaluated on the performance of their
students when entry and support level is not controlled
See Synthesis, Ref Handbook of Faculty Evaluation, ed
Jay Millman (iav,11981)

t;
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TEACHING TO THE TEST The practice of teaching
lust or mostly those skills or facts that will be tested, based

on illicit prior knowledge of, or inference as to the test
content If the test is fully comprehensive, e.g. testing
knowledge of the "time tables" by calling for all of them,
this is simply task-orientation and no crime. But most tests

only sample a domain of behavior and generalize from
peyformance on that sample as to overall performance in the

domain, and that generalization will be erroneous when
teaching to the test has occurred A serious weakness of
teacher-constructed tests is that they create the same sitio.,
tion ex post facto: see Testing to the Teaching.

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT A burgeoning form of
evaluation which aims to assess the total impact of (typically) a new technology A cross between futurism and
systems analysis and consequently done at every level from
ludicrously, superficial to brilliant OTA usually scores
above the middle of the possible range The process remains

in need of systematization, predicting that cassette recorders would displace books was clearly fallacious at the

time, while predicting that hand-held optical-scanning
voice-inputtoutput printing micro-computers will virtually
eliminate the necessity for instruction in basic skills by 1990
seems now (1980) to be so certain that the vast restn..ctunng
of the educational system which it entails should have long
begun. One good feature of TA futurism might seem to be
that in theApng run we'll know who was right, but so much
of it relates to potential that refutation is hard

TERROR The effect frequently induced by goal-free
evaluation (sometimes by the thoir,Of of it) in the whole cast

of actorsevaluators, managers, evaluees The "terror
test" is the use of this awtul threat to determine whether the
cast is competent

TESTS (& TEST ANXIETY) Tests are poor instruments when the sub;ects are more anxious than they would
be in the criterion situation or when they test a domain
poorly matched to the test's alleged domain, but they are
better than most observers, including the classroom teacher
in many, many cases

TESTING TO THE TEACHING Designing tests to
/55
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testing learn'
measure just what is actually taugh
will be or need
ing in the domain about which conch...
to be drawn Tests of a wading program that only use words
actually covered in . ,s will give a false picture of reading

skills As with "teaching to the test," this situation will not
be improper in the extreme case where the teaching covers
the whole domain.

TEST WISE Said of a subject who has acquired substantial skills in test-taking e g. learning to say "False" on all
items which say "always" or "never," or (to give a sophisticated example) learning not to guess on items one hasn't
time to think out, if a "correction for guessing" is being
used, but to do so if it is not

THEORIES General accounts of a held of phenomena,
generating at least explanations and sometimes also predictions, often but not necessarily involv:ng theoretical entities
that are not directly observable.- A luxury for the evaluator,
since they are not even essential for explanations, and explanations are not essential for (99 percent of all) evaluations It if- a gross though fr.?quent blunder to suppose-that
"one needs a theory of learning in order to evaluate teaching One does not need to know anything at all about
electronics in order to evaluate electronic typewriters, even
formatix ely, and haying such knowledge often adveiseiv
affects a summative evaluation See Conceptual Scheme.

THERAPEUTIC ROLE (OR MODEL) OF THE EVALUATOR The very nature of the evaluation situation
vreates pressures that sometimes mold it into a therapistpatient or group therapy interaction, particularly but not
only true with regard to external evaluation. First, there
is in such a case the client's feeling of having exhausted
his her own resources, needing help badly, perhaps desperately Second, there is the aura of expertise and esoterica

which surrounds the external expert Third, there are the
technical diagnoses and magical rites prescribed by the
good doctor Since it's doubtful that there is usually muvn
more to psychotherapy than this, an amalgam which is
enough to generate at least the placebo effect, the analogy is

dearand should be disturbing The main problem with
placebo and Hawthorne effects is their transitory nature
and the evaluator who fades back into the hills after an

t; 5

ecstatic client's testimonial dinner may have to sneak back
for a look around a year later if s/he wants to get a good idea
of whether the recommendations were. (a) solutions to the
problems; (b) adopted; (c) supported. Hence follow-up
studies, sadly lacking in psychotherapy research (or innovative evaluation) and often devastating when done, are
just as important in meta-evaluation.

TIME DISCOUNTING A term from fiscal evaluation
which refers to the systematic process of discounting future
benefits e.g. income for the fact that they are in the future
and hence (regardless of the rIsk, an essentially independent source of value reduction for merdy probable future
benefits) lose the earnings that those monies would yield if
in hand now, in the interval before they will in fact materialize Time discounting can be done with reference to any
past or future moment, but is usually done by calculating
everything in terms of true present value.

TIME MANAGEMENT An aspect of management
consulting with which the general practitioner evaluator
should be familiar; it ranges from the trivial to the highly
valuable: Psychologists from William James to B.F. Skinner
are amongst those who have made valuablecontnbutions to
it and it can yield very substantial output gains at very small
cost both for the evaluator and for clients or evaluees. It was
James who suggested listing tasks to be done in decreasing
order of enjoyabilitv and beginning at the bottom, perhaps

since that gives vou the largest reduction of guilt and the
biggest gain in charm for the remaining list. (Refs. James
Mi.Cav, The Management of Time, Prentice Hall.)
TIME SERIES See Interrupted Time Series Analysis.

TRAINING OF EVALUATORS Evaluators, like philosophers, and unlike virtually every other kind of professional, should be regarded as having an obligation to
know as much as possible about as much as possible While

it is feasible and indeed quite common for evaluators to
specialize either in particular methodologies or in particular
subject matter areas, the costs of doing this are always
rather obvious in their work It is probably a consequence of

the relative youth of evaluation as a discipline that the
search for illuminating analogies from other disciplines is
/57
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still so productive, but the other reason for versatility will
always be with us, namely that it enables one to do better as
an evaluator in as wide a range of subject matter areas as

possible Columbia University used to have a requirement
that students could not be accepted for the doctorate in
philosophy unless they had a Master's degree in another
subject, and an analogous requirement might be quite desirable in evaluation However, it is commonly asserted that
the preliminary degree should be in statistics, tests, and
measurement. The problem with that requirement is that it
leads to a strong preferential bias in the eventual practice of
the professional. While skill in the quantitative methodologies is highly desirable, it does not have to be a prehminani
valuation training; the reverse sequence may be prefer,. ile A simple formula for becoming a good evaluator is to

learn how to do everything that is required by the Key
Evaluation Ch..cklist. Although the formula is simple, the
task is not; but it may be better to specify the core of evaluation training in this way rather than by listing competencies
in terms of their supposed prerequisite status with respect
bA evaluation People get to be gocd evaluators by a large

number of routes, and the field would probably bi.nefit by
increasing this number rather than standardizing the
routes See Evaluation Skills.

TRAIT-TREATMENT INTERCONNECTION A less

wiklv-used term for aptitude-treatment interaction,
though it is actually a more accurate term
TRANSACTIONAL EVALUATION (Rippey)

Focuses

on the process ot improvement, e g. by encouraging anony-

mous feedback for those that a change would affect and
then a group process to resolve differences Though a
potentially useful implementation methodology in some
cases, transactional evaluation does not help much with
e g product ealuation or (in general) with the consumer
effects of a program, being man*, sniff- oriented See Sum-

mative Evaluation.
TRANSCOGNITIVE Composed ut Supercogy Rive
and H, percognitive.
TREATMENT A term generabled tram medical research to cover whatever it is that we're investigating, in
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particular whatever is being applied or supplied to, or done
by, the experimental group that is intended to distinguish
them from the comparison group(s). Using a particular
brand of toothpaste or toothbrush or reading an advertisement or testbook or going to school are all examples of
treatments. "Evaluand" covers these, but also products,
plans, and people etc.

TRIANGULATION Originally the procedure used by
surveyors to locate ("fix") a point on a grid. In evaluation, or
scientific research in general, it refers to the attempt to get a
fix on a phenomenon by approaching it from more than one

independently based route. For example, if you want to
ascertain the extent of sex stereotyping in a company, you
will interview at severat levels, you will examine training
manuals and interoffice memos, you will observe personnel
interviews and files, you will analyze job/sex/qualification
matches, job descriptions, advertising, placement and so

on. In short, you avoid dependence on the validity of any
one source by the process of triangulation. Note that this is
quite different from looking at multiple traits/dimensions/
qualities in order to synthesize them into an overall evalua-

tive conclusion Triangulation provides "redundant"
(really, confirmatory) measurement; it does not involve the
conflation of ontologically different qualities into estimates
of merit (worth, value etc.)

TRICKLE EFFECTS Indirect effects: spillover and ripple effects are rough synonyms.

TRUE CONSUMER Someone who, directly or indirectly, receives the services etc. provided by the evaluand.
Does not include the service providers though they are also
part of the impacted population. Is usually a very different
group from the target population (intended primary consumers )

TRUE EXPERIMENT A "true expenment" or "true experimental design" is one in vv hich the subjects are matched

in pairs by groups as closely as possible and the one from
each pair or one group is randomly assigned to the control and

the other to the experimental group. The looser-and-larger
numbers version skips the matching step and just assigns
subjects randomly to each group. (Cf. ex post facto design
159
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and quasi - experimental design

TWO-TIER SYSTEM (also called Multi-Tier System,
and Hierarchical System) A system of evaluation, sometimes used in proposal evaluation (but also with considerable potential in personnel evaluation) where an attempt is
made to reduce the total social cost of the ordinary RFP
system by requiring two rounds of competition The first,
which is the only one RFP'd, involves stringent length restrictions on the proposal, which is supposed to indicate
just the general,approach and, e g , personnel available.
These brief sketches are then reviewed by panels that can
move through them very fast, and a small number of promising ones are identified. Grants are (sometimes) made to
the authors of this "short list" of bidders in order to cover
their ,:osts in developing full proposals. The relatively small

number of full proposals is then reviewed by a smaller
group of reviewers or reviewing panels th" second tier of
the review system The mathematics of this vanes from case
to case, but it's worth looking at an example. Suppose we
simply put out the usual kind of RFP for improvement of
college science teaching labora tones We might get back 600
or 1,200 proposals, averaging perhaps 50 or 60 pages in
length. For convenience let's say they average 50 pages and
we get 1,000 of them. That's '50,0(X) pages of proposals to be
read, and 50,0(X) pages of proposals to be written Even if
reviewers can "read" 100 or 200 pages an hour, we're still
looking 250-500 hours of proposal reading, which means
about 60 person-days of reading, I e a panel of 15 working

for four days, two panels of 15 working two days, or ten
panels of 6 working for one day The problem is that you
t in' t get good reviewers for four days, and the small panels
require more personnel to staff, and then have to face the
serious problem of interpanel differences. Now if we go to a
two-tier system, then we can place an upper limit of, say,
five pages on the first proposal and, although we may get a
few more, that's a good result since it means that we'll get
some entries who don't have the timf or resources required

to submit massive proposals So we might start with 1,200
five-pagers, which is 6,(X)0 pages, and we've immediately
got a reduction of 88 percent in the amount of reading that's

done, with the result that a single panel can reasonably
manage it Then there will be perhaps ten or twenty best
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proposals coming in at the 50 page length, which can be
h-ndled quite quickly, and indeed much more carefully, by
the same panel, reconvened for that purpose. Notice also
that the reading speed for the first tier of proposals may be
higher since all the readers have to do is to be sure they're
not missing a promising proposal, rather that- to rank -or'er

for final award. And validity -bould be higher. Notice the
triple savings that are involved: the proposers can save
about 90 percent of their costs (it may not be quite so high,
because shorter proposals take more than a prorated-by-

page amount of resources, but it's still substantial); the
agency saves a great deal of cost in paying raters or
panelists, and heavy staff work costs; and the reliability of

the process as well as the quality of available judges goes up

significantly Hence the small subsidy for the second tier
pre. ;al is more than justified, both fiscally and in terms of
encouraging entries from people that couldn't otherwise
afford it; and better entries from those that can

TYPE 1/TYPE 2 ERRORS See Hypothesis Testing.

UNANTICIPATED OUTCOMES Often used as a
synonym for side-effects: ,but only loosely equivalent,
since outcomes may be unanticipated by inexperienced
plannersbut readily predictable by experienced ones; effects that are anticipated but not goals are (sometimes) still

side- effects and sometimes not (e g. having to rent
offices.)

UNCERTAINTY, Evaluating.

See

Risk.

UNOBTRUSIVE MEASUREMENT The opposite of reactive measurement One that produces no reactive effect,
e g. observing the relative amount of wear on the carpet in
front of interactive displays in a science museum as a measure of relative amounts of use Sometimes unethical, and
sometimes ethically preferable to obtrusive evaluation
("Obtrusive" is not necessarily "intrusive"; it may be obvious but not disruptive )

UTILITY (Econ ) The value of something to someone
or to some institution. "Interpersonal comparison of utility"
is the stumbling-block of (welfare) economics Sometimes
measured in the hypothetical units of "uti1,2s See Appor-

tionment, Cost.
i
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UTILIZATION (of evaluations) This refers either to
the effort to improve implementation of an evaluation's
recommendations or to a metaevaluative focus on the extent
to which evaluations have been utilized. Utilization/implementation must be planned into evaluations from the first
moment; indeed, if therlient isn't in a position to utilize the

results appropriately, an ethical question arises as to
whether the evaluation should be done. Standard procedures include putting representahves of the evaluees on the
evaluation team or advisory panel; soliciting and using suggestions from the whole impacted population about design
and findings, identifying and focusing on positive benefits
of the evaluation if implemented; using appropriate language, length and formats in the report(s); establishing a
balance of power to reduce threat; and, most importantly, a
heavy emphasis on explaining/teaching about the particular and general advantages of evaluation See also Implementation of Evaluations. Carol Weiss sensibly suggests "use" as a substitute for "utilization " Measures of use
are tricky, the problems begin with "conceptual use" i.e
'The ideas caught on even if the recommendations were
never implemented Then there's the problem whether an
implementation of bad suggestions should "score a point
for ocr side
VALIDITY A test is valid if it really does measure what
it purports to measure It can be reliable (in the technical
sense) without being valid, and it can be valid without being

credible But if it's valid it has to be reliableif the thermometer is valid, it must say 100 degrees Centigrade when-

ever placed in boiling water and hence must agree with
itself, i e be reliable. There are various subspecies of validity in the jargon (especially face, content, construct, and
predictive alidity), but they represent an inflation of
methodological differences into supposed conceptual distinctions, except perhaps "face-valid" which possibly
should be distinguished since it only means "looks valid
Serious investigation of validity will identify the appropriate kind for e g the test being studied, one should not
talk about "valid in this sense, but not in that," only about

Valid evaluatio are ones
which take into account all relevant factors, and IA eight
them appropriately in the synthesis process They may or

"zuiliif in the appropriate sense
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may not be well-presented or credible (see Meta-evaluation). Validity originally referred to the property of arguments that are logically impe able, whether or not rhetorically impressivethe present sense is a natural extension,
though it upsets logicians. See External Validity, Generalization.
VALUED PERFORMANCE A value-imbued descriptive variable, imbued with value by the context For example, in the context of evaluating hot rods, the standingstart quarter-mile time is the principal evaluative measure,

the valued performance. On the one hand it's totally
factual/descriptive; on the other hand, it is contextually
imbued with value and is treated exactly as if it logically
involved the concept of merit. Cf Crypto-evaluative term.
VALUE-FREE CONCEPTION OF SCIENCE The belief that science, and in particular the social sciences, should
not or cannot properly infer to evaluative conclusions, on
the basis of purely scientific considerations. Mistakenly assumed to be a consequence of empiricism though in fact it
requires the further (erroneous) premise that inference from
facts to values is impossible; the error is precisely analogous
to the error of supposing that one cannot infer to conclusions about theoretical constructs from observations. (Popper's simplistic attack on induction is thus partly responsible for the continued support of the value-free doctrine )
Apart from the logical errors, there is the evidence of one's
senses that science is redolent with highly responsible and
well-justified scientific evaluation of research designs, of
estimates, of fit, of instruments, of explanations, of research
quality, of theories. That the value-free position was maintained at all in the face of these considerations, requires an
explanation in terms of valuephobia. See Needs Assessment and LE.

VALUE-IMBUED TERM See Valued Performance.

VALUE JUDGMENT A claim as to the merit, worth or
value of something, originally (and still typically) involving
judgment but then extended to cover all claims about value
many of which are observational/ mensurational (as in mild

assertions about outstanding athletic performances "That
dive is worth at least 6 pointsas anyone could see") Since
163
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evaluation typically involves multi-attribute integration, it's

not surprising that judgment is often involvedthrough
the weighting of the various attributes. But the idea that
value judgments must always be arbitrary /subjective/
unscientific was only built into the concept as the doctrine of

value-free science took hold And it represents a further
error, since multiple-attirubte measures can easily be objectively and pragmatically defined. See Relativism.

VALUEPHOBIA The resistance to evaluation that generated the myth of value-free science, the attacks on properly-used testing or course grading (see Kill the Messenger),
on program evaluations for accountability and on the evaluation of college faculty is often more than any rational explanation can cover. We use the term "valuephobia" to cover it
without any implications of neurosis, just irrationality. Of
course the natural defensive strategy (attack anything that
is a threat) is part of it, but part of it goes deeper, into the
unwillingness to face possibly unpleasant facts about one `self even if it means large long's'," benefits. (This phenomenon related to "denial"is seen in people who won't go
to a doctor because they don't Want to hear about imperfec-

tions). Valuephobia leads to many abuses e.g. pathetic
guarantees that an evaluation will be done "only to help,
not to criticize" (if there are no valid criticisms, there's rarely

any justification for help of programs/performances involving professionals), to the substitution of implementation monitoring for outcome -based program evaluations; to
the refusal of professional associations to use professional
standards in their own accreditation or enfor ement procedures; to excessive involvement of evaluatim staff with
the program staff ("to reduce anxiety or "to improve implementation" ") which frequently produces pablum evaluations, & (via guilt) to the absurd ratio of favorable to unfavorable program evaluationsabsurd given what we really know about the proportion of bad programs, The clinical status of valuephobia as a U S. cultural phenomenon is
more obvious to a visitor from e.g England where very
tough criticism in the academy is not taken personally to the

degree it is here, and it is in this country that Consumers
Union was listed by the Attorney-General as a subversive
organization and (independently) banned from advertising
in newspapers But the ubiquity of valuephobia is more
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important; Socrates was killed for his teaching and application of evaluative skills and dictators today seem no less
inclined to murder their critics than the Greek "democrac, ." Humility may best be construed not as the avoidance
of self-regard but as the valuing of criticism, and this state
should also be-valued as the outcome of successful "treatment" (hopefully educational rather than therapeutic) for
valuephobia. It should be combined with some capacity to
distinguish good from bad criticism. See Educational Role,
Empiricism.
VALUES (in evaluation; & measurement of) The values
that make evaluations more than mere descriptions can
come from a variety of different sources. They may be

picked up from a relevant and well-tried set of e.g. professional standards. They may come from a needs assessment
which might show that children become very ill without a
particular dietary component (i.e. need it). Or they may
come from a logical and pragmatic analysis of the function
of something (processing speed in a computer is a virtue,
ceteris paribus.) They may even come from a s dy of wants
and 91 the absence of ethical impediments to t eir fulfilment
(e.g.) in building a better roller-coaster.) In ach of these

cases, the foundations are factual and the easoning is
logicalnothing comes in that a scienti should be

ashamed of. But something hovers in the b ckground that

scientists are embarrassingly incompet nt to handle,
namely ethics. Without doing ethics, howev

,

ost evalua-

tions can be validated by just checking for sali nt ethical
considerations that might override the non-ethi al reasoning. The values/preferences that sometimes c e into the
evaluation as the ultimate data range in visibility from obvious
(political ballots) to very inaccessible (attitudes towards job-

security, women supervisors, cens)rship of pornography)
Most instruments for identifying the more subtle ones aeg of
extremely dubious validity; they are best inferred from behavior; although that inference is also difficult, it begins
with the kind of event we are (usually) hoping to influence.
Some simulations are so good that they probably elicit true
values, especially if not very important ones are involved;

usually behavior in real situations should be used See
Ethics.
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VARIABILITY The extent to which a population is
spread out over its range, as opposed to concentrated near

one or a few places (or modes)the feature that pry A uces
dispersion.
WEIGHT AND SUM The traditional process of synthesis in evaluation: points are awarded for performance on
each valued dimension e g. on a 1-5 scale, and the dimensions dimifAveighted for their relative importance (e g. on a
1-3, 1-5, or 1-10 scale)then the products of the weights
and the performance scores are totalled for each candidate
Although this is a very useful process, sometimes valid and
nearly always clarifying, there are many traps in it Some
examples: if a careful balance between maximum weight,
maximum performance score and number of dimensions is
not maintaineda bunch of trivia can swamp crucial factors;
"no-compromise" requirements must be used as a preliminary filter, not as heavily weighted factors; linearity of utility (points) across performance variables must not be assumed, interactions need separate analysis, sitrphis perfor-

romise thresholds
must be separately weighted (possib y not very heavily);
eventually, only pairwise comparisons should be made,
though a multi-candidate table can be used as a crude first
filter. See Evaluation News (Vol 2, no. 1, February 1981,
pp 85-90)
WHITEWASH (Suchman) See Rationalization Evaluation.

mance on dimensions with no-cc

WHOLISTIC Alternative spelling of Holistic.

WHY DENY A conference with the staff of a funding
agency which unsuccessful bidders on an RFP may request
and at which they are informed about the reasons why they
lost out One of the consequences of the recent move towards openness. Unfortunately the failure to use salience
scoring and other systematic procedures means that reviewer and staff feedback is very difficult to interpret in a
useful way.

WIRED A contract or an RFP is said to be "wired" if
either through its design and requirements or through an
informal agreement between agency staff and a particular
Pub
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contractor, it is arranged so that it will go to that contractor.
Certainly illegal, and nearly always immoral. The mere fact

that the RFPwith intrinsic good reasonspre-deter-

mines the contractor e.g. because the problem can in fact
only be handled by an outfit with two Cray computers, does
not constitute wiring.
WORTH System value by contrast with intrinsic value
(merit); e.g. market value is a function of the market, not of
the evaluand's own virtues. The worth of a professor is a

function of the enrollment in her or his classes, grantgetting, relation to the college's mission, role-modeling
function for prospective/actual women or minority students, as well as his/her professional r.erit. The latter is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for the former. Cf.
Success.
ZERO-BASED BUDGETING (Z813) A system of budgeting in which all expenditures have to be justified rather
than additional expenditures (i.e. variations from "levelfunding"). Temporarily fashionable in Washington in the
'70s, its merits for summative evaluation are overwhelming;
the practical difficulties are easily handled, but the political
squawks from entrenched programs may be harder to manage. The original reference is Peter Pyrrh's book of this' itle.
See Apportionment.
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ACRONYMS
&
ABBREVIATIONS

AA Audit Agency:---a division of HHS/ED that reports
directly to the Secretary and does internal audits (cf. GAO)
that amount to evaluations of piograms and contracts including evaluational. Has moved from CPA orientation to

i

much broader approach and does much very compet nt
work (though spread a little thin); still doesn't look at .g.
validity of test-instruments used.
AAHE American Association of Higher Education.

ABT Properly, Abt Associates. Large shop with strong
evaluation capability; headquarters Cambridge, Massachusetts
ACT AmenCan College Testing
AERA American Educational Research Association

AID Agency for International Development
AIR American Institutes for Research, a Northern California-based contractor with some evaluation capability
ANCOVA Analysis of covariance

ANOVA Analysis of vanance

All Aptitude-treatment interaction
AV Audiovisual
AVLINE Online audio-visual database maintained by
the Nation ' Library of Medicine
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CAI Computer-assisted instruction
CBO Congressional Budget Office Provides analysis
and evaluation services to Congress, as GAO does
for the
administration
CBTE, GETT, CBTP Competency Based Teacher
Education, Training or Preparation

CDC Control Data Corporation, one ot the top five com-

puter companies.

CEEB College Entrance Examination Board

CEDR Center for Evaluation, Development and Re-

search (at Phi Delta Kappa)

CFE Cost -tree evaluation

CIPP Da mei Stufflebeam and Egon Guba's model
which distinguis
es of evaluation. context, input, proces
d productall designed to delineate, obtain, and protiode useful information for the decisionmaker

CIRCE Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation, University ot Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois
CMHC Community Mental Health Center or Clinic
CM! Computer Managed Instraftion
CN consultants News, the fughry independent
newsletter of the mavagement consulting area,
run by talented
loner Jim Kennedy
COB Close of business (end of working day, a proposal
deadline)

COPA Council on Post Secondary Accreditation
CRT Criterion-referenced test
CSE Center for the Study of Evaluation (a+ UCLA)
CS1141,-

Group

t_omprekensit e School Mathematics Study

DBMS Database Management System Computer

software

Joy
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DEd (properly ED) Department of Education (exUSOE)

DOD Department of Defense
DOE Department of Energy
DRG Division of Research Grants
DR T Domain-rc.,:enced test

ED Education Department
FIR Environmental Impact Report

EN Evaluation News, the newsletter puma, of the
Evaluation Networ1'
en evaluation notes, e newsletter on evaluation methodology published by Edgepress
ENet Evaluation Network, a professional association of

evaliwtors
EPIE Education Products Information Exchange

ERIC Educational Resourc's Information Center; a

nationwide information network with 'ts base in 1"ashington, D C and 16 cleannghouses at various locations in the
U S Available as online database
Evaluation Pesearch Society, a professional associof evaluators
ESEA Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1%5
ERS

ETS Educational Testing Service, headquarters in
Princeton, N J bran hes in Berkeley, Atlanta, etc
FRACHE Federation of Regional Accrediting Commis,ions of Higher Education
FY

Fiscal year

G do A General and administiation (expenses, costs)

GAO General Accounting Office The principal semialuation 4eno of the Federal Nvernment
ex terna
CBE Goal-based evaluation
GEE Goal-tree eval _lawn
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GIGO Garbage In, Garbag Out (from computer programming,; see meta-analysis)

GP General-purpose (evaluator)
GPA Grade-point average

GPO Government Pn.tmg Office, Washington, D.0
GRE Graduate Record Examination
HEW Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
divided into E D. and H H.S

no

HHS

Department of Health and Human Servic-s

IBM

International Business Machines

10X Instructional C
K

ectives Exchange

51000 as in "16K for evaluation

K- 12

Kindergarten through high school years

The domain of "Elementary Education"

K- 6
LE

The Logic of Evaluation, a monograph by the pres-

ent author
LEA

Local Education Authonty (e g school district)

LSAT

I

aw School Admission Test

M thousand, as in"S16N1 for evaluation

MAS Management Advisory Serk ices, term usually refers to subsidiaries of the Big 8 accounting firms
MBO

Management by Objectives

MIS Management Information System usually a computenzed database ,:ombining fiscal, inventory, and performance data

MM7I

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

MOM Modus Operandi
NCATE
Education

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher

NCES Nationa Center for Educational Statistic.,
NCHCT National Center for I lealth Care Technology
CI

1S

NIA National Institute onAging
NICHD National Institute of Child, Health and Human
Development
NIE National Institute of Education (in ED)

NIH National Institutes of Health (includes NIMH,
MA etc.), or Not Invented Here (so don't encourage its use)
NIJ

National Institute of Justice

NIMH National Institute of Mer ii Health
NLM National Library of Medicine

NSF National Science Foundatior

NWL Northwest Lab, Portlar,i, Oregon One of the
federal network of labs and R d. D centers; has strongest
evaluation tradition (Worthen, Saunders, Smith)
OE Office of Education
OHDS Office of Human Development Services

OJT On-job training

OMB Office

Management a id Budget

OPB Office of Planning and Budgeting

ONR Office of Naval Research, sponsor of e g. Ency
clopedia of Educational Evalgation
OTA Office of Technology Assessment
P & E Planning and Evaluation, a &visit of HEW!
HHS, including regional offices, where it repot directly to
Regional Directors In ED, currently called OPB
PETE

Performance Based i-eacher Education

PDK Pht Delta Kappa, the influential and quality-oriented educational honorary that publishes The Kappan

PEC Product Evaluation Checklist
PERT Program Evaluatitm and Review Technique
PHS

ublic Health Service

PLATO The largest CAI project ever, anginal head-

iS
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quarters at the University of Whims/Champaign Mostly
NSF funded in development phase,

now CDC-controlled.

PPBS Planning Programming Budgeting System
PSI Personalized System of Instruction
(a k a. The Keller Plan)

PT Programmed Text

RAND Big Santa Monica-based contract research and
evaluation and policy analysis outfit. Originally, a U S
Air-Force 'creature' (civilian subsidiary), set up because
they couldn't get enough specialized taler t from within
the
ranksname came from Research ANd Development
Now independent non-profit, though still does some work

for USAF

RFP Request for proposal

SAT Scholastic Aptitude Test Widely used for collect

admissions

SDC Systems De; clopment Corporation in Santa
Monica, another large shop like Rand with substantial
evaluation capability.
SEA State Education Authority
SEP School Evaluation Profile
SES Socioeconomic status
SMERC San Mateo Educational Resources Centeran
information center which houses numerous collections of
educational materials to meet the i&ormation needs of educators in set tral states surrounding California Most
collections are "in-house" tilt SMERC also has access to ERIC
files SMERC is located in Redwood City, CA,

SMSG School Mathematics S'udv Group One of the
earliest and most prolific of the tederal curriculum
reform
efforts
SRI

originally Litantord Research Institute, in Mt.nlo
Park. CA. once part-owned by Stanford University,
now
autonomous I a rge "shop' cvhic h does some e aluation
TA

Tet hnologt, Assessment or Technical A,ssistancc
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TAT Thematic Apperception Test
TCITY Twin Cities Institute for Talented Youth Site of
the first advocate-adversary evaluation (Stake & Denny)
USAF United States Air Force, Heavy (and pretty competent) R & D commitment, like Navy, and unlike Army.

USDA United States Department of Agnculture
USOE United States Office of Education, now ED or
DEd (Departmen' of Education)

WICHE Western Interstate Clearinghouse o\ Higher
Education
if.
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